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Background
The City of Lawton is home to three different public school districts representing a combined
total of 30 elementary schools scattered throughout the city’s various communities. The high
number of elementary schools provides many families the opportunity to live within a close
proximity of their children’s school building. As a result, families have the opportunity to
choose from various modes of travel when transporting their child between home and school.
Families can choose between personal vehicles, school buses, day care vehicles, or various forms
of active transportation relative on the distance they live to their child’s school.
Active transportation, such as walking and biking, is a mode of travel that is sometimes
overlooked in a vehicle dominant culture centered around street and highway development. The
U.S Centers for Disease Control and Preventions (CDC) has found that the overall proportion of
children walking and bicycling to school has steadily declined between 1969 and 2001.1 A
similar trend is true for children that live within a mile of the school. The National Center for
Safe Routes to School found between 13% and 17% of students of public schools walk or bike to
school and 45% arrive by personal vehicles driven by a family member.2
Health Issues

Fewer children are using active transportation at a time when more children are at higher risks of
weight gain and obesity. The Comanche County Memorial Hospital Foundation measures the
body mass index of most fourth-graders in the county and has found that since 2004, 40% of
Lawton’s fourth-graders have been assessed to be “at risk” for childhood obesity, in comparison
to the national average of 31%. Health habits form during childhood and follow accordingly into
our adult lives. Teaching healthy habits early in a child’s life can easily be accomplished by
encouraging students to engage in active transportation inside and outside of the school
environment.
The health benefits of staying active and exercising are well researched and documented. The
CDC states that regular exercise can reduce the risk of diabetes, heart disease, depression, and
anxiety. Regular exercise can also help control body weight as well as build and maintain
healthy bones, muscles, and joints.3
Barriers to Active Transportation

One way to encourage active transportation is to ensure that children have a safe way to walk or
ride a bike to school. Some schools in the Lawton Public School District have already shown
interest in making it safer for children to walk to school by applying for Federal funding through
Safe Routes to School (SRTS). The SRTS program works with schools to discover strategies for
removing barriers that block students from using active transportation through programs and
projects led by staff, community members, students and families.

1

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (2008). Kids Walk‐to‐School: Then and Now – Barriers and Solutions.
Retrieved from http://www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/DNPA/kidswalk/then_and_now.htm.
2
Safe Routes to School Travel data: A look at baseline results from parent survey and student travel tallies. (2010)
Chapel Hill, NC: National Center for Safe Routes to School.
3
www.cdc.gov/healthyplaces/healthtopics/physactivity.htm
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The CDC examined the major barriers blocking students from walking to school through a 2004
survey of 1,588 adults who answered questions about their youngest child, aged 5 to 18. 4 Table
1 is a list of barriers most noted by adults.
Table 1: Cited Barriers to Active Transportation
By understanding the barriers that
Percentage of Parents
Barrier
block students from using active
Identifying with the Barrier
transportation, a school can begin the
Distance to School
61.5%
process of finding strategies to remove Traffic‐Related Danger
30.4%
these barriers through education,
Weather
18.6%
encouragement, engineering,
Crime Danger
11.7%
enforcement, and evaluation.

Purpose and Goals

Opposing School Policy
Other Reasons Not Identified

6.0%
15.0%

This report is designed to research and
bring understanding to the current state of infrastructure and transportation resources available to
elementary schools in the Lawton Metropolitan Area Transportation Study (LMATS) area. The
goal of this report is to be used as a reference for elementary school staff, administrators, or
community leaders when applying for Federal funding programs like SRTS or other programs
that target strategies for building healthier communities. The information obtained from the
findings will examine where improvements through infrastructure projects and education
programs are most needed as well as where they will provide the greatest benefit.
The Elementary School Walkability/Accessibility Report has involved 27 elementary schools
located in the LMATS area. At the beginning of the 2010 – 2011 school year a total 7,923
students were enrolled in participating schools in the Lawton Public School (LPS) and Flower
Mound School District. Bishop Public School chose not to participate because current policies
discourage students to use active transportation when traveling between home and school.
Table 2: A List of Schools Participating in the Elementary School Walkability Report

Elementary Schools

Approval and cooperation
from the highest level of
administration preceded all
Almor West
Howell
Swinney
work with the elementary
Brockland
Hugh Bish
Washington
schools. A meeting with
Carriage Hills
Jackson
Whittier
Billy Davis, LPS Assistant
Cleveland
Lincoln
Wilson
Superintendant was
Country Club Heights
Park Lane
Woodland Hills
conducted July 26, 2010 prior
Crosby Park
Pat Henry
Learning Tree Academy (Pre‐K)
to contacting individual
Douglass
Pioneer Park
Beginnings Academy (Pre‐K)
school administrators within
the district. A similar
Edison
Ridgecrest
Flower Mound Public School
meeting with Superintendant
Diana Jackson of Flower Mound School was conducted February 17, 2011 before conducting
observations.
Adams

Eisenhower

Sullivan Village

Variables
Data for this report originates from observational surveys, meetings with school officials, the
Lawton Police Department, school administrators, and other related organizations. The process
4

Safe Routes to School Guide (February 2007). National Center for Safe Routes to School, p. 1‐3
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for obtaining this data began by meeting with principals from each school to obtain information
specific to their schools about the student population and their relationship with active
transportation. Observations were scheduled at principal meetings and were designed to observe
activity around the school as well as student arrival and dismissal. Information from the Lawton
Police Department Technical Services Division, Lawton Area Transit System (LATS), and the
City of Lawton Planning Division was obtained to research the current and future status of
transportation resources and traffic issues in the LMATS area.
Meeting with Principals

Principals were asked about current school conditions, general information about students, and
school programs or policies targeting the use active transportation. Other questions were asked
about traffic and engineering issues surrounding the school as well as issues with crime.
Meetings were also used to become acquainted with staff and schedule observations.
Current Conditions and Observations

Each elementary school in the report was visited at least once in the morning and in the
afternoon. Visits were based on the school’s starting and ending times. Observation time varied
between school districts as well as inside districts for some schools that provide morning
breakfast. The targeted time for an observation relied on the moment buses, day care vehicles,
and personal vehicles were present to pick up and drop off students. Visual observations
involved taking notes of pedestrian infrastructure, such as sidewalks, crosswalks, school zones,
speed limits, bicycle racks, disability access, on street parking and nearby alternative transit
systems such as LATS, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities. Observations also noted the general
behavior of vehicle and pedestrian traffic as it traveled to and from the school building.
Other information was obtained from resources through the City of Lawton. The Planning
Division provided information about planned bicycle routes and existing LATS coverage for
areas surrounding elementary schools. Police Department Technical Services Division provided
accident data from 2009 and 2010 and was mapped with GIS mapping software to display the
proportion of accidents by each school coverage area. Mapping software was utilized to display
the current infrastructure resources surrounding school buildings, the Median Household Income,
and the relative distance between residential neighborhoods and the school building. Other
images were obtained from online resources Bing Maps5 and Google Earth (2010).
Analysis

The final section of an elementary school survey is a summary of the important issues
concerning active transportation surrounding the school. The analysis is intended to indicate
issues or barriers the school may have with active transportation and provide examples of
strategies for improvement. Following the analysis is a map that targets at least two locations
with specific safety issues and a description of suggested engineering strategies for
improvements. The end of each survey includes a summarized matrix listing pedestrian based
issues encountered throughout the report and a list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and
infrastructural strategies that an administrator may consider to improve the safety of students as
they travel between home and school.

5

http://www.bing.com/maps
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Figure 1: Elementary School Coverage Area by School Population
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Adams Elementary
Adams Elementary is found in the Greer
Addition and located south of NW Cache
Road and east of NW 35th Street, on NW
Ferris Avenue.
Current Conditions

Sidewalks can be found along the south side
of the school building on Ferris Avenue and
in a few locations on NW 35th Street south of
NW Ferris Avenue. The intersection of NW
Ferris Avenue and NW 35th Street is
regulated by a four-way stop with four
marked crosswalks. There are also two
marked crosswalks at the intersection of NW
35th Street and NW 33rd Street. Traffic
control signs indicating School Crossing are
absent at each intersection.
School zones are marked by traffic control
signs indicating School Speed Limit on
sections of NW Ferris Avenue, NW 35th
Street, and NW 35th Place. Parking is
restricted on the north side of NW Ferris
Avenue for LPS bus and day care student
loading zones.

Meeting with Administrator

Figure 2: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity
of the Adams Elementary School Building

On October 11, 2010 a visit with Principal Tammy Horschler of Adams Elementary revealed that
the school has yet to apply for Federal funding through a program like Safe Routes to School.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Horschler estimated a total of 170 students enrolled at the
elementary school. Of these students, 55 to 60 may walk or ride bicycles to school most days of
the year. At the moment, there are no policies to encourage or discourage the use of active
transportation for students when traveling between home and school. Still, Adams Elementary
encourages students to walk and exercise in other settings. The school’s physical education
program is currently teaching pedestrian safety to its students.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Horschler pointed out the high frequency of vehicles using NW 35th Street to commute
to the Comanche County Memorial Hospital and Cameron University in the morning. Drivers
behave well while students are present but will speed past the school after they have passed the
intersection of NW 35th Street and NW Ferris Avenue. Horschler would like to see more
sidewalks around the school’s perimeter and within the surrounding community. Currently,
students must choose to walk in the grass or in the streets when traveling between home and
6|Page
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school. While streets are an unsafe pedestrian environment, many homeowners have mentioned
to Principal Horschler their disapproval of students walking through their lawns.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found
outside the immediate area of
Adams Elementary include
Lawton Area Transit System
(LATS). As seen in Figure 3,
the Yellow, Red, Green and
Blue routes travel around the
perimeter of the school
coverage area for Adams
Elementary. A planned bicycle
route is intended to run
throughout the school coverage
area on NW Ferris Avenue and
south of NW Ferris Avenue on
NW31st Street. Principal
Horschler mentioned that the
school and surrounding
neighborhood have been
subject to instances of crime in
the area.
While no violent crimes have
been reported some gang
graffiti and burglaries have
been reported. The Principal
Figure 3: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Adams Elementary
feels that the perception of
Coverage Area
crime may be a factor in a
parent’s or guardian’s decision to allow students to use active transportation when traveling
between home and school. Information from the Lawton Police Department Technical Services
Division indicates that the elementary school is located in an area with relatively high traffic
incidents based on 2009 and 2010 accidents reports.

Observations
A total of four observations were made for Adams Elementary on October 12 and 13, 2010.
Two observations were executed in the morning between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and two in the
afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 Students are allowed entry in the building before 8:45 AM at the doors on the south side of the
building. Allowing students early entry appears to decrease the amount of vehicles parking or
idling in front of the school before school commences.
7|Page
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 Many drivers were observed using the bus loading area to drop off students disregarding
parking restrictions established for this location.
 Drivers behaved cautiously when pedestrians were present but disregarded speed limits and
neglected to make complete stops at stop signs when pedestrians were absent.
Afternoon:
 Students were released from the doors on the east side of the building. A large amount of
vehicles began parking before 3:30 PM on NW 35th Street. The absence of parking restrictions
on NW 35th Street sometimes restricts traffic to one-lane of travel.
 Some drivers also park along NW 35th Place and the south side of NW Ferris Avenue in front
of the school building.
 While school traffic creates congestion between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM, traffic volume is
minimal in the afternoon.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 Bus activity was channeled to the south side of the school building on NW Ferris Avenue
where buses were able to use a dedicated pull off area for bus loading.
 Drivers of personal vehicles
were observed disregarding
parking restrictions for bus
loading zones to drop off or pick
up students.
Pedestrian Activity

 The majority of pedestrian traffic
originated from the east on NW
Ferris Avenue. Pedestrian traffic
also originated from the north on
NW 35th Street.
 Students were observed walking
across the street in locations
without marked crosswalks.
 A few staff members were
observed supervising outside in
the morning and afternoon.
Principal Horschler acts as a
crossing guard at the intersection
of NW 35th Street and NW Ferris
Avenue after school.

Figure 4: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Adams Elementary
School
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 Observations found an average of 15 pedestrians6 arriving to school in the morning and 23
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Adams Elementary found a relatively moderate proportion of
students choosing active transportation when traveling between home and school. It appears that
the majority of students travel by personal vehicle while the remaining students travel by bus and
day care vehicles. The absence of sidewalks along the majority of the surrounding neighborhood
was found to draw pedestrians into the streets. Pedestrians underutilize the existing sidewalk
constructed south of NW Ferris Avenue on the east side of NW 35th Street by walking in the
street or in the grass.
The most effective improvement to pedestrian infrastructure for Adams Elementary would be
concentrating on pedestrian networks along NW Ferris Avenue. The high volume of vehicle
traffic in the morning and afternoon generates an unsafe pedestrian environment for students
when they travel between home and school. The majority of marked crosswalks were also
missing appropriate crossing signage to alert vehicles prior to their approach of school crossings.
Supplementing new infrastructure with an effective pedestrian educational campaign would also
encourage more students to choose active transportation when traveling between home and
school.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Adams Elementary in Figure 5 displays numbered points of potential safety
concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary school
area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:

Adams Elementary
Safety Concerns

Not to Scale

tthh
NNW
W 3355th SSttrreeeett
tthh
NNW
W 3355th PPllaaccee

22
33

NNW
W FFeerrrriiss AAvveennuuee

11
Figure 5: Aerial close‐up of Adams Elementary School
6

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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North

1) Crosswalks across the Intersection of
NW 35th Street and NW Ferris Avenue

 A high volume of pedestrian and vehicle
traffic in the morning may warrant a
crossing guard before school or installing
traffic calming devices.
 Traffic control signals indicating School
Crossing and Advanced School Crossing
for this intersection would encourage
vehicles to preemptively slow down for
pedestrians utilizing crosswalk.
 Sidewalks with curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalks and complete
pedestrian networks.

Ferris Avenue

35th Street

2) The Intersection of NW 35th Street and
NW 33rd Street

33rd Street
35th Street

North

 Sidewalks are absent to connect
crosswalks and complete pedestrian
network along 35th Street and 33rd Street.
 Absence of parking restrictions for both
sides of 35th Street decreases safe
pedestrian travel around parked vehicles.
 Traffic control signals indicating School
Crossing or Advanced School Crossing are
absent indicating school crosswalks and
would encourage vehicles to preemptively
slow down for pedestrian traffic.
3) Intersection of NW 35th Place and NW
Ferris Avenue

East

 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent to
provide safe travel for pedestrians.
 A high volume of pedestrian and vehicle
traffic in the morning and afternoon may
warrant a marked crosswalk with School
Crossing signs across 35th Place.

35th Place

Ferris Avenue
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation
No Safe Place to Ride a Bike to School

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

A Primary Arterial or Expressway
Divides the School from Residential
Areas7
Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

7

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Start a Bike Train Program
Organize a Bicycle Rodeo to
Teach On‐Bike Skills

 Build Off‐Street or On‐
Street Bicycle Facilities
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

NW 35th Street is not a primary arterial but generates significant traffic from the hospital and Cameron University.
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Almor West Elementary
Almor West Elementary is found
in the Almor West Addition and
located south of W Gore
Boulevard and west of SW 69th
Street, on SW Delta Avenue.
Current Conditions

Sidewalk can be found
throughout the majority of the
surrounding neighborhood
except on sections of SW 69th
Street, SW Delta Avenue, and
SW 71st Street. Marked
crosswalks are located at the
intersection of SW 69th Street
and SW Delta Avenue, SW Delta
Avenue and SW 71st Street, and
SW 69th Street and SW 70th
Street. Traffic control signs
indicating School Crossings are
located at each crosswalk.

Figure 6: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of the Almor West
Elementary School Building

School zones are marked by traffic control signs indicating School Speed Limit on sections of
SW 71st Street, SW 69th Street, and SW 70th Street. Traffic control signs indicating School
Speed Limit are absent on SW Delta Avenue but it is assumed that the street is within a school
zone. Parking restrictions apply to a section of SW Delta Avenue east of the parking lot
entrance and to SW 69th Street between SW Delta Avenue and SW 70th Street. Signs indicating
No Parking Stopping or Standing were recently placed on SW 69th Street to discourage vehicles
from parking close to areas where pedestrian activity is the highest.

Meeting with Administrator
On February 14, 2011 a visit with Principal Lisa Carson of Almor West Elementary revealed that
the school has yet to apply to a Federal funding program like Safe Routes to School (SRTS).
Principal Carson is familiar with SRTS but believes that Almor West would not have enough
staff or parent involvement to implement the program.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Carson estimated a total of 365 students enrolled at the
elementary school. She estimated almost half of the students walk or ride bicycles to school
most days of the year. Currently, there are no policies to encourage or discourage the use of
active transportation for students when traveling between home and school. Students are
encouraged to participate in a physical education program that allows participants to swap miles
for rewards by possessing a walking pedometer at certain parts of the day.
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Traffic and Infrastructure

Almor West Elementary is located in a neighborhood surrounded by sidewalks except along
streets surrounding the school building itself. Some makeshift sidewalks have been created
along SW 69th Street to accommodate for the high number of student and other pedestrian traffic
using the street to commute through the neighborhood. Principal Carson would like to see a
sidewalk along SW 69th Street to Gore Boulevard and along both sides of SW Delta Avenue.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found outside the
immediate area of Almor West Elementary include
Lawton Area Transit System (LATS). As seen in
Figure 7, the Blue route travels along SW Lee
Boulevard and SW 67th Street.
Principal Carson mentioned that crime is not an
issue for the surrounding neighborhood and school
building. Information from the Lawton Police
Department Technical Services Division indicates
that the elementary school is located in an area with
relatively low traffic incidents based on 2009 and
2010 accident reports.

Observations
A total of four observations were made for Almor
West Elementary on February 16 and 17, 2011.
Two observations were executed in the morning
between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and two in the
afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 Vehicles are allowed entrance to the parking lot
north of the school building to drop off students
from SW Delta Avenue. The parking lot exit on
SW 69th Street restricts vehicles from entering by
a sign indicating Exit Only.

Figure 7: Transportation Resources Found in and around
the Almor West Elementary Coverage Area

 The majority of vehicles dropped off students at the school’s main entrance. Some vehicles
parked along SW Delta Avenue or ignored parking restrictions on SW 69th Street and dropped
off students on the east side of the school building.
 Vehicle traffic competed with buses that also use the parking lot entrance for student loading.
Traffic congested parking lot entrance for vehicles driving eastbound and westbound on SW
Delta Avenue.
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Afternoon:
 Vehicles arrived before 3:30 PM to pick up students. Parking was observed on both sides of
SW Delta Avenue except where parking restrictions are in place.
 A small amount of drivers parked on SW 69th Street or in parking lot stalls to pick up Pre-K
students who were dismissed before 3:45 PM.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 In the morning, buses competed with vehicle traffic to drop off students at the main entrance of
the school building. In the afternoon, the school buses lined up at the end of the parking lot for
student loading. Bus students exit
from the east side of the building.
 Day care vehicles also used the main
entrance for student loading in the
morning and afternoon periods.
Pedestrian Activity

 The majority of pedestrian activity
originates north on SW 69th Street.
Middle school students and other
pedestrian traffic outside of the Almor
West Elementary student population
were also observed using this route
when traveling through the
neighborhood.
 There is no safe route for students to
walk across the parking lot when
traveling north from the school
building to SW 69th Street.
 Students arrive from the south and
west of Almor West Elementary by
cutting through the park to the west of
the school building. Sidewalks are
absent around and throughout the park
area.

Figure 8: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Almor
West Elementary School

 Some students also use a sidewalk that connects from SW 69th Street to SW 68th Street by
cutting through the block east of the school building.
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 Observations found an average of 25 pedestrians8 arriving to school in the morning and 40
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Almor West Elementary found a relatively low to moderate
proportion of students choosing active transportation to travel between home and school. The
majority of the student population arrives and departs by personal vehicle, LPS Bus, or day care
vehicles. The absence of pedestrian infrastructure in the immediate vicinity of the Almor West
Elementary is detrimental to the overall safety of students choosing to use active transportation
when traveling to school and a barrier to students currently choosing other forms of
transportation.
New sidewalks on SW 69th Street and SW Delta Avenue as well as updated pedestrian crossings
and signage would enhance the safety of existing pedestrian traffic and possibly encourage more
students to choose active transportation when traveling between home and school. Other
apparent infrastructure issues were the lack of traffic control signage for the intersections
surrounding the school building. Currently, these intersections are marked with school crossing
signs but might be enhanced by constructing signs indicating Yield Here To (Stop Here For)
Pedestrians or other restrictions.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Almor West Elementary in Figure 9 displays numbered points of potential
safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary
school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:
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Almor West Elementary
Safety Concerns
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Not to Scale

Figure 9: Aerial close‐up of Almor West Elementary School

8

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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1) The Intersection of SW 69th Street and
SW Delta Avenue

South
School

Delta Avenue

69th Street

North
Delta Avenue

 Sidewalks are absent on either side of 69th
Street and Delta Avenue.
 Yield or stopping restrictions may be
warranted for this intersection. A traffic
control signal for this intersection would
encourage vehicles to preemptively slow
down for pedestrians utilizing crosswalk.
 Curb cuts at marked crosswalks are absent
at the intersection.

2) The Intersection of SW 69th Street and
the Parking Lot Exit

 Sidewalks are absent on either side of 69th
Street to connect crosswalks and complete
existing pedestrian networks.
 Absence of safe access for pedestrians
crossing the parking lot when traveling
north on 69th Street.

69th Street

3) SW Delta Avenue and the Entrance to the
Parking Lot

 Sidewalks are absent on either side of
Delta Avenue.
 Signs indicating School Speed Limit and
School Zone are absent for Delta Avenue.
Delta Avenue

East
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities
A Primary Arterial or Expressway
Divides the School from Residential
Areas9

9

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program

 Install Traffic Control
Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures

SW Lee Boulevard (SW 82nd Street – SW 66th Street) cuts through Almor West Park Elementary School Coverage.
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Beginnings Academy
Beginnings Academy is located in the
Mission Village Addition found south of
NW Rogers Lane and west of Indian Trail,
on NW Woodridge Drive.
Current Conditions

Sidewalks are absent throughout the
majority of the surrounding community.
Marked crosswalks are located at the
intersection of NW 4th Street and NW
Woodridge Drive and NW 5th Street and
NW Woodridge Drive as well as a
midblock crossing located in front of the
school, crossing NW Woodridge Drive.
School zones are marked by traffic control
signs indicating School Speed Limit on
sections of NW 4th NW Street, NW 5th
Street, and NW Woodridge Drive. Parking
restrictions apply to the north section of
NW Woodridge Drive, south of the school
building indicating No Parking Bus
Loading.

Figure 10: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate
Vicinity of the Beginnings Academy School Building

Meeting with Administrator
On February 23, 2011 a visit with Principal Rhonda Weber of Lawton Public Schools Pre-K
Collaboration revealed that the Beginnings Academy has yet to apply to a Federal funding
program like Safe Routes to School (SRTS). Weber explained that the school has not been
involved with SRTS because of the relatively young age of students that all arrive to school
accompanied by a parent or guardian every day.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Weber estimated a total of 180 students currently enrolled
at the elementary school. It was assumed that the majority of students arrive by bus or personal
vehicle throughout the year, but Principal Weber mentioned that some parents that live close will
walk students to school. While there are no policies to encourage or discourage the use of active
transportation for students when traveling between home and school all parents or guardians are
required to walk students in and out of the school. Bus and day care drivers are also required to
sign in when they arrive each day. A 30 minute recess is given to children allowing them to
spend time outside or in the gym to encourage students to stay active.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Walkways and pedestrian pathways are located around the school building, but sidewalks are
missing throughout the surrounding neighborhood. Principal Weber mentioned that speed limit
school zone signs are neglected by many drivers and the school might benefit from flashing
speed limit school zone signs to encourage speeders to slow down. Parking capacity is also an
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issue for Beginnings Academy in the morning and afternoon periods. Principal Weber explained
that some vehicles will choose to park in the street rather than in the gravel parking area when
walking students to and from the school building. The school has talked with a neighboring
organization that maintains a parking facility within close proximity of the school but was
unsuccessful in receiving permission to allow parents to park in their parking lot.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found outside the immediate area of Beginnings Academy include
Lawton Area Transit System (LATS) and the Lawton area planned bicycle routes. As seen in
Figure 11, the Orange Route is located on NW Fort Sill Boulevard. Bicycle routes are also
intended to travel along NW 6th
Street and Fort Sill Boulevard.
Principal Weber mentioned
that crime was not an issue for
the surrounding neighborhood.
Information from the Lawton
Police Department Technical
Services Division indicates that
the elementary school is
located in an area with
relatively moderate to high
traffic incidents based on 2009
and 2010 accident reports.

Observations
A total of two observations
were made for Beginnings
Academy on February 28th,
2011. The school holds
students all day so one
observation was executed in
Figure 11: Transportation Resources Found around Beginnings Academy
the morning between 8:20 AM
and 9:00 AM and in the afternoon between 3:00 PM and 3:30 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

 In the morning, parents and guardians were observed parking vehicles in the parking lot before
8:30 AM and wait with students until allowed entry into the building at 8:45 AM.
 Current parking facilities consist of a small paved lot and a slightly larger gravel parking area
behind the paved lot for overflow parking.
 Most vehicles use parking facilities to park and walk students to the building, but a small
portion of drivers were observed parking vehicles on NW Woodridge Drive and walking
students across the street.
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 In the afternoon, parents and guardians were observed parking vehicles in the parking lot
before 3:00 PM to pick up students at their convenience.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 In the morning and afternoon, school buses and day care vans were observed using NW
Woodridge for student loading. Students do not leave the vehicle until bus monitors arrive to
dismiss them into the building.
 Bus drivers must walk into the building and sign in when they arrive.
Pedestrian Activity

 A few students were escorted by a parent or guardian from the west on NW Woodridge Drive.
The absence of sidewalks restricted pedestrians to walk in the grass on the side of the road.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Beginnings Academy found that the majority of pedestrian
traffic moves between parking facilities and the school building. Current parking facilities are
both small and haphazardly designed. The addition of designated pedestrian walkways and
pathways connecting from inside the parking facilities to the school building would enhance the
safety of the pedestrian environment surrounding the school and encourage parents and
guardians to teach children about safe walking habits when walking to and from school.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Beginnings Academy in Figure 12 displays numbered points of potential
safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary
school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:

Beginnings Academy
Safety Concerns

Not to Scale
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Figure 12: Aerial close‐up of Beginnings Academy School Building
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North
Gravel Parking Area

Parking Lot

1) Paved Parking Lot and Gravel Parking Area





Parking area is unsafe for pedestrian travel. The addition of sidewalks or marked
walkways could increase safe travel by clearly separating pedestrian walkways and
vehicle parking and driving areas.
Paving gravel as well as installing pavement markings or parking stall blocks would
indicate fixed locations for vehicles to park in the gravel parking area and increase safe
travel entering and exiting during peak commute periods.
East

Woodridge Drive

2) NW Woodridge Drive in Front of the Beginnings Academy School Building



Current pedestrian environment is unsafe around the side of the road. A sidewalk or
paved pull-off area for buses would increase safety by removing these dangers.
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts
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Brockland Elementary
Brockland Elementary is located in the
Brockland Addition found south of NW Cache
Road and east of NW 63rd Street, on NW Ferris
Avenue.
Current Conditions

Sidewalks are only found around the exterior of
the building and is absent throughout most of
the surrounding neighborhood. A total of 14
marked crosswalks can be found at intersections
surrounding the school building and 2 midblock
marked crosswalks found across NW Ferris
Avenue on the south side of the building.
Marked crosswalks for northbound and
southbound traffic on NW 61st Street, NW 62nd
Street, and NW 63rd Street are accompanied
with appropriate traffic control signage.
Eastbound and westbound traffic for NW Ferris
Avenue and NW Ash Avenue are without
appropriate traffic control signage to indicate
School Crossing for crosswalks or Stop control
Figure 13: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate
at each intersection. Midblock crosswalks across
Vicinity of the Brockland Elementary School Building
NW Ferris Avenue are marked with appropriate
traffic control signage indicating School Crossing and School Advance Crossing.
School zones are marked by traffic control signs indicating School Speed Limit on sections of
NW Ash Avenue, NW Ferris Avenue, NW 63rd Street, and NW 61st Street. Parking restrictions
apply to a small section of NW Ferris Avenue in front of the school building and on NW Ash
Avenue behind the school building for bus loading.

Meeting with Administrator
On November 2, 2010 a visit with Principal Susan McCann of Brockland Elementary revealed
that the school has yet to apply for Federal funding through a program like Safe Routes to
School.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal McCann estimated a total of 271 students enrolled at the
elementary school. Of these students, 100 may walk or ride bicycles to school most days of the
year. At the moment, there are no policies to encourage or discourage the use of active
transportation for students when traveling between home and school.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal McCann noted that traffic around the school is heavy before and after the school day.
Still, drivers tend to pay attention and keep watch of pedestrians and traffic laws. Also, faculty
will often remind parents to behave around the school. Principal McCann would like to see
sidewalks stretch down both sides of NW 62nd Street as well as repair existing sidewalk
infrastructure.
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Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found outside the immediate area of Brockland Elementary include
Lawton Area Transit System (LATS) and Lawton’s planned bicycle routes. As seen in Figure
14, the Yellow route travels south of the school building on NW Euclid Avenue. Bicycle routes
are intended to run along parts of NW 63rd Street, west of the Brockland Elementary, and north
of the school building on NW Ash
Avenue.
Principal McCann mentioned that there
is some crime in the area around the
school building and believes that it may
be a barrier for students not currently
using active transportation when
traveling between home and school.
Information from the Lawton Police
Department Technical Services
Division indicates that the elementary
school is located in an area with
relatively low to moderate traffic
incidents based on 2009 and 2010
accidents reports.

Observations
A total of four observations were made
for Brockland Elementary on November
3 and 4, 2010. Two observations were
executed in the morning between 8:30
AM and 9:00 AM and two in the
afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00
PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity
Figure 14: Transportation Resources Found in and around the

Morning:
Brockland Elementary Coverage Area
 The majority of drivers used NW Ferris Avenue to drop off students. Other locations included
NW Ash Avenue and the parking lot south of the school building.
 Drivers were observed blocking pedestrian walkways in order to park close enough to the
entrance when dropping off students.
 There were several incidences observed of drivers traveling eastbound on NW Ferris Avenue
and parking on the north side of the street to drop off students. Some drivers parked in the bus
lanes and handicap parking spaces, disregarding parking restrictions on NW Ferris Avenue.
 Overall, drivers appeared to be attentive to pedestrian and vehicular traffic.
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Afternoon:
 The majority of students departed from the north side of the school building onto NW Ash
Avenue. As a result, drivers parked vehicles along both sides of this street and produced the
highest source of traffic after
school dismissal.
 Drivers will often disregard
parking restrictions on both
NW Ash Avenue and NW
Ferris Avenue when picking up
students.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle
Activity

 School Buses and day care
vehicles used NW Ferris
Avenue for student loading.
Buses began to arrive at 8:40
AM in the morning and 3:35
PM in the afternoon.
 Bus riders and day care
students were allowed to depart
early before after school
dismissal, between 3:30 PM
and 3:45 PM.
Pedestrian Activity
Figure 15: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Brockland Elementary

 The majority of students using
School
pedestrian facilities originated from the north and east of the school on NW Ash Avenue.
Pedestrian traffic on NW Ferris Avenue originated from the west on NW 63rd Street.

 A large group of students were observed commuting between the church building south of
Brockland Elementary every day in the morning and afternoon. Students used pedestrian
crosswalks located across NW Ferris Avenue.
 In the morning, a few staff members were observed patrolling the outside. In the afternoon,
staff was observed helping students cross at crosswalks on NW Ferris Avenue and NW Ash
Avenue as well as aid in bus dismissal.
 Observations found an average of 26 pedestrians10 arriving to school in the morning and 15
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

10

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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Analysis
The observations obtained from Brockland Elementary found a relatively low to moderate
proportion of students using active transportation when traveling between home and school. The
majority of students arrive to school by personal vehicle. The absence of sidewalks along the
majority of the streets within the surrounding community limits access to safe areas for
pedestrian traffic to travel. Currently, pedestrians are forced to walk on the street or in the grass
along the side of the road.
New sidewalks on both sides of NW 61st Street and NW 62nd Street would enhance the safety of
existing pedestrian traffic and possibly encourage more students to choose active transportation
to travel between home and school. Traffic control signs indicating Stop or Yield restrictions at
intersections on NW Ash Avenue and NW Ferris Avenue are absent. Implementing a stop
control at key intersections on these streets may also enhance the safety of pedestrian traffic
using pedestrian crossings when traveling between home and school.
Non-infrastructural improvements may include working with parents or guardians to find
alternatives to the current dismissal procedures that creates traffic congestion. Other
improvements to enhance the safety of pedestrian travel would be placing staff at strategic
locations surrounding the school where students make their crossing.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of
Brockland Elementary
in Figure 16 displays
numbered points of
potential safety
concerns resulting
from inadequate
transportation
infrastructure design in
the elementary school
area. The
corresponding list
below describes each
point in detail:
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Figure 16: Aerial close‐up of Brockland Elementary School
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1) Intersection of NW Ferris Avenue and
NW 63rd Street

 Current intersection has Stop Lines
without traffic control signage for traffic
traveling to 63rd Street from Ferris
Avenue.
 Traffic control signals indicating School
Crossing or School Advance Crossing are
absent on Ferris Avenue for crosswalks.
 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalks, complete existing
pedestrian networks, and provide safe
travel for pedestrians.

63rd Street

Ferris Avenue

West
2) Intersection of NW Ash Avenue and NW
62nd Street

Ash Avenue

62nd Street

South

Glenn Avenue
Ash Avenue

61st Street

North

 Current intersection contains Stop Lines
without a stop control for traffic traveling
to Ash Avenue from 62nd Street.
 Traffic control signals indicating School
Advance Crossing signs are absent on 62nd
Street to encourage drivers to
preemptively slow down for pedestrian
traffic.
 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalks, complete existing
pedestrian networks, and provide safe
travel for pedestrians.
3) Intersection of NW 61st Street, NW Ash
Avenue, and NW Glenn Avenue

 Current intersection contains Stop Lines
without traffic control signage for traffic
traveling to 61st Street from Ash Avenue
or Glenn Avenue.
 Traffic control signals indicating School
Advance Crossing signs are absent for 61st
Street to encourage drivers to
preemptively slow down for pedestrian
traffic.
 A Stop or Yield Line is absent for
northbound traffic on 61st Street prior to
the crosswalk north of Glenn Avenue.
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation
No Safe Place to Ride a Bike to School

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Start a Bike Train Program
Organize a Bicycle Rodeo to
Teach On‐Bike Skills

 Build Off‐Street or On‐
Street Bicycle Facilities
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts
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Carriage Hills Elementary
Carriage Hills Elementary is a relatively new
elementary school located east of the Carriage
Hills Addition and south of E Gore Blvd on SE
Warwick Way.
Current Conditions

Sidewalks can be found along the northeast side of
SE Warwick Way as well as the southern portion
of the street east of Carriage Hills Elementary.
Currently there are no crosswalks located across
SE Warwick Way.
School zones are marked by two traffic control
signs indicating School Speed Limit for sections of
SE Warwick Way. Parking restrictions are absent
for both sides of SE Warwick Way.

Meeting with Administrator

Figure 17: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate
Vicinity of the Carriage Hills Elementary School Building

On November 23, 2010 a visit with Principal Larry
Stormer of Carriage Hills Elementary revealed that the school has yet to apply for Federal
funding through a program like Safe Routes to School (SRTS). Principal Stormer is familiar
with the SRTS program but believes that on an average day, the majority of students travel by
personal vehicle, bus, or day care vehicle.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Stormer estimated a total of 350 students currently enrolled
at the elementary school. Of these students, 50 may walk or ride bicycles to school most days of
the year. At the moment there are no policies to encourage the use of active transportation under
the assumption that a very small portion of students walk or bike between home and school.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Stormer brought attention to the issue of congestion in the morning and afternoon. The principal
was less interested in making infrastructural improvements around the school than investing in
non-infrastructural based programs concentrating on different schedules for afternoon dismissal
periods. Principal Stormer suggested that their current staggered dismissal schedule has
improved the degree of afternoon traffic congestion. Still, he is concerned with the display of
reckless driving that occurs when vehicles are in a hurry to leave.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Other transportation resources found outside the immediate area of Carriage Hills Elementary
include Lawton Area Transit System (LATS). As seen in Figure 18, the Yellow route travels just
north of Carriage Hills Elementary on E Gore Boulevard and is within walking distance of the
elementary school. This LATS route also travels through surrounding and adjacent
neighborhoods.
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While Principal Stormer suggests that apartments within close proximity of the school have
experienced some incidents with crime, he believes that this would not be a barrier for students
using active transportation when traveling between home and school. Information from the
Lawton Police Department Technical Services Division indicates that the elementary school is
located in an area with relatively low traffic incidents based on 2009 and 2010 accidents reports.

Observations
A total of four observations
were made for Carriage
Hills on November 29 and
30, 2010. Two
observations were executed
in the morning between
8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and
displayed a steady stream of
students arriving by
personal vehicle with buses
arriving approximately
between 8:40 AM and 8:50
AM.
A staggered dismissal
Figure 18: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Carriage Hills
schedule was observed during
Elementary Coverage Area
the two observations executed
in the afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM. The first group of students that were dismissed
departed with parents or guardians at 3:30 PM, the second group of students that were dismissed
departed by school bus at 3:40 PM, and the last group of students that were dismissed were
walking home at 3:45 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 All students enter at the east entrance of the school. As a result, vehicle traffic was
concentrated around east side of the front parking lot exit.
 Personal vehicles were allowed to drop off students in both the front and rear parking facilities.
It was also common to see vehicles parked on SE Warwick Way. Currently, there are no
parking restrictions on this street.
 Peak vehicle activity occurs at 8:40 AM when buses arrive. At this time, congestion is
concentrated at the parking lot exit that intersects with a small driving lane that connects the
rear parking lot with SE Warwick Way.
 The majority of traffic arrives on SE Warwick Way traveling eastbound. In some cases,
vehicles were observed attempting to take 180-degree turnarounds in the middle of the street or
at intersections after dropping off students.
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Afternoon:
 Parents or guardians are required to arrive at the east entrance of the school before students are
allowed for dismissal. This procedure results in a large amount of parked vehicles along SE
Warwick Way and in parking lot driving lanes.
 While staggered dismissal is designed to decrease the volume of traffic in the afternoon,
congestion is still visible when buses arrive at 3:40 PM.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 School bus and day care vehicle activity was channeled to the front parking lot where vehicles
competed for loading space with personal vehicles.
 In the morning, students
arriving in buses were
unloaded on the east
side of the parking lot to
the side entrance of the
school. In the afternoon,
students appeared to stay
within the school
building until their bus
arrived. Buses loaded
students from the middle
entryway at the main
entrance of the school
building.
Pedestrian Activity

 The majority of
Figure 19: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Carriage Hills Elementary
School
pedestrian traffic occurs
on the east side of the school allowing safe access to sidewalks along either side of the street.
Yet, because of the absence of marked pedestrian crosswalks pedestrians are unable to cross
SE Warwick Way in safe locations.
 Pedestrian traffic that walked westbound on SE Warwick Way, across E Gore Boulevard had
limited access to a safe crossing with the absence of marked crosswalk. Flower Mound Road
and 45th Street are arterials cutting through the school coverage area without marked
crosswalks.
 Traffic obeyed speed regulations and slowed down for pedestrians when crossing SE Warwick
Way.
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 Observations found an average of 12 pedestrians11 arriving to school in the morning and 11
pedestrians leaving from school in afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Carriage Hills Elementary found a low proportion of students
choosing active transportation to travel between home and school. It appears that the majority of
students arrive and depart by personal vehicle while the remaining students arrive by bus and day
care vehicles. The absence of crosswalks across SE Warwick Way was the most notable
pedestrian safety issue found in the area. Pedestrians walking home or to their vehicle also need
a safe place to cross the street. Students that are walking to personal vehicles would benefit from
pedestrian infrastructure such as sidewalks and marked crosswalks constructed between the
school and vehicle parking on SE Warwick Way.
Non-infrastructural improvements to enhance safety across SE Warwick Way might include staff
presence or a crossing guard. Also, improvements may include working with parents or
guardians to find alternatives to the current dismissal procedures that generate traffic congestion.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Carriage Hills Elementary in Figure 20 displays numbered points of potential
safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary
school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:

Carriage Hills Elementary
Safety Concerns

Not to Scale

22
SSEE W
Waarrw
wiicckk W
Waayy

11

Figure 20: Aerial close‐up of Carriage Hills Elementary School

11

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number also includes bicycle riders.
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South

Front Parking
Rear Parking

Warwick Way

1) Front and Rear Parking Lot Exit onto SE Warwick Way

 Intersection could benefit from pavement markings to provide a preferred path for vehicles and
traffic control signage to indicate vehicle right-of-way.
 The addition of a marked crosswalk and sidewalks with curb cuts would increase the safe
passage of pedestrians crossing the intersection.
South
East

Warwick Way

2) SE Warwick Way and the Intersection of the Front Parking Lot Entrance

 The addition of a marked pedestrian crossing and with appropriate crossing signage would
increase the safe passage of students crossing Warwick Way.
 When drivers park vehicles along both sides of Warwick Way sight distance is decreased for
through traffic. The addition of parking restrictions on either side of the road would decrease
the risk associated with impaired sight distance.
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation
No Safe Place to Ride a Bike to School

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

A Primary Arterial or Expressway
Divides the School from Residential
Areas12
Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

Drop Off and Pick Up Process Creates
Congestion and Unsafe Behaviors

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Start a Bike Train Program
 Organize a Bicycle Rodeo to
Teach On‐Bike Skills

 Build Off‐Street or On‐
Street Bicycle Facilities
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install Traffic Control
Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program

 Install Traffic Control
Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Pick‐Up and Drop Off
Procedures to Increase Safety
and Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

12

E Gore Boulevard, SE Flower Mound Road, and SE 45th Street cut through Carriage Hills Park Elementary School
Coverage.
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Cleveland Elementary
Cleveland Elementary is
located north of SW Lee
Boulevard and east of SW
27th Street on SW J
Avenue.
Current Conditions

Sidewalks stretch from
SW 28th Street to SW 38th
Street on SW J Avenue
and from SW H Avenue
to the front of the school,
on SW 27th Street.
Marked crosswalks are
Figure 21: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of the Cleveland
Elementary School Building
located at the intersection
th
of SW 27 Street and SW J Avenue. Another marked crosswalk is located south of the school
building across the midblock of SW 27th Street with appropriate pedestrian crossing signage.
School zones are marked by traffic control signs indicating School Speed Limit on sections of
SW 27th Street and SW J Avenue. Parking restrictions apply to sections of SW J Avenue east of
SW 27th Street indicating No Parking Bus Loading.

Meeting with Administrator
On January 6, 2011 a visit with Principal Doctor Jamie Polk of Cleveland Elementary School
revealed that the school has yet to apply to a Federal funding program like Safe Routes to
School. Principal Polk suggests that the school’s main barrier for not applying is lack of
knowledge about the program and how to begin the process of applying for funding.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Polk estimated a total of 247 students enrolled at the
elementary school. Of these students, 170 walk or ride bicycles to school most days of the year
based on the known number of students that ride the bus and are picked up by parents or
guardians. Currently, there are no policies to encourage or discourage the use of active
transportation for students when traveling between home and school.
Students are encouraged to walk through a PE activity that logs walking miles. At the end of the
year the sum of the student’s walking miles is tabulated to see if they have walked a distance
long enough to travel to a different country. The school also has “Walking Wednesdays” where
students are able to walk laps to build up miles. Cleveland was recognized in June of 2010 by
the Alliance for a Healthier Generation for its efforts to transform campuses into a healthier
place for students and staff.13

13

Lawton Public Schools. Communications & Public Information: Cleveland, Wilson honored by health alliance for
efforts to combat childhood obesity, Press Release June 15, 2010
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Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Polk suggested that the school could benefit from new sidewalks throughout the
surrounding neighborhood and repair to existing walkways that are uneven and in disrepair. It
was also noted that traffic traveling through the neighborhood sometimes ignores the posted
speed limit and can make it unsafe for students crossing SW 27th Street.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found outside the immediate area of Cleveland Elementary School
include Lawton Area Transit System (LATS). As seen in Figure 22, the Green route travels past
Cleveland Elementary on SW 27th Street while the Blue route travels south of the school on SW
Lee Boulevard.
Principal Polk mentioned that
crime was an issue for some
parts of the neighborhood
surrounding the school. The
perception of this crime may
affect a parent’s or guardian’s
decision in allowing students
to walk between home and
school. Information from the
Lawton Police Department
Technical Services Division
indicates that the elementary
school is located in an area
with relatively low to moderate
traffic incidents based 2009
and 2010 accident reports.

Observations
A total of four observations
were made for Cleveland
Elementary School on January
10 and 11, 2011. Two
observations were executed in
Figure 22: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Cleveland
the morning between 8:30 AM
Elementary Coverage Area
and 9:00 AM and two in the
afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 Students were not permitted to enter the building before 8:45 AM. Parking spaces on the east
side of SW 27th Street filled up quickly before 8:35 AM. The majority of drivers parked in a
church parking lot west of SW 27th Street.
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 There was a high volume of
southbound and northbound traffic
on SW 27th Street. The majority of
traffic on SW 27th Street was from
commuters traveling between SW
Lee Boulevard and W Gore
Boulevard.
 Drivers often ignored speed
regulations. After stopping at the
intersection of SW 27th Street and
SW J Avenue vehicles were
observed increasing to speeds above
the posted speed limit.
 Vehicles using parking spaces on
the east side of SW 27th Street
display unsafe driving behavior by
pulling into oncoming traffic or
ignoring children that may walk
between parked vehicles.
Figure 23: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Cleveland
Elementary School

 Some vehicles park in the middle of
SW 27th Street to drop off students and block oncoming traffic.

Afternoon:
 The church parking lot, west of the school fills up by 3:45 PM. After being dismissed most
students use the crosswalk at the intersection of SW 27th Street and SW J Avenue to cross the
street while a few students still run across SW 27th Street passing between parked cars on the
east side of the street.
 After picking up students vehicles pulling onto SW 27th Street from parking spaces on the east
side of the street compete for room with vehicles exiting the church parking lot west of the
street.
 In the afternoon, drivers traveling through the school zone are more mindful of posted speed
limits than drivers who travel through the school zone in the morning.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 Buses load and unload students on the south side of SW J Avenue in front of the school
building entrance. Day care vehicles tend to pick up and drop off students at the south end of
the school building on SW 27th Street.
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Pedestrian Activity

 The majority of Students were observed walking from the north on SW 27th Street and the west
on SW J Avenue. Some bicycle riders were observed using bicycle parking facilities located
close to the Cleveland Elementary School building.
 The intersection of SW J Avenue and SW 27th Street is overseen by a fulltime crossing guard
that regulates pedestrian crossings before and after school.
 The majority of students traveling between the church parking lot west of the school and
Cleveland Elementary cross at the intersection of SW J Avenue and SW 27th Street.
 Observations found an average of 38 pedestrians14 arriving to school in the morning and 45
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Cleveland Elementary found a relatively moderate to high
number of pedestrians traveling between home and school. Still, a large number of students
arrive to school by personal vehicle, bus, or day care vehicles. While a crossing guard increases
safety for children crossing SW 27th Street and SW J Avenue the substantial amount of vehicle
traffic south of this intersection generates an unsafe environment for students who attempt to
cross at unmarked locations on SW 27th Street or decide to use the midblock crossing south of
the school.
The current parking facilities located in front of the school on SW 27th Street creates an unsafe
environment for traffic traveling through the school zone. Adjusting parking requirements to not
allow vehicles to back into traffic could improve vehicle and pedestrian safety along SW 27th
Street. New sidewalk on both sides of SW 27th Street and SW J Avenue as well as updated
pedestrian crossings and signage would enhance the safety of existing pedestrian traffic and
possibly encourage more students to choose active transportation to travel between home and
school.

14

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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Safety Concerns

A close up view of Cleveland Elementary in Figure 24 displays numbered points of potential
safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary
school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:
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Cleveland Elementary
Safety Concerns

Not to Scale

11

Figure 24: Aerial close‐up of Cleveland Elementary School
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1) Midblock Pedestrian Crossing on SW
27th Street

North
School

27th Street

Parking

North

27th Street

 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalks and complete
pedestrian network.
 The absence of pedestrian networks south
of Cleveland Elementary discourages the
safe travel of students originating from
apartments west of 27th Street.

2) SW 27th Street Off‐Street Parking and
Church Parking Lot Entrance

 Vehicle parking is concentrated in a
location with a high traffic volume during
peak commuter periods.
 There is an absence of pavement markings
indicating a clear distinction between the
school parking area and the city street
right-of-way.
 There is an absence of sidewalks and curb
cuts to connect crosswalks and complete
pedestrian network along the west side of
27th Street.

South
J Avenue

27th Street

3) Crosswalks at the Intersection of SW 27th
Street and SW J Avenue

 High volume of pedestrian and vehicle
traffic throughout the day may warrant the
placement of a School Advance Crossing
Assembly for crosswalks.
 The pedestrian crosswalk pavement
marking is fading and it’s difficult to see
traffic traveling through the intersection.
 Some sidewalks and curb cuts are absent
to connect crosswalks and complete
pedestrian network along the west side of
27th Street and the north side of SW J
Avenue.
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation
No Safe Place to Ride a Bike to School

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Public Safety Concern

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Start a Bike Train Program
Organize a Bicycle Rodeo to
Teach On‐Bike Skills

 Build Off‐Street or On‐
Street Bicycle Facilities
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices

 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

 Start a Neighborhood Watch
Initiative
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program

 Install New or
Improved Lighting for
Walkways, Bikeways, or
School Entrances
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Country Club Heights Elementary
Country Club Heights Elementary is
located in the Country Club Heights
Addition found east of SW 45th
Street, north of SW K Avenue.
Current Conditions

A small paved walkway is currently
located along SW 45th Street in front
of the building’s east entrance, but
the majority of sidewalks are found
on streets west of the elementary
school on SW H Avenue, SW I
Avenue, and SW J Avenue as well as
SW 49th Street and SW 50th Street.
Two crosswalks can be found in the
front of the school, crossing the
midblock of SW 45th Street.

Figure 25: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of the
Country Club Heights Elementary School Building

School zones are marked by traffic control signs indicating School Speed Limit on sections of
SW 45th Street and SW G Avenue. Parking restrictions apply to the east side of SW 45th Street
for bus loading in a paved pull-off area in front of the school.

Meeting with Administrator
On January 5, 2011 a visit with Principal Kerry Malakosky of Country Club Heights Elementary
revealed that the school has yet to apply to a Federal funding program like Safe Routes to School
(SRTS). Principal Malakosky suggests that the school’s main barrier for not applying to SRTS is
the amount of staff needed to run such a program.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Malakosky estimated a total of 160 students currently
enrolled at the elementary school. Of these students, an average of 60 students may walk or ride
bicycles to school most days of the year. Currently, there are no policies to encourage or
discourage the use of active transportation for students when traveling between home and school,
but a large proportion of students still walk to school every day.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Malakosky suggested that traffic behaves relatively well around the school. Drivers
look out for students, drive safely, and keep close watch at crosswalks. Because of the high
number of walkers there are fewer cars fighting over space on SW 45th Street to pick up students.
Principal Malakosky would like to see a sidewalk on the east side of SW 45th Street for students
who walk between home and school every day.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found outside the immediate area of Country Club Heights Elementary
include Lawton Area Transit System (LATS). As seen in Figure 26, the Blue route travels
around the school coverage area on SW 67th Street and SW Lee Boulevard.
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Principal Malakosky mentioned that Country Club Heights is located in a low-income area with
alleged gang activity and links to crime activity. He suggested that issue of crime was not only
the reason that the school has been reluctant to participate in a SRTS program, but also a reason
for parents to stop their students from walking to school. Information from the Lawton Police
Department Technical Services Division indicates that the elementary school is located in an
area with relatively low traffic incidents based on 2009 and 2010accident reports.

Figure 26: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Country Club Heights Elementary Coverage Area

Observations
A total of four observations were made for Country Club Heights Elementary on January 6 and
7, 2011. Two observations were executed in the morning between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and
two in the afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 While a few vehicles arrive before 8:30 AM, the majority of vehicles arrive around 8:40 AM to
drop off students and parking along either side of SW 45th Street until students are allowed
entry into the school at 8:45 AM.
 Some vehicles used the pull-off area in front of the school, disregarding posted parking
restrictions.
 Overall, drivers appeared to be attentive to pedestrian and other vehicular traffic.
Afternoon:
 Most drivers arrived by 3:35 PM. Some vehicles parked west of the school building in a
designated parking facility.
 Some vehicles were observed blocking crosswalks and in some instances, blocking driveways.
 A high number of vehicles were observed to be parking the wrong direction for the side of the
street they were parked on.
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School Bus and Day Care Activity

 Minimal bus activity was observed in the morning and afternoon.
 In the afternoon, students departing on buses were allowed to depart once buses arrived.
 Day care vehicles arrive before 3:30 PM in the afternoon. Students departing with day care
vehicles were allowed to depart around 3:40 PM.
Pedestrian Activity

 The majority of students arrive from the south on SW 45th Street. Some students arrive from
the north on SW G Avenue. A few instances were observed of students cutting through the
yards of houses on the block between SW 45th Street and 46th Street.
 Most students use
crosswalks when
crossing SW 45th
Street after exiting
from vehicles
parked on the west
side of the street.
 In the morning, a
few staff members
were observed
Figure 27: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Country Club Heights Elementary
School
watching students
and monitoring bus activity. In the afternoon, two or three staff monitored students and
watched pedestrian crosswalks.
 Observations found an average of 22 pedestrians15 arriving to school in the morning 36
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Country Club Heights Elementary found a relatively high
proportion of students using active transportation to travel between home and school. Still, a
large number of students arrive to school by personal vehicle. The absence of sidewalks along
SW 45th Street limits access to safe areas for pedestrian traffic to travel. Despite the lack of
sidewalks most students walk off the road on the grass along the streets. Still, a new sidewalk on
SW 45th Street would enhance the safety of existing pedestrian traffic and possibly encourage
more students to choose active transportation to travel between home and school. Vehicle traffic
was not found to be an issue for the area and most vehicles were attentive and mindful of traffic
speeds and pedestrian traffic.

15

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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Safety Concerns

A close up view of Country Club Heights Elementary in Figure 28 displays numbered points of
potential safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the
elementary school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:

Country Club Heights Elementary
Safety Concerns

Not to Scale
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Figure 28: Aerial close‐up of Country Club Heights Elementary School
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1) SW 45th Street

North

School

45th Street

 The absence of parking restrictions
increases parking on both sides of 45th
street before and after school sessions and
limits through traffic to a single lane.
 A high volume of pedestrian traffic along
45th Street may warrant sidewalks and
curb cuts to connect school buildings with
the rest of the neighborhood’s pedestrian
network.

2) South Crosswalk Crossing SW 45th Street

North

 A high volume of pedestrian and vehicle
traffic throughout the day may warrant the
placement of a traffic control signal
indicating Yield (Stop) Here to Pedestrian.
 A marked pedestrian crosswalk is located
in the Bus Parking pull-off.
 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalks and complete
pedestrian network.

45th Street

North
Parking

45th Street

3) North Crosswalk Crossing SW 45th Street

 A high volume of pedestrian and vehicle
traffic throughout the day may warrant the
placement of a traffic control signal
indicating Yield (Stop) Here to Pedestrian.
 Pavement marking for crosswalk is fading
and difficult to see for northbound and
southbound traffic on 45th Street.
 Applying parking restrictions to the west
side of 45th Street may encourage safer
passage for pedestrians using crosswalk.
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation
No Safe Place to Ride a Bike to School

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Start a Bike Train Program
Organize a Bicycle Rodeo to
Teach On‐Bike Skills

 Build Off‐Street or On‐
Street Bicycle Facilities
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts
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Crosby Park Elementary
Crosby Park Elementary is located in the
Crosby Park Addition found south of
Quanah Parker Trailway and north of NW
Cache Road, on NW Crosby Park
Boulevard.
Current Conditions

Only a small section of paved walkway
can be found on the west side of NW
Horton Boulevard while the majority of
the neighborhood is free of sidewalks.
Marked crosswalks are located on NW
Horton Boulevard and NW Crosby Park
Boulevard and missing appropriate traffic
control signs indicating School Crossing
and School Advanced Crossing.

Figure 29: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of the Crosby
Park Elementary School Building

School zones are marked by traffic
control signs indicating School Speed Limit on sections NW Crosby Park Boulevard and NW
Horton Boulevard. Parking restrictions apply to a section of NW Horton Boulevard indicating
No Parking Anytime.

Meeting with Administrator
On November 17, 2010 a visit Principal Resa Harvick of Crosby Park Elementary revealed that
the school has yet to apply for Federal funding through a program like Safe Routes to School
(SRTS). Principal Harvick suggests that the time spent working on a new wing to the school has
occupied much of the time needed to apply for SRTS in the near future.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Harvick estimated a total of 300 students currently enrolled
at the elementary school. Of these students, an average of 75 may walk or ride bicycles to school
on an average day. Currently, there are no policies to encourage or discourage the use of active
transportation for students when traveling between home and school. Still, the school’s physical
education classes teach students about exercising as part of a way to achieve a healthy lifestyle.
Traffic and Infrastructure

The principal expressed a desire to have a sidewalk extending from the school to NW Crosby
Park Boulevard. She believes sidewalks would discourage students from crossing through
parking lot traffic before or after school. Principal Harvick feels that traffic around the school is
not an issue and most drivers obey speed limits in the school zones.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Other transportation resources that can be found outside the immediate area of Crosby Park
Elementary include Lawton Area Transit System (LATS). As seen in Figure 30, the Yellow
route travels just north of NW Crosby Park Boulevard on NW Andrews Avenue and is within
walking distance of the elementary school. The Blue Route also travels just south of the school
on NW Cache Road.
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Principal Harvick
believes that crime
is not an issue
deterring students
from using active
transportation to
travel between
home and school.
Information from
the Lawton Police
Department
Figure 30: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Crosby Park Elementary
Technical Services
Coverage Area
Division indicates that the elementary school is located in an area with relatively moderate to
high traffic incidents based on 2009 and 2010 accident reports.

Observations
A total of four observations were made for Crosby Park Elementary on November 18 and 19,
2010. Two observations were executed in the morning between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and two
in the afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 In the morning, a low level of traffic flows through the area as a result of students being able to
enter the school building at their convenience by 8:30 AM.
 Drivers that used the front parking lot entered from NW Horton Boulevard and exited onto NW
Crosby Park Boulevard. Some vehicles will park and walk students to school entrances while
others will wait to watch students approach entrances safely.
 Drivers parking on NW Horton Boulevard typically park vehicles on the east side of the street
as a result of parking restrictions located on the west side of NW Horton.
Afternoon:
 Afternoon vehicle activity produced more traffic and congestion around the school building
than in the morning. The majority of parents walked students from elementary school exits to
their vehicles.
 Before students departed from the elementary school at 3:45 PM, vehicles parked at the school
building entrance resulting in vehicles backing up onto NW Horton Boulevard.
 A high demand of parking on the west side of NW Crosby Park Boulevard and bus loading on
the east side of the street restricts traffic to one lane of travel.
 Vehicles will park on both sides of NW Horton Boulevard disregarding parking restriction on
the east side of the street.
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School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 Bus activity is channeled to the east side of NW Crosby Park Boulevard that has parking
restrictions for northbound traffic. While some vehicles ignore regulatory signage, most
vehicle traffic in both the morning and afternoon avoid parking in bus loading zones, especially
when buses are
present.
 NW Crosby Park
Boulevard
becomes very
congested during
both morning and
afternoon hours.
This congestion is
a result of vehicles
parking along the
west-side of the
Figure 31: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Crosby Parks Elementary School
street, bus loading
on the east-side of the street, vehicles exiting from the school parking lot on the east side of the
street, and a culmination of through traffic.
 Students appeared to stay within the school building until their bus arrived. Students were
loaded onto and off the bus north of the parking lot exit, entering and exiting from the west
side of the building.
Pedestrian Activity

 The majority of pedestrian traffic occurs on the northeastern marked crosswalk located across
NW Horton Boulevard. Pedestrian traffic was also observed between two crosswalks located
at the intersection of NW Crosby Park Boulevard and NW Horton Boulevard. Because of the
absence of sidewalks throughout the surrounding neighborhood and in front of Crosby Park
Elementary, pedestrian traffic was sometimes observed walking in and alongside streets.
 Traffic obeyed speed regulations and slowed down for pedestrian crossings.
 Observations found an average of 11 pedestrians16 arriving to school in the morning and 9
pedestrians in afternoon hours.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Crosby Park Elementary found a relatively low proportion of
students choosing to use active transportation when traveling between home and school. It
appears that the majority of students arrive by personal vehicle while the remaining students
arrive by school bus and day care vehicles. Pedestrian safety issues were more noticeable
because of the high vehicle demand for transportation infrastructure located around the
16

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number also includes bicycle riders.
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elementary school. For Crosby Park Elementary the absence of appropriate signage, regulatory
markings, and sidewalks has generated safety issues for both vehicle traffic and pedestrian traffic
traveling between school and home. Installing new pedestrian infrastructure around the school
and the surrounding neighborhood would enhance safety for current pedestrian traffic and
possibly encourage other students to begin using active transportation. Greater staff presence at
crosswalks and in locations where students cross the street would also increase safety for
pedestrian traffic.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Crosby Park Elementary in Figure 32 displays numbered points of potential
safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary
school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:

N
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Crosby Park Elementary
Safety Concerns

Not to Scale
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33
11
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Figure 32: Aerial close‐up of Crosby Park Elementary School
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1) NW Crosby Park Boulevard and NW
Horton Boulevard

South
Horton Boulevard

Crosby Park Boulevard

 A traffic control signal indicating a stop
control is absent before crosswalk
 Traffic control signs School Crossing or
School Advance Crossing are absent
indicating school crosswalks.
 Sidewalks with curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalk paths and complete
pedestrian traffic networks.

2) NW Birchwood Place and NW Horton
Boulevard

North
Horton Boulevard

Birchwood Place

East

 A traffic control signal such as a Stop or
Yield sign is absent to indicate right-ofway.
 Vehicles parked on the east side of Horton
Boulevard obstruct the periphery view of
traffic traveling northbound on Horton
Boulevard for drivers stopped at
Birchwood Place.

3) Crosswalk on NW Horton Boulevard and
Elementary School Parking Lot
Entrance

 Traffic control signs School Crossing or
School Advance Crossing are absent
indicating school crosswalks.
 Sidewalks and curb cuts absent to connect
crosswalk paths and complete pedestrian
traffic networks.
Horton Boulevard
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation
Missing or Inefficient Walkways

No Safe Place to Ride a Bike to School

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

A Primary Arterial or Expressway
Divides the School from Residential
Areas17
Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

Drop Off and Pick Up Process Creates

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Encourage Walking in Groups
 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Start Walking School Bus
Program

 Construct Sidewalks
and Traffic Control
Devices

 Start a Bike Train Program
Organize a Bicycle Rodeo to
Teach On‐Bike Skills

 Build Off‐Street or On‐
Street Bicycle Facilities
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install Traffic Control
Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program

 Install Traffic Control
Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Pick‐Up and Drop Off
Procedures to Increase Safety
and Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

17

NW 67th Street (NW Cache Road – Quanah Parker Trailway) cuts through Crosby Park Elementary School
Coverage.
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Douglass Learning Center
Douglass Learning Center is
found in Vernon Addition and
located north of E Gore
Boulevard and east of N
Railroad Street on NE Albert
Johnson Senior Drive.
Current Conditions

A small paved walkway is
currently located on the west
side of NE Albert Johnson
Senior Drive in front of the
Patterson Recreation Center.
A marked crosswalk is located
across the midblock of NE
Albert Johnson Senior Drive
and regulated by a push button
traffic signal. Another marked
crosswalk is located across E
Figure 33: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of the Douglass
Gore Boulevard at its
Learning Center School Building
intersection with NE Albert
Johnson Senior Drive. There is also a marked crosswalk, without appropriate signage crossing
NE Maine Street at its intersection with E Gore Boulevard.
School zones are marked by traffic control signs indicating School Speed Limit on sections of
NE Albert Johnson Senior Drive and E Gore Boulevard. Parking restrictions apply to the east
side of NE Albert Johnson Senior Drive for bus loading.

Meeting with Administrator
On January 10, 2011 a visit with Principal Ora Fitzgerald of Douglass Learning Center revealed
that the school has yet to apply to a Federal funding program like Safe Routes to School.
Principal Fitzgerald suggests that the school’s main barrier for not applying to the program is a
lack of interest because of the low number of students currently using active transportation when
traveling between home and school on an average day.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Fitzgerald estimated a total of 178 students enrolled at the
elementary school. Of these students, less than 10 may walk or ride bicycles to school most days
of the year. Currently, there are no policies to encourage or discourage the use of active
transportation for students when traveling between home and school. Students are encouraged to
use the Extended Day program and wait at the Patterson Recreation Center located northwest of
the school until they are picked up.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Fitzgerald explained that the main issues surrounding traffic and infrastructure for
Douglass Learning Center are speeders on NE Albert Johnson Senior Drive and vehicles
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dropping off students in the middle of the street. Traffic traveling through the neighborhood
sometimes ignores the posted speed limit. Speeders create a dangerous environment for
pedestrian traffic around the school as most students travel across NE Albert Johnson Senior
Drive from parked vehicles on the west side of the street.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found outside the
immediate area of Douglass Learning Center
include Lawton Area Transit System (LATS) and
Lawton’s planned bicycle routes. As seen in Figure
34, the Orange route travels through the school
coverage area on NE Albert Johnson Senior Drive.
The Yellow route also travels south of the Douglass
Learning Center on E Gore Boulevard. Bicycle
routes are intended to travel along NW 6th Street
and into sections of Elmer Thomas Park north of the
school.
Principal Fitzgerald mentioned that crime was not
an issue for the neighborhood surrounding Douglass
Learning Center but in some areas north of the
school. Information from the Lawton Police
Department Technical Services Division indicates
that the elementary school is located in an area with
relatively moderate to high traffic incidents based
on 2009 and 2010 accident reports.

Observations
A total of four observations were made for
Douglass Learning Center on January 12 and 13,
2011. Two observations were executed in the
morning between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and two in
the afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Figure 34: Transportation Resources Found in and
around the Douglass Learning Center Coverage Area

Morning:
 Because students were allowed inside the school building before 8:30 AM the traffic generated
from students being dropped off was minimal and spread out throughout the course of the
morning.
 Some vehicles parked in parking stalls located on the west side of NE Albert Johnson Senior
Drive while other vehicles pulled over to the east side of the street or stopped in the middle of
the street to drop off students.
 Some vehicles traveling through school zones were observed traveling over the posted speed
limit.
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Afternoon:
 Some students traveling to vehicles parked on the west side of NE Albert Johnson Senior Drive
do not use marked crosswalk or traffic control lights when crossing the street. In some cases
students ran across NE Albert Johnson Senior Drive without looking for vehicles.
 Some vehicles driving through the school zone ignored posted speed limits and ran through the
push button controlled traffic signal when it was signaling red to allow pedestrian traffic to
cross.
 Some vehicles picked up students by parking in the middle of NE Albert Johnson Senior Drive.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 Buses use the elementary school’s back
parking lot entrance for student loading in
the morning and afternoon.
 Buses must pull into NE Arlington Drive
from NE Albert Johnson Senior Drive to
access the back parking lot for student
loading. NE Arlington Drive is a narrow
street with parking stalls located along the
south portion of the street. It was difficult
for buses to enter and exit at the same time.
 Day care vehicles parked on NE Albert
Johnson Senior Drive for student loading.
Pedestrian Activity

 Very minimal pedestrian traffic was
observed around the school building.
 The majority of pedestrian activity was
observed from students walking across NE
Albert Johnson Senior Drive to vehicles
parked on the west side of the street. The
push button controlled signal for the
midblock crossing on NE Albert Johnson
Senior Drive was underutilized in the
morning and rarely used in the afternoon.

Figure 35: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from
Douglass Learning Center

 Students not departing in the afternoon by vehicle or bus walked over to the Patterson
Recreation Center. There are no sidewalk connections or crosswalk extensions to the Patterson
building from the Douglass Learning Center building
 Students that are unattended afterschool and walking home were observed not using available
pedestrian infrastructure and walking in the streets.
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 Observations found an average of 1 pedestrian18 arriving to school in the morning while 8
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Douglass Elementary found a relatively low number of students
using active transportation when traveling between home and school. A large number of
students arrive to school by personal vehicle, school bus, or day care vehicle. While there is
little pedestrian activity around the school, the lack of pedestrian facilities and infrastructure does
not encourage the use of active transportation. New sidewalks as well as updated pedestrian
crossings and signage would enhance the safety for existing pedestrian traffic originating from
vehicles parked along NE Albert Johnson Senior Drive. A small amount of traffic was observed
outside of the vehicles arriving to the school to drop off and pick up students during morning and
afternoon commuting periods. A moderate amount of drivers displayed unsafe driving behavior
on NE Albert Johnson Senior Drive and in areas around the school building.
Non-infrastructural improvements may include working with parents or guardians to find
alternatives to the current dismissal procedures that create traffic congestion. Other
improvements to enhance the safety of pedestrian travel would be placing staff at strategic
locations surrounding the school where students make their crossing.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Douglass Learning Center in Figure 36 displays numbered points of potential
safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary
school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:

NNEE AArrlliinnggttoonn DDrriivvee
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Douglass Learning Center
Safety Concerns

Not to Scale

Figure 36: Aerial close‐up of Douglass Learning Center
18

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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1) NE Albert Johnson Senior Drive and
Parking on West Side of Street

School

AJ SR Drive

 Regulatory signage on east side of Albert
Johnson Senior Drive is often ignored by
drivers when dropping off and picking up
students.
 The absence of sidewalks on the east side
of Albert Johnson Senior Drive
encourages pedestrians to walk in the
street or in the grass to and from the
school building.

South

2) NE Albert Johnson Senior Drive and
Crosswalk

 Midblock signal is an excessive addition
to pedestrian crossing. Signal is
underused and encourages motorists to
ignore similar signals in the future. This
signal may be replaced with Yield Here To
(Stop Here For) Pedestrian signage for
better effect.
 Pavement markings for marked pedestrian
crosswalk are fading and difficult to see
for through traffic.
 Sidewalks are absent to connect
crosswalks and complete pedestrian
networks.

AJ SR Drive

North

Arlington Avenue
Parking

AJ SR Drive

3) NE Albert Johnson Senior Drive and NE
Arlington Avenue

 High volume of vehicle traffic at morning
and afternoon commuter periods may
warrant the placement of an additional
pedestrian crossing connecting Patterson
Recreation Center with Douglass Learning
Center school building.
 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalks and complete
pedestrian network.

North
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation

Distance to School is too Far

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Teach the Health,
Environmental and Sustainable
Transportation Benefits of
Walking and Bicycling
 Create Park and Walk Program
 Conduct a Community Safe
Driving Awareness and
Education Campaign

 Build Off‐Street
Walking/Bicycle Paths
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths
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Edison Elementary
Edison Elementary is found in the
Country Club West Addition and
located north of Gore Boulevard and
west of NW 58th Street, on NW
Columbia Avenue.
Current Conditions

A paved walkway connects from NW
58th Street to NW Columbia Avenue.
A pedestrian bridge extends from
NW Eisenhower Drive to NW
Columbia Avenue connecting with
two crosswalks located at the
intersection of NW Columbia
Avenue and NW 58th Street. A
midblock crosswalk directly extends
from the pedestrian bridge across
NW Columbia Avenue. Three other
crosswalks are located at the
intersection of NW Dearborn Avenue
and NW 58th Street. Each crosswalk
is marked with proper pedestrian
crossing signage.

Figure 37: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of the
Edison Elementary School Building

School zones are marked by two traffic control signs indicating School Speed Limit for both
eastbound and westbound traffic on NW Columbia Avenue. There is another school zone on
sections of NW 58th Street and NW Dearborn Avenue. Parking restrictions are located along the
east side of NW 58th Street and the south side of NW Columbia Avenue during school hours.

Meeting with Administrator
On December 7, 2010 a visit with Principal Vic Stoll of Edison Elementary revealed that the
school has yet to apply to a Federal funding program like Safe Routes to School. Principal Stoll
believes that the majority of students use other modes of transportation when traveling between
home and school most days of the year.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Stoll estimated a total of 440 students enrolled at the
elementary school. Of these students an average of 100 may walk or ride bicycles to school most
days of the year. There are no policies to encourage the use of active transportation under the
assumption that a small portion of students walk or bike between home and school.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Stoll pointed out the issue of congestion during the morning and afternoon hours of
student arrival and dismissal. Accumulating traffic in both front and rear parking facilities
creates unsafe environments for pedestrian and bicycle commuters at the intersection of NW 58th
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Street and NW Columbia Avenue. Principal Stoll expressed interest in any changes that could be
done to improve NW 58th Street or change the flow of traffic so NW 58th is a one-way street.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found outside the immediate area of Edison Elementary include Lawton
Area Transit System (LATS) and Lawton’s planned bicycle routes. As seen in Figure 38, the
Yellow route travels through Edison coverage area on NW Euclid Avenue, NW 53rd Street, and
W Gore Boulevard. A planned bicycle route is intended to run north of the elementary school
building along NW Glenn Avenue and NW Meadowbrook Drive.
Principal Stoll mentioned
that crime was once an
issue for Edison
Elementary. Currently,
crime or the threat of
crime is not a factor in a
parent or guardian’s
decision to allow students
to use active
transportation when
traveling between home
and school. Information
from the Lawton Police
Department Technical
Figure 38: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Edison Elementary
Services Division indicates
School Coverage Area
that the elementary school
is located in an area with relatively moderate to high traffic incidents based on 2009 and 2010
accident reports.

Observations
A total of four observations were made for Edison Elementary on December 8 and 9, 2010. Two
observations were executed in the morning between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and two in the
afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 Drivers used both parking lots located south and north of the school building to drop off
students. Students were not allowed entry into the building until 8:40 AM. Drivers that
arrived early waited in the driving lane until students were permitted to enter the building.
 On NW Columbia Avenue, drivers used the north side of the street to drop off students.
Drivers also used the east side of NW 58th Street or the designated bus loading zone on the
west side of the street to drop off students.
 Some vehicles displayed unsafe driving behavior by not making complete stops at the
intersection of NW 58th and NW Columbia Avenue.
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Afternoon:
 Vehicles were lined up before 3:30 PM in both parking lot driving lanes. Because students are
released at the same time vehicles displayed unsafe driving behavior by swerving around
parked cars in and around parking lot exits as they departed.
 Vehicles parked on both sides of NW Columbia Avenue created issues of congestion by
blocking through traffic and vehicles attempting to exit from the south parking lot.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 Bus activity is channeled to a paved pull off area located south on NW 58th Street along the
west side of the street.
 Buses had a difficult time maneuvering through the intersection of NW Columbia Drive and
NW 58th Street
because of vehicle
parking on NW
Columbia Drive.
 Day care vehicles
used the north
parking lot as well
as the paved pull
off area for
student loading.
Pedestrian Activity

 Pedestrian traffic
was found on both
NW 58th Street
Figure 39: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Edison Elementary School
and NW Columbia
Drive. A small amount of students were noted walking from the east of Edison Elementary on
NW Columbia Drive.
 Students and other pedestrians were frequently observed using active transportation in the
streets or in the grass. Middle school students were also observed utilizing the pedestrian
bridge that extends from NW Eisenhower Drive to NW Columbia Drive.
 Traffic did not always obey speed regulations and often did not slow down for pedestrians
when driving along NW 58th Street and NW Columbia Drive.
 Observations found an average of 31 pedestrians19 arriving to school in the morning and 29
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

19

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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Analysis
The observations obtained from Edison Elementary found a relatively low to moderate
proportion of students choosing active transportation when traveling between home and school.
It appears that the majority of students arrive by personal vehicle while the remaining students
use other modes of transportation. Outside of the student population, a large number of
pedestrians were observed traveling within the Edison Elementary area during school hours.
This traffic could be explained by the close proximity of other elementary and secondary schools
on Gore Boulevard. The absence of sidewalks along the majority of the streets in the
surrounding the community was found to draw pedestrians into the streets. Building new
sidewalks and curb cuts would enhance the safety for existing pedestrian traffic and possibly
encourage more students to choose active transportation when traveling between home and
school.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Edison Elementary in Figure 40 displays numbered points of potential safety
concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary school
area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:
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Figure 40: Aerial close‐up of Edison Elementary School
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1) Crosswalk across NW Columbia Avenue
Connecting to Pedestrian Bridge

 An updated School Crossing Assembly for
this crossing would help encourage drivers
to preemptively slow down at the approach
of the midblock crosswalk and encourage
lower speeds through the school zone.
 Sidewalks with curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalks and complete
pedestrian networks.
Columbia Avenue
West

Parking Exit

Parking Entrance

Columbia Avenue

West

Parking Exit

North

Parking Entrance

2) The Intersection of NW Columbia Avenue
and NW 58th Street

 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalks and complete
pedestrian network along Columbia
Avenue.
 Drivers that park vehicles on the north side
of Columbia Avenue obstruct the periphery
view of traffic exiting from south parking
lot exit. Additional parking restrictions
could improve visibility at this intersection.
 Illegal parking on the south side of
Columbia Avenue in the afternoon and
morning periods generates congestion at
the intersection.
3) Parking Lot Entrance and Exit of Parking
Lot North of Edison Elementary

 Curb cuts absent to connect to the sidewalk
network.
 Vehicles currently drive over the paved
walkway between the parking stall and 58th
Street. Constructing a barrier before the
walkway and the parking lot would
increase safety along current pedestrian
path.

58th Street
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation

Infrastructure Strategies

Public Safety Concern

 Start a Neighborhood Watch
Initiative
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program

 Install New or
Improved Lighting for
Walkways, Bikeways, or
School Entrances

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

A Primary Arterial or Expressway
Divides the School from Residential
Areas20

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

20

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

NW 53rd Street cuts through Edison Elementary School Coverage.
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Eisenhower Elementary
Eisenhower Elementary is found south of
Eisenhower High School and is located south of
W Gore Boulevard and west of SW 52nd Street.
Current Conditions

Sidewalks are located along the east side of SW
52nd Street and a few locations in front of the
school on the west side of SW 52nd Street. The
intersection of SW 52nd Street and SW Atom
Avenue is regulated by a push button controlled
traffic signal as well as a crossing guard for the
arrival and dismissal of students. Traffic
traveling eastbound or westbound from SW
Atom Avenue is without a traffic control signal.
Three marked crosswalks are located at this
intersection.
School zones are marked by traffic control signs
indicating School Speed Limit on sections of SW
52nd Street, SW 50th Street, and SW Atom
Avenue. Parking is restricted on most of SW
52nd Street except a small line of parking stalls
located between SW Atom Avenue and the south
side of the school building.

Figure 41: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of the
Eisenhower Elementary School Building

Meeting with Administrator
On October 19, 2010 a visit with Sylvia Moore of Eisenhower Elementary revealed that the
school has yet to apply to a Federal funding program like Safe Routes to School but has looked
into the program in the past.
Students

Principal Moore estimated a total of 215 students enrolled at the elementary school. Of these
students, 45 to 50 may walk or ride bicycles to school most days of the year. Currently, there are
no policies to encourage or discourage the use of active transportation under the assumption that
a small portion of students are able to walk or bike between home and school.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Moore pointed that traffic builds up on SW 52nd Street which is a minor arterial for
northbound and southbound traffic. Because of the high volume of traffic during afternoon and
morning commuting periods, vehicles will drive over the speed limit, disregarding school zone
speed restrictions. Principal Moore would like to see sidewalks stretch down both sides of SW
52nd Street as well as repair existing sidewalks to improve the safety of students walking between
home and school.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found outside the immediate area of Eisenhower Elementary include
Lawton Area Transit System (LATS). As seen in Figure 42, the Yellow route travels north of
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the school coverage area on W Gore
Boulevard while the Blue route
travels south of the secondary
coverage area on SW Lee
Boulevard.
Principal Moore mentioned that
crime is absent between the railroad
tracks and W Gore Boulevard. The
Principal suggests that the issue of
crime does not affect a student’s use
of active transportation when
traveling between home and school.
Information from the Lawton Police
Department Technical Services
Division indicates that the
elementary school is located in an
area with relatively low traffic
incidents based on 2009 and 2010
accidents reports.

Observations
A total of four observations were
Figure 42: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Eisenhower
Elementary School Coverage Area
made for Eisenhower Elementary on
October 25, 28, and 29 2010. Two observations were executed in the morning between 8:30 AM
and 9:00 AM and two in the afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 Drivers either parked and walked students to the building or dropped off students at the school
entrance. In some instances, drivers stopped on SW 52nd Street and let students cross the street
on their own or stop in the bus lane to drop off students.
 Drivers that used the parking lot north of the school building were considerate about which
locations to enter and exit onto SW 52nd Street. Still, traffic is very heavy on SW 52nd Street
during the time of student arrival in the morning. Parents dropping off students have to
compete with traffic using SW 52nd Street when traveling between W Gore Boulevard and SW
Lee Boulevard.
 Posted school speed limits often encourage drivers to slow down but not always to the posted
speed. Vehicles were also observed not making appropriate stops at the intersection of SW
Atom Avenue and SW 52nd Street
Afternoon:
 Students were dismissed from multiple locations around the school building encouraging
vehicles to park in various locations to the north, east, and south of the building. Some
vehicles were parked at the park, south of the building.
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 Drivers were mindful of pedestrians and displayed safe driving practices in their presence.
 Some vehicles parked on SW 52nd Street and waited in the bus lane blocking bus and day care
vehicles for student loading.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 There was a moderate portion of students utilizing the bus system for Eisenhower Elementary.
 The bus lane doubles as a fire lane and was often used for vehicles when dropping off and
picking up students in the morning and afternoon.

Pedestrian Activity

 The majority of pedestrians
appeared to arrive from the south
side of the school on SW 52nd
Street or from the east on SW
Atom Avenue. Sidewalks are
absent in both locations. Narrow
sidewalks were found north of
SW Atom Avenue on the east
side of SW 52nd Street as well as
a small portion on the west side
of SW 52nd Street in front of the
school.
 A crossing guard was located at
the north crosswalk at the
intersection of SW 52nd Street
and SW Atom Avenue. There
was also a push button controlled
traffic signal for pedestrian
traffic.

Figure 43: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Eisenhower
Elementary School

 More pedestrians were observed in the afternoon than in the morning. Observations found
pedestrian activity outside the Eisenhower Elementary student population who also use SW
52nd Street facilities and paved walkway infrastructure.
 Observations found an average of 12 pedestrians21 arriving to school in the morning and 19
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

21

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number also includes bicycle riders.
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Analysis
The observations obtained from Eisenhower Elementary found a relatively low to moderate
proportion of students choosing to use active transportation when traveling between home and
school. The majority of students arrive to school by personal vehicle. Still, it appears that traffic
levels are high due to the location of the school building along SW 52nd Street. Frequent traffic
and missing pedestrian infrastructure in key locations on SW 52nd Street has created an unsafe
pedestrian environment for students using active transportation. The absence of sidewalks along
the majority of the streets within the surrounding community was found to draw pedestrians to
walk in grass or dirt paths along SW 52nd Street and in the street on neighboring roads like SW
Atom Avenue.
Improved access to sidewalks and pedestrian facilities south of the school may encourage more
students to choose active transportation when traveling between home and school. Better access
to pedestrian facilities will also provide more options for drivers to drop off students away from
the school building to decrease vehicle activity around Eisenhower Elementary. Additional
parking facilities are planned for the eastside of the current parking lot. Utilizing the access road
north of the school building as the main entrance of both parking facilities would decrease traffic
issues on SW 52nd Street and allow drivers to exit directly onto SW 52nd Street. The access road
allows more room for vehicle back-up from drivers dropping off students in the parking lot.
Other non-infrastructural improvements may include working with parents or guardians to find
alternatives to the current dismissal procedures that creates traffic congestion. Other
improvements to enhance the safety of pedestrian travel would be placing staff at strategic
locations to monitor pedestrian and vehicle traffic before and after school.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Eisenhower Elementary in Figure 44 displays numbered points of potential
safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary
school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:
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Figure 44: Aerial close‐up of Eisenhower Elementary School
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a absent to
coonnect crossw
walks and coomplete
peedestrian netw
work.

Atom Avvenue

52nd Street

North
52nd Streeet

A
and Street
S
Parkin
ng found alo
ong
2) Angled
S 52nd Streeet
SW
 Walkway
W
in frront of parkiing area is

naarrow and is sometimes blocked
b
by larger
l
veehicles that have
h
pulled forward
f
too far.
 Thhe addition of
o a wider siddewalk withh curb
cuuts connectinng to the parkking stalls would
w
inccrease the saafety of the pedestrian
p
ennvironment along
a
52nd Sttreet.

3) In
ntersection of
o the Parkin
ng Lot Entra
ance
a SW 52ndd Street
and

South

Parking Lo
ot

52nd Street

 Drrivers continnually disreggard parking
resstrictions at bus loading zone. Clearrer
siggns or pavem
ment markings indicatingg No
Paarking Bus Loading
L
or sttricter
ennforcement measures
m
migght be put innto
plaace to correcct this behavvior.
 A sign indicatting Parking Lot Entrancce
woould clarify parking lot direction
d
forr
veehicles parkinng in angledd parking staalls or
dropping off students.
s
 Chhanging the main entrance of the parrking
lott to the access road northh of the schoool
buuilding would lower conggestion on 52nd
Street.
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation
No Safe Place to Ride a Bike to School

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities
A Primary Arterial or Expressway
Divides the School from Residential
Areas22

22

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Start a Bike Train Program
Organize a Bicycle Rodeo to
Teach On‐Bike Skills

 Build Off‐Street or On‐
Street Bicycle Facilities
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices

 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Appoint Staff to Monitor
Vehicle Activity

 Install Traffic Control
Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures

SW 52nd Street (W Gore Boulevard – SW Lee Boulevard) cuts through Eisenhower Elementary School Coverage.
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Flower Mound School
Flower Mound School is located in the
southeast rural region of the Lawton
Metropolitan Area Planning Organization’s
study area, south of SE Bishop Road and
west of SE Flower Mound Road.
Current Conditions

Because of the rural location of the school,
sidewalks and crosswalks are absent around
the school and within the surrounding
region.
School zones are marked by traffic control
signage indicating School Speed Limit on
sections of SE Flower Mound Road and SE
Bishop Road. There are two parking
facilities north of the school building. The
west parking lot is designed for
perpendicular parking and an exit for a
student drive through loading lane that runs
northwest of the school for bus and personal
Figure 45: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of
vehicle loading. The east parking lot is a
the Flower Mound School Building
makeshift parking facility where most
vehicles park south to north in rows and is also where most personal vehicle traffic parks when
dropping off students. Parking restrictions apply to the southern part of the east parking lot for
handicap spaces and a fire lane along the east side of the parking lot.

Meeting with Administrator
On February 17, 2011 a visit with Principal and Superintendent Diana Jackson of Flower Mound
School District revealed that the school has yet to apply to a Federal funding program like Safe
Routes to School (SRTS). Principal Jackson mentioned that she was familiar with the SRTS
program but has not applied for funding because the overwhelming majority of the students
arrive to school by vehicles.
Students

Principal Jackson reported an estimate of 330 students currently enrolled at the elementary
school. There are no policies to encourage or discourage the use of active transportation for
students when traveling between home and school. Still, Flower Mound School encourages
students to make healthy choices by being a part of Oklahoma’s Coordinated Approach to Child
Health (CATCH) program.23 The program motivates students to eat better, be more active in the
classroom, and become more involved in physical education programs. Fitnessgram is a
physical education program that tracks the progress students make throughout the school year.

23

http://www.ok.gov/strongandhealthy/CATCH/CATCH_In‐School_Pilot/index.html
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Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Jackson noted that even though one family walks to school regularly, the surrounding
area around the school is not conducive for safe pedestrian travel. SE Bishop Road and SE
Flower Mound Road are narrow and have little room at the side of the road for non-vehicular
travel modes. To increase vehicle safety Principal Jackson would like to see flashing School
Zone Speed Limit signs and improvements to current parking facilities in front of the school.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Other transportation resources
that can be found outside the
immediate area of Flower Mound
School include Lawton Area
Transit System (LATS). As seen
in Figure 46, the LATS Yellow
route travels just north of Flower
Mound coverage area through
Park Lane and Sullivan Village
communities.
Principal Jackson believes that
crime is not an issue around the
general area of Flower Mound
School. Information from the
Lawton Police Department
Technical Services Division
indicates that the elementary
school is located in an area with
relatively low traffic incidents
based on 2009 and 2010 accident
reports.

Observations
A total of four observations were
made for Flower Mound School
on February 18 and 22. Two
Figure 46: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Flower Mound
observations were executed in
School Coverage Area
the morning between 7:40 AM and 8:10 AM and two in the afternoon between 2:50 PM and 3:20
PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 There are three different locations where vehicles parked to drop off students:
o A partially covered student drive through loading lane is located on the west side of the
school building where students are greeted by staff. This lane is also used for bus loading
and day care vehicles. Vehicles enter and exit onto SE Bishop Road in two different
locations.
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o Drivers can park in the east parking lot and walk students to the school building. There are
no marked parking stalls and parking is generally improvised. The majority of vehicles park
north to south in rows. After one row is filled another set of vehicles will park behind this
row with enough room to pull out.
o Drivers also pull off on SE Flower
Mound Road and walk students
through a parking lot exit for buses
to the school building.
 A number of staff was present at all
school entrances.
 Some vehicles did not make complete
stops at the four-way stop controlled
intersection of SE Flower Mound
Road and SE Bishop Road.
Afternoon:
 Students were dismissed to vehicles
around 3:15 PM. Parents or
guardians are either required to park
and walk up to the school or use a
separate loading lane to allow for a
student to be dismissed.
 A number of staff was present at all
school entrances and exits.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle
Activity

Figure 47: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from
Flower Mound School

 Students were loaded into buses in the student loading lane.
 In the morning, buses exit onto SE Flower Mound Road. In the afternoon, they exit onto SE
Bishop Road.
Pedestrian Activity

 One family walks to and from school every day across SE Bishop Road.
 Students are not allowed to walk past the threshold of the school building without an adult
present to walk them to a vehicle.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Flower Mound School found a relatively low volume of
pedestrian traffic. Because of its rural location, the most students arrive and depart from school
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by personal vehicle, school bus, or day care vehicles. Key safety issues were observed by
vehicle traffic in and around the school parking facilities. Pavement markings around the
entrance and in the parking facilities north of the school may increase driver and student
awareness of safe and unsafe places for pedestrian traffic to travel. Flower Mound School can
provide a safer walking environment by creating clearly marked pedestrian pathways for students
to follow as they travel to and from the school building.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Flower Mound School in Figure 48 displays numbered points of potential
safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary
school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:

Flower Mound School
Safety Concerns

SSW
W FFlloow
weerr M
Moouunndd
RRooaadd

Not to Scale

33
11
22

SSEE BBiisshhoopp RRooaadd

Figure 48: Aerial close‐up of Flower Mound School
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1) East Parking Lot Entrance
East Parking

West Parking

 Installing pavement markings or parking
stall blocks would indicate fixed locations
for vehicles to park in the parking lot and
increase safe travel entering and exiting
during peak commute periods.
 Pathways and signs might be installed to
clearly separate safe pedestrian walkways
and vehicle parking and driving.

South
2) SE Bishop Road and Parking Lot
Entrance and Exit

West

 A traffic control signal that indicates
potential school crossing may encourage
drivers to travel more cautiously.
 Standard longitudinal pavement markings
that display center lines and edge lines for
Bishop Road and markings for parking lot
entrances and exits would increase the safe
travel of vehicle traffic to and from Flower
Mound School.
Bishop Road

South

Flower Mound Road

3) SE Flower Mound Road and Parking Lot
Exit

 Traffic pull-off is an unsafe environment
to walk students between the school
building and the side of Flower Mound
Road.
 Pull off area encourages dangerous driver
behavior by allowing vehicles to back into
traffic.
 Discouraging drivers to park along the
right-of-way of Flower Mound Road
would increase vehicle and pedestrian
safety.
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation
Missing or Inefficient Walkways

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

A Primary Arterial or Expressway
Divides the School from Residential
Areas24
Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

Drop Off and Pick Up Process Creates
Congestion and Unsafe Behaviors

24

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Encourage Walking in Groups
 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
and Traffic Control
Devices

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install Traffic Control
Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program

 Install Traffic Control
Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

SE Flower Mound Road and SE Bishop Road cut through Flower Mound School Coverage.
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Howell Elementary
Howell Elementary is found south of the Highland
Park Addition and located north of SW Lee
Boulevard and east of SW 24th Street, on SW E
Avenue.
Current Conditions

A small paved walkway is currently located along
SW 24th Street in front of the building’s east
entrance. Crosswalks are located at intersections on
SW E Avenue and SW 24th Street and SW E Avenue
and SW 24th Place. Crosswalks are also located at
the intersection of SW 25th Street and SW E Avenue
as well as SW 25th Street and SW D Avenue.
School zones are marked by traffic control signs
indicating School Speed Limit on sections of SW
25th Street, SW D Avenue, SW E Avenue, SW 24th
Street, SW Tulane Avenue, SW 24th Place and SW
Evans Avenue. Parking restrictions apply to the east
side of SW 24th Place and the south side of SW E
Avenue in front of the school for bus loading.

Meeting with Administrator

Figure 49: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity
of the Howell Elementary School Building

On November 10, 2010 a visit with Sherry Havron of Howell Elementary revealed that the
school has applied to Safe Routes to School and received funding to buy incentives for students
to encourage the use of active transportation when traveling between home and school. With the
funding they have purchased new signs for Walking School Bus (WSB) routes, pedestrian
signage around the school, and a SAFE HOUSE sign. Howell is also applying this funding to
new sidewalks where the WSB route travels.
Students

Principal Havron estimated a total of 194 students enrolled at the elementary school. Of these
students, 30 may walk or ride bicycles to school most days of the year. Currently, there are no
policies to discourage the use of active transportation. The school encourages students to walk to
school by providing incentives such as providing charms, T-shirts, and backpacks to those using
the WSB program. Communicating what WSB program is doing for Howell Elementary and the
surrounding community is also an important part of their involvement in SRTS program.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Havron suggested that traffic behaves well around the school. Drivers obey signage,
look out for students, and watch for the crossing guard who helps the students cross SW E
Avenue. Faculty will often remind parents to behave around the school. Principal Havron is
excited to see the sidewalks built that SRTS is funding.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found outside the immediate area of Howell Elementary include
Lawton Area Transit System (LATS) and Lawton’s planned bicycle routes. As seen in Figure
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50, the Yellow and Red routes travel through the school coverage area on W Gore Boulevard.
The Red route also travels north of Howell Elementary along SW E Avenue. One of the of the
bicycle routes is intended to run along parts of SW E Avenue north of the Howell Elementary.
Principal Havron
mentioned that while
Howell is located in a
low income area, there is
not a lot of crime around
the school. The Principal
also suggested that crime
is not a factor for parents
when deciding how their
students should arrive to
school. Information
from the Lawton Police
Department Technical
Services Division
indicates that the
elementary school is
located in an area with
Figure 50: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Howell Elementary
School Coverage Area
relatively high traffic
incidents based on 2009 and 2010 accident reports.

Observations
A total of four observations were made for Howell Elementary on November 12 and 16, 2010.
Two observations were executed in the morning between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and two in the
afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 The majority of drivers use SW 24th Street and a parking facility south of Howell to drop off
students. A few drivers will also use SW E Avenue to drop off students, ignoring parking
restrictions on the south side of the street.
 SW E Avenue is well traveled in the morning during student arrival by a large number of
commuters not dropping off students.
 Overall, drivers appeared to be attentive to pedestrian and vehicular traffic.
Afternoon:
 Drivers utilized the parking facility in the rear of the building more in the afternoon than in the
morning. Very few drivers attempted to pick up students on SW E Avenue.
 Traffic backed up at the intersection of SW 24th Place and SW E Avenue because of student
pick up at 3:45 PM.
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School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 Buses and day care vehicles were observed using SW E Avenue for student loading.
Pedestrian Activity

 The WSB arrived from the north on SW 24th Street and crosses SW E Avenue before arriving
to the Howell Elementary. The WSB travels along the route it intends to use SRTS funding for
sidewalks.
 The WSB arrived around 8:45 AM and departed in the afternoon around 3:45 PM. Two adults
were observed accompanying students in their trip.
 A sidewalk ramp
for the school
building is located
on the east side of
the building at the
entrance where
most pedestrian
traffic is
concentrated.
 A crossing guard
was located on
SW 24th Place and
SW E Avenue for
both morning
arrival and
afternoon
dismissal of
students.

Figure 51: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Howell Elementary School

 Observations found an average of 20 pedestrians25 arriving to school in the morning and 30
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Howell Elementary found a relatively moderate proportion of
students using active transportation when traveling between home and school. The majority of
students arrive to school by personal vehicle. The absence of sidewalks and pedestrian
infrastructure around the school building and in the surrounding community limits access to safe
areas for pedestrian traffic to travel. Still, the school’s initiatives for improving the attitude of
walking and improving their surroundings will result in beneficial gains in response to its current
state.

25

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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Safety Concerns

A close up view of Howell Elementary in Figure 52 displays numbered points of potential safety
concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary school
area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:

Howell Elementary
Safety Concerns

11

22

Not to Scale

SSW
W EE AAvveennuuee

tthh
SSW
W 2244th SSttrreeeett

33
tthh
SSW
W 2244th PPllaaccee

SSW
W TTuullaannee AAvveennuuee

tthh
SSW
W 2255th SSttrreeeett

SSW
W EEvvaannss AAvveennuuee

Figure 52: Aerial close‐up of Howell Elementary School
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1) Intersection of SW E Avenue and SW 24th
Place

E Avenue

 Traffic control signals such as School
Crossing and School Advance Crossing
signs are absent indicating a school
crosswalk for northbound traffic.
 A high volume of pedestrian and vehicle
traffic throughout the day may warrant the
placement of a Yield Here to (Stop Here
For) Pedestrian signage for eastbound and
westbound traffic on E Avenue.
 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalks and complete
pedestrian network.

24th Place

North

West
24th Street

 Sight distance may be an issue for vehicles
traveling eastbound or westbound onto E
Avenue from SW 24th Street.
 A high volume of pedestrian and vehicle
traffic throughout the day may warrant the
placement of a Yield Here to (Stop Here
For) Pedestrian signage for eastbound and
westbound traffic on E Avenue.
 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalks and complete
pedestrian network.

E Avenue

West
Parking

24th Place

Tulane Avenue

2) Intersection of SW E Avenue and SW 24th
Street

3) Intersection of SW Tulane Avenue and
SW 24th Street

 A stop control sign might encourage safe
slower speeds for vehicles traveling from
Tulane Avenue to SW 24th Street.
 Traffic control signals such as School
Crossing or School Advance Crossing
signs are absent to encourage drivers to
slow down before crosswalks.
 Applying parking restrictions to the east
side of SW 24th Street and the north side
of Tulane may allow better visibility and
encourage safer vehicle travel.
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation
No Safe Place to Ride a Bike to School

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

A Primary Arterial or Expressway
Divides the School from Residential
Areas26

26

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies
 Start a Bike Train Program
Organize a Bicycle Rodeo to
Teach On‐Bike Skills

 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community
 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists
 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Implement crossing guard for
Arterial

Infrastructure Strategies
 Build Off‐Street or On‐
Street Bicycle Facilities
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths
 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts
 Install Traffic Control
Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures

W Gore Boulevard (SW 27th Street – NW Sheridan Road) cuts through Howell Elementary School Coverage.
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Hugh Bish Elementary
Hugh Bish Elementary is found in the
Sherwood Addition and located south of NW
Rogers Lane and west of NW 52nd Street, on
NW Allan-A-Dale Lane.
Current Conditions

Sidewalks can be found throughout the
majority of the community except around the
perimeter of the school building on the west
side of NW De Bracy Avenue and the north
side of NW Allan-A-Dale Lane. There is a
marked crosswalk across NW Allan-A-Dale
at its intersection with NW De Bracy Avenue.
Marked crosswalks are also found at the
intersection of NW De Bracy Avenue and
NW Kirkley Place as well as the intersection
of NW Kirkley Place and NW Robinhood
Drive.

Figure 53: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of the
Hugh Bish Elementary School Building

School zones are marked by traffic control
signs indicating School Speed Limit on sections of NW Allan-A-Dale Lane, NW Nottingham
Road, NW Kirkley Place, and NW De Bracy Avenue. Parking restrictions apply to both sides of
NW De Bracy Avenue between NW Allan-A-Dale Lane and NW Kirkley Place. Parking
restrictions are also found on the south side of NW Allan-A-Dale Lane.

Meeting with Administrator
On January 18, 2011 a visit with Principal Tamie Barrett of Hugh Bish Elementary revealed that
the school has applied to Safe Routes to School (SRTS) and received funding to buy incentives
to encourage students to use active transportation when traveling between home and school. In
accordance with the SRTS, Hugh Bish Elementary has created a Walking School Bus (WSB)
program that travels between the apartments north of Ashby Avenue and the school building.
Students

At the time of the interview, Principal Barrett estimated a total of 335 students enrolled at the
elementary school. Of these students, between 20 and 30 use the WSB program on a daily basis
and 15 walk or use other forms of active transportation outside the WSB route on a given day.
Principal Barrett mentioned that a majority of the students are still driven or ride on the bus to
school but believes that with more time the WSB program will become more popular.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Barrett pointed out traffic issues on NW Allan-A-Dale Lane during morning arrival and
afternoon dismissal. Drivers will drop off students at the school’s main entryway effectively
blocking safe access to students walking from their homes or vehicles parked south of NW
Allan-A-Dale Lane. Principal Barrett is interested in updating signage around the school and
investing in higher quality pedestrian crossing designs around the school.
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Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found outside the immediate area of Hugh Bish Elementary include
Lawton Area Transit System (LATS) and Lawton’s planned bicycle routes. As seen in Figure
54, the Green route and a planned bicycle route is intended to travel east of the school on NW
52nd Street.
Principal Barrett mentioned that
crime is not an issue for the
area around Hugh Bish
Elementary but some parents
are still reluctant to send
students alone to walk to
school. Information from the
Lawton Police Department
Technical Services Division
indicates that the elementary
school is located in an area with
relatively low to moderate
traffic incidents based on 2009
and 2010 accident reports.

Figure 54: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Hugh Bish
Elementary School Coverage Area

Observations
A total of four observations were made for Hugh Bish Elementary on January 19 and 20, 2011.
Two observations were executed in the morning between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and two in the
afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 The majority of drivers dropped off students at the front entrance located on the north side of
the parking lot. Some drivers also parked vehicles on NW Allan-A-Dale Lane or NW De
Bracy Avenue and walked students to the front entrance.
 Because students were not allowed in the building until 8:45 AM some drivers parked and
waited with students in their vehicles until they are allowed inside.
 Some drivers exited the parking lot at higher than posted speeds.
Afternoon:
 Vehicles began lining up in the parking lot by 3:30 PM and at times, blocked southbound
traffic on NW De Bracy Avenue as the line extended to sections of NW Allan-A-Dale Lane.
 Drivers were also observed parking vehicles on either side of NW Allan-A-Dale Lane or on
NW De Bracy Avenue to pick up students.
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Lawton Public School Bus Activity

 Buses loaded students
on NW De Bracy
Avenue. Day care
vehicles competed with
other drivers to load
students at the front
entrance in the parking
lot.
Pedestrian Activity

 The majority of
pedestrians used NW
Figure 55: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Hugh Bish Elementary School
Kirkley Place or NW
Allan-A-Dale Lane to travel between home and school. The WSB also traveled on NW
Kirkley Place to travel from the school building to the apartments north of Ashby Avenue.
 Some pedestrians were observed arriving south from NW Nottingham Road.
 Other than staff working with the WSB program, there was no guidance or help for students
crossing at NW De Bracy Avenue and NW Allan-A-Dale Lane. A crosswalk is absent on the
north end of this intersection which was used frequently by pedestrians traveling on NW AllanA-Dale Lane.
 Observations found an average of 39 pedestrians27 arriving to school in the morning and 23
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Hugh Bish Elementary found a relatively low to moderate
proportion of students using active transportation when traveling between home and school. It
appears that traffic congestion is still an issue as a result of the high number of drivers using
personal vehicles to drop off students during morning arrival and afternoon dismissal. The
absence of sidewalks and pedestrian crossing signage around the perimeter of the school was
found to draw pedestrians to cross streets at inappropriate locations and make it difficult to warn
vehicles of potential pedestrian activity. The high volume of vehicle traffic generates an unsafe
pedestrian environment for students when they travel between home and school. Concentrating
future infrastructure improvements of new sidewalks and crosswalks on NW Allan-A-Dale Lane
and NW De Bracy Avenue would enhance the safety of existing pedestrian traffic and possibly
encourage more students to choose active transportation to travel between home and school.

27

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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Safety Concerns

A close up view of Hugh Bish Elementary is located in Figure 56, displaying numbered points of
potential safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the
elementary school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:

Hugh Bish Elementary
Safety Concerns

Not to Scale
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Figure 56: Aerial close‐up of Howell Elementary School
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation
No Safe Place to Ride a Bike to School

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off and Pick Up Process Creates
Congestion and Unsafe Behaviors

Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities
A Primary Arterial or Expressway
Divides the School from Residential
Areas28

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Start a Bike Train Program
Organize a Bicycle Rodeo to
Teach On‐Bike Skills

 Build Off‐Street or On‐
Street Bicycle Facilities
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install Traffic Control
Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Pick‐Up and Drop Off
Procedures to Increase Safety
and Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program

 Install Traffic Control
Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures

28

NW 67th Street (NW Rogers Lane – Quanah Parker Trailway) cuts through Hugh Bish Elementary School
Coverage.
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Jackson Elementary
Jackson Elementary is found in
the Sheridan Addition and located
west of NW Sheridan Road and
east of NW 22nd Street, on NW
Lindy Avenue.
Current Conditions

A small stretch of sidewalk is
currently located on the east side
of NW 22nd Street in front of the
Jackson Elementary School.
Marked crosswalks are located
across the intersection of NW
Pollard Avenue and NW 22nd
Street, NW Lindy Avenue and
NW 22nd Street, and NW Lindy
Avenue and NW 21st Street.
There is also a marked crosswalk,
across the midblock of NW 22nd
Street in front of the school.

Figure 57: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of the Jackson
Elementary School Building

School zones are marked by traffic control signs indicating School Speed Limit on sections of
NW Pollard Avenue, NW Lindy Avenue, NW 21st Street, and NW 22nd Street. Parking
restrictions apply to the east side of NW 22nd Street for bus loading.

Meeting with Administrator
On January 20, 2011 a visit with Principal Brenda Breeze of Jackson Elementary revealed that
the school has yet to apply for Federal funding through a program like Safe Routes to School
(SRTS). Principal Breeze mentioned that while some staff has gone through SRTS training the
main barrier for not applying is a lack of staff to operate a walk to school program.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Breeze estimated a total of 197 students enrolled at the
elementary school. Of these students, around 35 to 40 may walk or ride bicycles to school most
days of the year. Currently, there are no policies to encourage or discourage the use of active
transportation for students when traveling between home and school, but Jackson Elementary
does encourage students to walk by taking part in the Alliance for a Healthier Generation.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Breeze explained that one of the biggest pedestrian safety concerns for Jackson
Elementary is the number of vehicles that disregard posted speed limits for school zones
surrounding Jackson Elementary. Principal Breeze would like to see school zone speed limit
signs with attached yellow flashing lights to encourage drivers to slow down through marked
school zones.
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Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found outside the immediate area of Jackson Elementary include
Lawton Area Transit System (LATS) and Lawton’s planned bicycle routes. As seen in Figure
58, the Orange route travels through the school coverage area on NW Ozmun Avenue, NW
Smith Avenue, NW Williams Avenue, and NW 26th Street. Bicycle routes are intended to travel
along NW Williams Avenue and NW Smith Avenue.
Principal Breeze
mentioned that crime
was an issue in the
surrounding
neighborhood which
may affect a parent’s or
guardian’s decision to
allow students to
choose active
transportation when
traveling between
home and school.
Information from the
Lawton Police
Figure 58: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Jackson Elementary School
Department Technical
Coverage Area
Services Division
indicates that the elementary school is located in an area with relatively low to moderate traffic
incidents based on 2009 and 2010 accident reports.

Observations
A total of four observations were made for Jackson Elementary on January 24 and 25, 2011.
Two observations were executed in the morning between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and two in the
afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 Because students were not allowed inside the school building before 8:45 AM some traffic will
park on either side of NW 22nd Street.
 Vehicles owned by residents living within the surrounding neighborhood contributed to the
parking along NW 22nd Street.
 Because of the absence of parking restrictions along NW 22nd Street traffic was limited to one
lane of travel.
Afternoon:
 Vehicles began parking on either side of NW 22nd Street by 3:30 PM until students were
released from the school building at 3:45 PM.
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 Vehicles owned by residents living within the surrounding neighborhood contributed to the
parking along NW 22nd Street.
 Some vehicles were observed parking in the middle of NW 22nd Street to pick up students.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 In the morning, vehicles
parked on the east side of
NW 22nd Street blocking
buses from allowing the
safe travel of students from
buses to the school
building. As a result,
buses and day care vehicles
were observed parking in
the middle of NW 22nd
Street to drop off students.
 In the afternoon, the school
Figure 59: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Jackson Elementary School
buses and day care
vehicles have a reserved
space at the entrance of Jackson Elementary School to allow safe travel of students from the
school building to the buses.
Pedestrian Activity

 The majority of pedestrian activity was from students walking between the apartments located
to the south of the school on NW 22nd Street. Students were also observed walking from the
north of the school on NW 22nd Street.
 With the absence of sidewalks within the surrounding community students were observed
walking in or along the street or in the grass.
 A large amount of staff presence was observed in the afternoon after students are dismissed at
3:45 PM. Staff will act as crossing guards for NW 22nd Street and NW Pollard Avenue and
NW 22nd Street and NW Lindy Avenue for morning arrival. A large proportion of parents and
guardians were observed walking with groups of students in the morning and afternoon.
 Observations found an average of 45 pedestrians29 arriving to school in the morning and 55
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Jackson Elementary found a relatively high proportion of
students choosing active transportation to travel between home and school. Some students still
29

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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arrive and depart from school by personal vehicle, school bus, or day care vehicle. The current
state of pedestrian infrastructure around the school does not accommodate for the number of
students that travel between home and school.
New sidewalks as well as updated pedestrian crossings and signage would enhance the safety of
existing pedestrian traffic and possibly encourage more students to choose active transportation
when traveling from home to school. Another apparent infrastructure issue was the lack of
pedestrian crossing signage for the majority of marked crosswalks surrounding the school
building. Jackson Elementary could benefit from a program directed toward a walking campaign
that emphasizes pedestrian education. Because of the high proportion of students that already
choose active transportation when traveling between home and school, Jackson Elementary is a
great candidate for a Walking School Bus program or hiring a fulltime crossing guard for the
intersection of NW Pollard Avenue and NW 22nd Street.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Jackson Elementary in Figure 60 displays numbered points of potential safety
concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary school
area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:
Jackson Elementary
Safety Concerns

Not to Scale
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Figure 60: Aerial close‐up of Jackson Elementary School
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Public Safety Concern

Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

 Start a Neighborhood Watch
Initiative
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program

 Install New or
Improved Lighting for
Walkways, Bikeways, or
School Entrances

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts
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Learning Tree Academy
Learning Tree Academy is located in the
Westwood Addition found south of NW Rogers
Lane and west of NW 38th Street, near NW Santa
Fe Avenue.
Current Conditions

Sidewalks are located along sections of NW 38th
Street and in some locations surrounding Learning
Tree Academy school building. A marked
crosswalk is located at the intersection of NW 38th
Street and NW 40th Street with appropriate
signage. Two crosswalks are also located across
the drive through lanes connecting to the parking
lot to the north and playground area west of the
school building.
School zones are marked by traffic control signs
indicating School Speed Limit on sections of NW
39th Street, NW 40th Street, and NW Santa Fe
Avenue. Parking restrictions apply to the entire
length of the drive through west of the school
building indicating a fire lane.

Meeting with Administrator
On February 23, 2011 a visit with Principal Traci
Newell of Learning Tree Academy revealed that
the school has yet to apply to a Federal funding
program like Safe Routes to School (SRTS).
Figure 61: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of
Principal Newell explained that the school has
the Learning Tree Academy School Building
not been involved with SRTS because of the relatively young age of students that all arrive to
school driven by a parent or guardian every day.
Students

Principal Newell estimated a total of 360 students currently enrolled at the pre-kindergarten
elementary school. The majority of students arrive by bus or personal vehicle most days of the
year. While there are no policies to encourage or discourage the use of active transportation for
students when traveling between home and school, all parents or guardians are required to walk
students to and from the school building outside designated drop off periods. A 30 minute recess
is given to children allowing them to spend time outside or in the gym to encourage students to
stay active.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Crosswalks and sidewalks are located around the school building but sidewalks are missing
throughout the surrounding neighborhood. Principal Newell mentioned that speed limit signs are
absent for the drive through lanes located west of the school building. The distant location and
low capacity of current parking facilities is also an issue for Learning Tree Academy.
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Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources
found outside the
immediate area of
Learning Tree Academy
include Lawton Area
Transit System (LATS)
and Lawton’s planned
bicycle routes. As seen in
Figure 62, the Green
Route travels on sections
of NW 38th Street and NW
Rogers Lane north of
Learning Tree Academy.
The bicycle routes are
intended to travel along
NW 40th Street and NW
Santa Fe Avenue directly
north of the school
building.

Figure 62: Transportation Resources Found around Learning Tree Academy

Principal Newell mentioned that crime was not an issue for the surrounding neighborhood.
Information from the Lawton Police Department indicates that the elementary school is located
in an area with relatively low to moderate traffic incidents based on 2009 and 2010 accident
reports. Information from the Lawton Police Department Technical Services Division indicates
that the elementary school is located in an area with relatively low to moderate traffic incidents
based on accidents and citations for the year 2009.

Observations
A total of two observations were made for Learning Tree Academy on February 24th, 2011. The
school has a morning session from 8:45 AM to 11:15 AM and an afternoon session from 12:45
PM to 3:15 PM. The majority of students arrive for morning sessions so observations were
executed at 8:30 AM to 9:00 AM and 11:00 AM to 11:30 AM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

 On arrival, parents and guardians were observed lining up on the side streets NW Santa Fe
Avenue and NW 39th Street before 8:30 AM.
 The majority of vehicles lined up in the right lane of the drive through west of the school to
drop off students directly to staff waiting for vehicles at the front entrance at 8:45 AM. This
process took 15 minutes ending at 9:00 AM. After this time, parents are not allowed to drop
off students without first parking and walking students into the school building.
 Later in the morning, parents began parking on side streets to pick up students before 11:00
AM. At least 6 staff members are present outside. Vehicles have student’s name written on
their vehicle’s visor and is relayed from one staff member standing at the drive through
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entrance to another staff member inside by walkie-talkies. Staff members dismiss students
individually and place students directly into vehicles as they pull forward.
School Bus Activity

 The school buses that arrive and depart daily are for developmentally challenged students who
arrive 15 minutes before other vehicles are allowed to drop off or pick up students. Loading
for school buses is located at the front entrance.
 Day care vehicles are allowed to drop off and pick up students at an entrance located north of
the school building.
Pedestrian Activity

 Pedestrian activity was observed between the parking lot north of the school building and the
school building’s main entrance.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Learning Tree Academy found that the majority of pedestrian
traffic moves between parking facilities and the school building. Current parking facilities are
both small and haphazardly designed. The addition of designated pedestrian walkways and
pathways connecting from inside the parking facilities to the school building would enhance the
pedestrian environment surrounding the school and encourage parents and guardians to teach
children about safe walking habits when walking to and from school.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Learning Tree Academy in Figure 63 displays numbered points of potential
safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary
school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:
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Figure 63: Aerial close‐up of Learning Tree Academy School Building
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East
Drive Through Entrance

Santa Fe Avenue

1) NW Santa Fe Avenue and Entrance of Drive Through

 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent of on both sides of Santa Fe Avenue.
 Traffic control devices or a crossing guard program directed at this intersection could
improve traffic flow before and after morning and afternoon sessions.
South

Crosswalk

Drive Through Exit
40th Street
2) Drive Through Exit and Parking Lot

 A sidewalk connecting to the parking lot with curb cuts is absent between the current
crosswalk across the drive through west of the school building.
 The current parking lot is unsafe for pedestrian travel. The addition of sidewalks or
marked walkways could increase safe travel by clearly separating pedestrian walkways,
vehicle parking, and driving areas.
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths
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Lincoln Elementary
Lincoln Elementary is found in the
Beal Addition and located north of SW
Lee Boulevard and east of SW 6th
Street, on SW Park Avenue.
Current Conditions

Sidewalks can be found throughout the
majority of the community
surrounding Lincoln Elementary. As a
result of the age of the sidewalks much
of the network is disconnected by the
absence of pavement from overgrowth
or general disrepair. Crosswalks are
located at the intersections of SW 6th
Street and SW Summit Avenue, SW
6th Street and SW Park Avenue, and
SW 6th Street, SW I Avenue, SW Park
Avenue and SW 7th Street. A
midblock crosswalk is regulated by a
push button controlled traffic signal is
located on SW 6th Street. Another
midblock crosswalk is located across
SW 7th Street.

Figure 64: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of
the Lincoln Elementary School Building

School zones are marked by traffic control signs indicating School Speed Limit on small sections
of SW Park Avenue and SW 6th Street. Parking restrictions are absent for SW Park Avenue, SW
7th Street, and SW I Avenue.

Meeting with Administrators
On January 25, 2011 a visit with Principal Robbie Gillis of Lincoln Elementary revealed that the
school has yet to apply for Federal funding through a program like Safe Routes to School
(SRTS). Principal Gillis suggests that the time investment is too great for many administrators in
her position to apply for Federal funding programs like SRTS.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Gillis estimated a total of 360 students were enrolled at the
elementary school. Of these students, an average of 80 students may walk or ride bicycles to
school most days of the year. Currently, there are no policies to encourage the use of active
transportation for students when traveling between home and school. Principal Gillis does
discourage the use of active transportation between home and school for students living south of
SW Lee Boulevard and students that bicycle in the street where sidewalks are absent.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Gillis explained that one of the biggest barriers for students using active transportation
is the crime and the perception of crime around the school building that discourages parents from
allowing students to travel alone. The majority of students that use active transportation to travel
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to and from school in the morning and afternoon are accompanied by parents or guardians.
Principal Gillis also mentioned that sidewalk infrastructure was old and in disrepair. Inadequate
pedestrian infrastructure may also discourage student travel if the choices for walking and biking
are in the street or in the grass. Another barrier noted is the frequent traffic on SW 6th Street.
The majority of students that use active transportation will travel across SW 6th Street and SW
Park Avenue.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found outside the immediate area of Lincoln Elementary include
Lawton Area Transit System (LATS) and Lawton’s planned bicycle routes. As seen in Figure
65, the Red route travels along SW 6th Street east of the Lincoln Elementary. The Blue route
travels on SW 11th Street west of the Lincoln Elementary while the Green route travels north of
school on SW F Avenue. A bicycle route is
intended to travel on SW 6th Street, just east of the
school building.
Principal Gillis suggested that traffic utilizing the
school’s extensive alleyway and parking lot located
on the west side of the building to pick up and drop
off students, does so without creating problems.
Traffic using this infrastructure appears organized
and behaves cautiously. Information from the
Lawton Police Department Technical Services
Division indicates that the elementary school is
located in an area with relatively low to moderate
traffic incidents based on 2009 and 2010 accident
reports.

Observations
A total of four observations were made for Lincoln
Elementary School on January 26 and 27, 2011.
Two observations were executed in the morning
between 8:15 AM30 and 9:00 AM and two in the
afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.

Figure 65: Transportation Resources Found in and around
the Lincoln Elementary School Coverage Area

Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 Drivers began arriving before 8:15 AM to drop off students. The majority of drivers used the
alleyway entrance from the midblock of SW Park Avenue to travel along the west side of the
building, drop off students, and exit onto SW 7th Street.
 Some vehicles park in parking stalls west of the school building in the alleyway when dropping
off students.

30

It was suggested that I arrive early for observations because of breakfast that is served at 8:15 AM every
morning.
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 Very few vehicles were observed using SW Park Avenue to drop off students.
 Because students are allowed in the school building by 8:15 AM traffic was organized and
traveled smoothly through the alleyway.
Afternoon:
 Because students are not dismissed until 3:45 PM vehicles begin parking in parking stalls in
designated areas of the alleyway before 3:30 PM.
 A few drivers parked vehicles in a parking lot south of SW Park Avenue while others parked
on the south side of SW Park Avenue.
 Vehicles also used a pull off area north of the school on the west side of SW 6th Street to pick
up students in the afternoon.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 A sizeable proportion of students at Lincoln
Elementary utilized the bus system. In the
morning and afternoon, school buses and day
care vehicles used the north side of SW Park
Avenue for student loading.
 Traffic backed up at the intersection of SW 6th
Street and SW Park Avenue for westbound
traffic. This congestion was the result of
vehicles stopping behind buses as they loaded
students. While parking restrictions were
absent along SW Park Avenue many vehicles
avoided parking in this location or using this
stretch of road.
 Lincoln Elementary is also a pick up location
for a few students traveling to different schools
in the Lawton Public School District.
Pedestrian Activity
Figure 66: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from

 The majority of pedestrian activity was from
Lincoln Elementary School
th
students crossing at the intersection of SW 6 Street and SW Park Avenue. Other pedestrian
activity was observed traveling west along SW Park Avenue, across SW 7th Street. A few
students also traveled across a midblock crosswalk on SW 6th Street with push button
controlled traffic signal. A crossing guard patrols the intersection of SW Park Avenue and SW
6th Street in the afternoon.
 Students that walked were most often accompanied by parents or guardians. Those using
active transportation traveled on predictable paths across crosswalks and on sidewalks. Some
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pedestrian traffic was observed traveling out of its way to reach safe locations to cross SW 6th
Street to be able to walk on sidewalks.
 Travel across SW Park Avenue is difficult and poorly marked. Many pedestrians that cross
SW Park Avenue cross at unsafe locations where bus and vehicle traffic is frequent.
 Observations found an average of 18 pedestrians31 arriving to school in the morning and an
average of 29 pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Lincoln Elementary found a relatively low to moderate
proportion of students choosing active transportation to travel between home and school. The
majority of the student population arrives and departs from school by personal vehicle, school
bus, or day care vehicle. Pedestrian infrastructure surrounding the school building is absent or in
disrepair. New sidewalks as well as updated pedestrian crossings and signage would enhance the
safety of existing pedestrian traffic and possibly encourage more students to choose active
transportation when traveling between home and school. Traffic on SW 6th Street is also a
barrier to active transportation as many vehicles disregard posted speed limits for school zones.
Improvements targeting pedestrian
infrastructure on SW 6th Street and
Lincoln Elementary
SW Park Avenue would enhance
Safety Concerns
Not to Scale
the safety of existing pedestrian
tthh
SSW
W 66th SSttrreeeett
traffic and possibly encourage more
students to choose active
transportation.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Lincoln
Elementary in Figure 67 displays
numbered points of potential safety
concerns resulting from inadequate
transportation infrastructure design
in the elementary school area. The
corresponding list below describes
each point in detail:
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Figure 67: Aerial close‐up of Lincoln Elementary School Building

31

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Public Safety Concern

Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

A Primary Arterial or Expressway
Divides the School from Residential
Areas32

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Start a Neighborhood Watch
Initiative
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program

 Install New or
Improved Lighting for
Walkways, Bikeways, or
School Entrances

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program

 Install Traffic Control
Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures

32

SW Lee Boulevard (SW Jesse L Davenport Street – S Railroad Street) cuts through Lincoln Elementary School
Coverage Area.
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Park Lane Elementary
Park Lane Elementary is located in the
Park Lane Addition found south of SE
Lee Boulevard and east of SE 45th Street,
on SE Avalon Avenue.
Current Conditions

Sidewalks can be found in the community
north of the Park Lane Elementary but is
absent throughout the majority of the
neighborhood surrounding the school
building. Marked crosswalks are located
at the intersection of SE Glenbrook Lane
and SE Avalon Avenue as well as the
intersection of SE Clover Lane, SE
Ellsworth Avenue, and SE Avalon
Avenue.
School zones are marked by traffic
control signs indicating School Speed
Figure 68: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of the
Limit on sections of SE Avalon Avenue
Park Lane Elementary School Building
and SE Glenbrook Lane. Parking
restrictions apply to the north section of SE Avalon Avenue south of the school building
indicating a school bus loading zone.

Meeting with Administrator
On February 8, 2011 a visit with Principal Calvin Prince of Park Lane Elementary revealed that
the school has yet to apply to a Federal funding program like Safe Routes to School (SRTS).
Principal Prince explained he was familiar with SRTS, but has received little information on how
Park Lane Elementary could apply.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Prince estimated a total of 220 students were enrolled at the
elementary school. Of these students, 130 walk or ride bicycles to school most days of the year.
Currently, there are no policies to encourage or discourage the use of active transportation for
students when traveling between home and school. Still, Park Lane is involved with the Health
Alliance like many other LPS elementary schools and a “walk and talk” program every morning.
Principal Prince also encourages students to walk to school if possible but he would rather
endorse physical activity within the school before pursuing a walk to school program.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Prince mentioned that designated parks and green space for children to play are limited
on the east side of the city. As a result of this limitation many other people in the community
and the surrounding neighborhood use the facilities located on Park Lane Elementary grounds.
Because Park Lane Elementary has limited pedestrian infrastructure, Principal Prince would like
to see more sidewalks in the community to allow the safe travel of pedestrians using active
transportation when traveling between home and the elementary school.
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Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found inside the immediate coverage area of Park Lane Elementary
include Lawton Area Transit System (LATS) and Lawton’s planned bicycle routes. As seen in
Figure 69, the Yellow route is available in the main section of Park Lane coverage area on SE
Avalon Avenue, SE Fullbright Lane, and SE 45th Street as well as the Red route in the secondary
section of the school coverage area on SE 6th Street, SE Arbuckle Avenue and SE 11th Street. A
bicycle route is intended to
travel along SE 6th Street in
the secondary school
coverage area.
Principal Prince mentioned
that crime was not an issue
in the surrounding
neighborhood. Information
from the Lawton Police
Department Technical
Services Division indicates
that the elementary school
is located in an area with
relatively low traffic
incidents based on 2009 and
2010 accident reports.

Observations

Figure 69: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Park Lane

Elementary School Coverage Area
A total of four observations
were made for Park Lane
Elementary on February 14 and 15, 2011. Two observations were executed in the morning
between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and two in the afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.

Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 The majority of students that arrived by personal vehicle were dropped off in the parking lot
south of the school. There is only one entrance to the parking lot on SE Avalon Avenue which
requires drivers to turn around in the parking lot to exit.
 A small number of drivers were also observed using the rear, gravel parking lot to drop off
students.
 Some drivers were also observed using the bus pull off area on the north side of SE Avalon in
front of the school to drop off students.
Afternoon:
 The majority of drivers park vehicles in the parking lot south of Park Lane Elementary as well
as in a church parking facility west of the school building. Most drivers when parked
approached the building and walked students to the vehicle.
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 Most students were observed entering and exiting from the main entrance south of the building.
Only a small number of drivers parked vehicles behind the school to walk and pick up students
from the front of the building.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 In the morning and
afternoon, buses and
most day care
vehicles used a pull
off on SE Avalon
Avenue south of the
school building for
bus loading. SE
Avalon Avenue
terminates east of the
school so vehicles
are required to turn
around in a gravel
Figure 70: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Park Lane Elementary School
area southeast of the
school building to utilize this bus loading zone on the north side of SE Avalon Avenue.
Pedestrian Activity

 The majority of pedestrian activity originates north of the school building on SE Hillcrest
Road. Pedestrians were also observed arriving from the south on SE Glenbrook Lane and from
the west on SE Avalon Avenue.
 Students arriving from the north utilized sidewalks where available and students arriving from
the south were observed walking in and alongside the street in the grass.
 Staff is present in the afternoon periods to help students walk across SE Avalon Avenue.
 Observations found an average of 12 pedestrians33 arriving to school in the morning and 25
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Park Lane Elementary found a relatively low to moderate
proportion of students choosing active transportation when traveling between home and school.
The majority of students still arrives and departs from school by personal vehicle, bus, or day
care vehicle. Currently, most students that walk or ride bicycles to school are limited to using
the street or the grass when traveling between home and school. New sidewalks on SE Avalon
Avenue and SE Glenbrook Lane as well as updated pedestrian crossings and signage would
enhance the safety of existing pedestrian traffic and possibly encourage more students to choose
active transportation when traveling to school.
33

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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Safety Concerns

A close up view of Park Lane Elementary in Figure 71 displays numbered points of potential
safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary
school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:

Park Lane Elementary
Safety Concerns

Not to Scale

22

SSEE HHiilllccrreesstt AAvveennuuee

SSEE CClloovveerr LLaannee

33
11
SSEE GGlleennbbrrooookk

SSEE AAvvaalloonn AAvveennuuee

Figure 71: Aerial close‐up of Park Lane Elementary School Building
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South

 A sidewalk is absent along either side of
Glenbrook Lane and Avalon Avenue.
 The marked crosswalk is located at an
inconvenient and unsafe location for
pedestrians where vehicle traffic
concentrated.
 Absence of white pavement Stop Line
markings at crosswalk for eastbound and
westbound traffic on Avalon Avenue. A
Stop Line is also absent for northbound
traffic on Glenbrook Lane.

Avalon Avenue
School

Glenbrook Lane

East
School

Hillcrest Avenue

North

Ellsworth Avenue

Avalon Avenue

1) The Intersection of SE Glenbrook Lane
and SE Avalon Avenue

Clover Lane

2) Parking Lot Entrance on SE Hillcrest
Avenue

 A sidewalk is absent on the south side of
Hillcrest Avenue. Existing sidewalk
network terminates before the school
building north of Hillcrest Avenue.
 New sidewalks connecting the school
building with existing pedestrian pathways
would provide safe travel for pedestrians
traveling through the area.
 A crosswalk across Hillcrest Avenue
would accommodate for existing
pedestrian traffic traveling north from Park
Lane Elementary.
3) The Intersection of SE Avalon Avenue, SE
Clover Lane, and SE Ellsworth Avenue

 Additional School Advanced Crossing
signage would alert drivers to
preemptively begin slowing down for
pedestrian traffic.
 Northbound and southbound traffic is
without a Stop Control. The addition of
Yield Here To (Stop Here For) Pedestrian
signage may help alert drivers of
pedestrian crossings at intersection.
 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalks and complete
pedestrian networks.
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts
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Pat Henry Elementary
Pat Henry Elementary is located in
Lawton Heights Williams Addition and
was recently opened in 1995 to replace
Jefferson Elementary and Taft
Elementary schools.
Current Conditions

The school is located south of NW
Rogers Lane and west of NW 14th Street,
on NW Bessie Avenue. Sidewalks are
located around the perimeter of the
school but are absent through most of
the surrounding community. Crosswalks
are located at each intersection
surrounding the school. Each
intersection is regulated with a four-way
stop. Crosswalks are also found on NW Figure 72: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of the Pat
Henry Elementary School Building
Smith Avenue at the intersections of NW
th
th
th
16 Street, NW 15 Street, and NW 14
Street. School Crossing signage is absent at intersections surrounding the school but can be
found before some crosswalks on NW Smith Avenue.
School zones are marked by traffic control signs indicating School Speed Limit on sections of
NW Bessie Avenue, NW Hoover Avenue, NW Smith Avenue, NW 14th Street, and NW 15th
Street. Parking restrictions apply to the north side of NW Bessie Avenue for bus loading.
Parking restrictions also apply to the north side of NW Hoover Avenue during school hours and
on the south side of NW Hoover Avenue for a loading zone.

Meeting with Administrator
On December 7, 2010 a visit with Principal Bill Ingram of Pat Henry Elementary revealed that
the school has yet to apply to a Federal funding program like Safe Routes to School (SRTS).
Principal Ingram is familiar with the program but is limited by the time and number of staff
needed to undertake the application process for SRTS funding.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Ingram estimated a total of 520 students enrolled at the
elementary school. Of these students, an average of 60 may walk or ride bicycles to school most
days of the year. Currently, there are no policies to encourage or discourage the use of active
transportation under the assumption that many other sources of transportation resources are
available.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Ingram pointed out the issue of congestion during the morning and afternoon hours of
student arrival and dismissal. Accumulating traffic on NW Hoover Avenue, NW Bessie Avenue,
and NW 14th Street creates unsafe environments for pedestrian and bicycle commuters. Principal
Ingram expressed interest in a sidewalk that would connect Pat Henry to Cache Road allowing a
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safe path for students to consider when commuting between home and school. He also expressed
interest in any changes to NW Hoover Avenue that would require traffic to travel one-way and
flow in a uniform direction.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources
found outside the immediate
area of Pat Henry
Elementary include Lawton
Area Transit System
(LATS) and Lawton’s area
planned bicycle routes. As
seen in Figure 73, the
Orange and Red routes
travel within walking
distance of the school on
NW Smith Avenue. A
bicycle route is intended to
run west of the elementary
school building along NW
Smith Avenue and 17th
Street and east on Fort Sill
Boulevard.
Principal Ingram mentioned
that crime was not an issue
in the neighborhood
surrounding the school.
Still, he understands that the
perception of crime may
deter parents from allowing
Figure 73: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Pat Henry Elementary
students to walk to school.
School Coverage Area
Information from the
Lawton Police Department Technical Services Division indicates that the elementary school is
located in an area with relatively low to moderate traffic incidents based on 2009 and 2010
accident reports.

Observations
A total of six observations were made for Pat Henry on December 10, 13, and 14, 2010. Three
observations were executed in the morning between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and three in the
afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity
Morning:

 The only entrance for students is located at the southeast side of the school building. The
majority of drivers parked on NW 14th Street and NW Bessie Avenue to drop off students. A
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front drive that extends from an entrance on the mid-block of NW 14th Street to the mid-block
of NW Bessie Avenue was also used frequently by drivers dropping off students.
 Drivers using the front drive to drop off students created congestion on NW 14th Street,
backing up vehicles traveling northbound and southbound on this street.
 Drivers were observed disregarding parking restrictions on the north side of NW Bessie
Avenue, blocking the bus loading zone, and parking restrictions on the north side of NW
Hoover Avenue.
Afternoon:

 Drivers parked vehicles on both sides of NW Hoover Avenue and NW 14th Street before 3:30
PM. Drivers also parked vehicles on the south side of NW Bessie Avenue before students
were dismissed.
 Drivers began lining up vehicles on the front drive at 3:30 PM restricting access to through
traffic on NW 14th Street until 3:45 PM when students were dismissed.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 Bus activity was channeled to the
north side of NW Bessie Avenue.
In the morning, buses release
students to the main entrance on the
southeast side of the building. In
the afternoon, students are released
to buses from an exit on the
southwest side of the building.
 Students released from buses in the
morning crossed the front drive and
walked between vehicles before
arriving at the school entrance.
Pedestrian Activity

 The majority of pedestrian traffic
was observed traveling from the
north and south on NW 14th Street.
Pedestrian traffic was also observed
traveling from the east on NW
Bessie Avenue and NW Hoover
Avenue.

Figure 74: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Pat Henry
Elementary School

 Pedestrian traffic was frequently observed walking in or along streets in the grass.
 In the afternoon, staff acted as crossing guards at the intersection of NW Hoover Avenue and
NW 14th Street.
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 Observations found an average of 27 pedestrians34 arriving to school in the morning and 57
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Pat Henry Elementary found a relatively low to moderate
proportion of students choosing active transportation when traveling between home and school.
It appears that the majority of students arrive by personal vehicle, school bus, and day care
vehicle.
The absence of pedestrian infrastructure in the surrounding community limits travel for students
using active transportation to the street or in the grass. New sidewalks on NW 14th Street and
NW Bessie Avenue as well as updated pedestrian crossing and signage would enhance the safety
for existing pedestrian traffic and encourage more students to choose active transportation when
traveling between home and school.
Parking on NW Hoover Avenue generated congestion during morning arrival and afternoon
dismissal. Creating new procedures for student dismissal may improve the general safety for
vehicles and pedestrian traffic. Directing personal vehicles to use a small paved pull off north of
the school building would create an optimal location for uniform dismissal of students to
vehicles lined up on NW Hoover Avenue.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Pat Henry Elementary in Figure 75 displays numbered points of potential
safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary
school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:

Pat Henry Elementary
Safety Concerns

Not to Scale

33
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11

22

Figure 75: Aerial close‐up of Pat Henry Elementary School Building
34

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation

Potential Strategies

Non‐Infrastructure Strategies
 Start a Neighborhood Watch
Initiative
 Conduct Increased Warning
Public Safety Concern
and Ticketing Efforts
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents
 Create a Walking School Bus

Infrastructure Strategies
 Install New or
Improved Lighting for
Walkways, Bikeways, or
School Entrances

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts
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Pioneer Park Elementary
Pioneer Park Elementary can be
found in Pioneer Park Addition and
located north of NE Rogers Lane, on
NE Angus Place.
Current Conditions

Sidewalks are located along NE
Cimarron Trail and NE Pioneer
Boulevard. There are two marked
crosswalks located across NE Rogers
Lane at its intersection with NE 9th
Street and across NE Cimarron Trail
before its intersection with NE
Rogers Lane. A crossing guard is
located on NE Rogers Lane to help
students between both crosswalks.
Appropriate pedestrian signage is absent
for the crosswalk on NE Cimarron
Trail.

Figure 76: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of the
Pioneer Park Elementary School Building

School zones are marked by two traffic control signs indicating School Speed Limit on parts of
NE Rogers Lane, NE Angus Street, and NE Cimarron Trail and NE Angus Place. Parking
restrictions apply to the east side of NE Angus Place between the parking lot and NE Rogers
Lane. The front entrance is the dominant channel for receiving and dismissing children. A back
entrance is used for bus dismissal in the afternoon.

Meeting with Administrator
On November 30, 2010 a visit with Principal Sally Greenlee of Pioneer Park Elementary
revealed that the school has yet to apply to a Federal funding program like Safe Routes to
School. Principal Greenlee believes that on an average day, the majority of students travel by
personal vehicle, school bus, or day care vehicles.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Greenlee estimated a total of 330 students enrolled at the
elementary school. Of these students, less than 75 may walk or ride bicycles to school most days
of the year. Currently, there are no policies to encourage or discourage the use of active
transportation under the assumption that a small portion of students walk or bike between home
and school.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Greenlee pointed out the issue of congestion during the morning arrival and afternoon
dismissal of students. Traffic accumulates on NE Angus Place that passes in front of the school
building, creating unsafe environments for pedestrian and bicycle commuters. Principal
Greenlee expressed interest in any changes to NE Angus Place that would restrict the flow of
traffic to a one-way direction.
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Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources
found outside the immediate
area of Pioneer Park
Elementary include Lawton
Area Transit System (LATS).
As seen in Figure 77, the
Orange route travels along NE
Rogers Lane, NE Cimarron
Trail, NE Angus Street, and
NE Pioneer Boulevard which
is within close walking
distance of the elementary
school.
Principal Greenlee mentioned
that crime was not a concern
for parents in the area of
Pioneer Park Elementary.
Information from the Lawton
Police Department Technical
Figure 77: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Pioneer Park
Services Division indicates that
Elementary School Coverage Area
the elementary school is
located in an area with relatively low traffic incidents based on 2009 and 2010 accident reports.

Observations
A total of four observations were made for Pioneer Park Elementary on December 1 and 2, 2010.
Two observations were executed in the morning between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and two in the
afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 Drivers parked vehicles on east and west sides of NE Angus Place to drop off students. Some
drivers were observed disregarding parking restrictions on the east side of NE Angus Place and
parking in bus loading zones.
 Most drivers parked their vehicles and walked students to the front school entrance. Very few
drivers utilized parking facilities located to the north and to the east of the school building.
 NE Cimarron Place is an underutilized one-way drive at the southeast corner of Pioneer Park
Elementary. Currently only buses utilize this entrance for student loading.
 Some vehicles were observed parking on the empty lot west of NE Angus Place to drop off
students. Staff mentioned that this behavior was common and allowed by the land owner.
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Afternoon:
 Drivers arrived before 3:30 PM and parked vehicles on both sides of NE Angus Place and in
the empty lot west of the school. Most parents or guardians approach the entrance of the
school to pick up students.
 Once students are dismissed at 3:45 PM, congestion along NE Angus Place quickly increases.
 Only a few vehicles were observed using the designated parking facilities to the north and east
of the building when picking up students.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 In the afternoon, buses
used the back entrance on
NE Cimarron Place for
student loading. In the
morning buses unload on
NE Angus Place. Buses
serving handicapped
students and day care
vehicles used NE Angus
Place in the morning and
afternoon for loading.
Pedestrian Activity

 The majority of pedestrian
traffic was found traveling
from the east on NE
Rogers Lane, utilizing the
crossing guard and marked
crosswalks at the
intersection of NE Rogers
Lane NE Cimarron Trail.
Figure 78: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Pioneer Park Elementary
A small number of
School
students arrived from the north side of the school on NE Angus Place.
 The marked crosswalk across NE Rogers Lane is operated by a crossing guard that helps
students between both crosswalks in morning and afternoon.
 Observations found an average of 22 pedestrians35 arriving to school in the morning hours and
22 pedestrians leaving from school in afternoon.

35

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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Analysis
The observations obtained from Pioneer Park Elementary found a relatively low proportion of
students choosing active transportation to travel between home and school. It appears that the
majority of students travel by personal vehicle while the remaining students travel by day care
vehicles and school buses.
The combination of missing pedestrian infrastructure, a lack of parking restrictions, and
congestion during the morning arrival and afternoon dismissal of students on NE Angus Place
accumulates into an unsafe environment for pedestrian activity. Students traveling between
vehicles and the school are susceptible to the same dangers as students traveling between home
and school. New sidewalks on NE Angus Place and NE Rogers Lane as well as updated
pedestrian crossings and signage would enhance the safety of existing pedestrian traffic and
possibly encourage more students to choose active transportation when traveling between home
and school. Other infrastructure enhancements that might benefit Pioneer Park would be paving
the parking lot south of NE Cimarron Place to promote use for drivers and staff parking as well
as creating a turning lane on NE Rogers Lane for eastbound traffic turning onto NE Angus Place.
Non-infrastructural improvements for Pioneer Park would include targeting the current dismissal
procedures that generate the concentrated congestion on NE Angus Place. One solution may
involve directing vehicles to use NE Cimarron Place, the drive east of the school building when
dropping off and picking up students. Also, releasing students individually as vehicles approach
the school building may create a more uniformed dismissal process.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Pioneer Park Elementary in Figure 79 displays numbered points of potential
safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary
school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:
Pioneer Park Elementary
Safety Concerns
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Figure 79: Aerial close‐up of Pioneer Park Elementary School Building
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation

Infrastructure Strategies

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

A Primary Arterial or Expressway
Divides the School from Residential
Areas36

 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

36

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

NE Rogers Lane cuts through Pioneer Park Elementary School Coverage.
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Ridgecrest Elementary
Ridgecrest Elementary is found in the
Ridgecrest Addition and located north of
NW Cache Boulevard and west of NW
47th Street, on NW Ridgecrest Drive.
Current Conditions

Sidewalks are found around the perimeter
of the school and along sections of NW
Santa Fe Avenue. Marked crosswalks are
located at the intersection of NW Santa Fe
Avenue and NW 47th Street, NW
Ridgecrest Drive and NW Santa Fe
Avenue, and NW 47th Street and NW
Ridgecrest Drive. Two marked
crosswalks are located on the east side of
the school, across the midblock of NW
47th Street.
School zones are marked by traffic control
signs indicating School Speed Limit on
sections of NW Santa Fe Avenue, NW
Ridgecrest Drive, and NW 47th Street.
Parking restrictions apply to sections of the
west side of NW 47th Street for a fire lane.

Figure 80: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of the
Ridgecrest Elementary School Building

Meeting with Administrator
On January 13, 2011 a visit with Principal Jackie Herbert of Ridgecrest Elementary revealed that
the school has yet to apply to a Federal funding program like Safe Routes to School. Principal
Herbert is familiar with the program but knows that most students enrolled at Ridgecrest
Elementary arrive by school bus or personal vehicle.
Students

At the time of meeting, Principal Herbert estimated a total of 366 students currently enrolled at
the elementary school. Of these students, an average of 65 may walk or ride bicycles to school
most days of the year. Currently, there are no policies to encourage or discourage the use of
active transportation for students when traveling between home and school. Still, Ridgecrest
encourages safe travel by deploying staff to keep a watchful eye on intersections surrounding the
school and act as crossing guards where needed.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Herbert explained that after the construction of new sidewalks on the south side of NW
Santa Fe Avenue more students are encouraged to walk. Principal Herbert would like to see a
sidewalk extend further down NW Santa Fe Avenue as well as on the north side of the street and
throughout the surrounding community. Traffic is also an issue during afternoon commuter
periods. Students are not uniformly dismissed from one location but from multiple exits around
the building creating traffic congestion around most of streets surrounding the school building.
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Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found
outside the immediate area of
Ridgecrest Elementary include
Lawton Area Transit System
(LATS) and Lawton area planned
bicycle routes. As seen in Figure
81, the Green route travels around
the perimeter of the school
coverage area on NW 52nd Street,
NW Rogers Lane, and NW 38th
Street. Bicycle routes are intended
to travel throughout sections of the
Ridgecrest Elementary School
coverage on parts of NW
Cheyenne Avenue, NW Santa Fe
Avenue, NW 50th Street, and NW
40th Street.
Principal Herbert mentioned that
crime is an issue in some
neighborhoods north of the
Ridgecrest Elementary but not in
the immediate vicinity of the
Figure 81: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Ridgecrest
school building. She was aware of
Elementary School Coverage Area
some instances of problems at bus
pick up locations. Information from the Lawton Police Department Technical Services Division
indicates that the elementary school is located in an area with relatively low to moderate traffic
incidents based on 2009 and 2010 accident reports.

Observations
A total of four observations were made for Ridgecrest Elementary on December 14 and 18,
2010. Two observations were executed in the morning between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and two
in the afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 Because students are not allowed in the building until 8:45 AM parents are encouraged to wait
until 8:45 AM to drop off students. Some drivers were observed parking vehicles in parking
facilities on the north and south side of the building while some park vehicles on NW 47th
Street or NW Ridgecrest Drive until students are allowed to enter the building.
 Drivers that parked on NW 47th Street had to compete for space with neighborhood residents
who park vehicles on the street as well as buses that drop students off on the west side of NW
47th Street.
 Overall, drivers appeared to be attentive to pedestrian and vehicular traffic.
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Afternoon:
 Vehicles used the south side of NW Santa Fe Avenue and NW Ridgecrest Drive to park
vehicles and wait for student’s release at 3:45 PM.
 The majority of drivers lined up at the front entrance of the north parking lot where students
were released to cars individually. As noted by Principal Herbert, this is an effective measure
to improve student dispersal and increase pedestrian safety.
 Overall, drivers appeared to be attentive to pedestrian and vehicular traffic.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 Bus loading occurred on both NW
47th Street and NW Ridgecrest Drive
for both morning arrival and
afternoon dismissal of students
depending on the side of the school
the students are exiting from. With
vehicles parking on either side of the
school, buses competed for space to
drop off or pick up students.
 School buses began arriving by 3:30
PM to load students and depart
before 3:45 PM.
 Day care vehicles used the north
parking lot to load students in the
morning and afternoon.
Pedestrian Activity

 The majority of students arrived
Figure 82: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Ridgecrest
from the east on NW Santa Fe
Elementary School
Avenue where at least one staff
member is posted as the acting crossing guard for morning arrival and afternoon dismissal. A
few students arrived from the west on NW Santa Fe and from the south on NW Ridgecrest
Drive.
 The majority of pedestrians used crosswalks when crosswalks were present and behaved safely
when crossing parking facilities and the surrounding streets.
 Staff was posted at each intersection surrounding the school building. Parents and guardians
were also observed walking with students during morning arrival and afternoon dismissal.
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 Observations found an average of 33 pedestrians37 arriving to school in the morning and 72
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Ridgecrest Elementary found a relatively moderate number of
pedestrians traveling between home and school. The majority of students arrive to school by
personal vehicle, school bus, or day care vehicle. Students were observed using sidewalks and
crosswalks when available. Still, after they walk outside the vicinity of the school they are
forced to walk in the street or on the grass. Vehicle traffic was not found to be an issue for the
area and most drivers were attentive and mindful of traffic speeds and pedestrian traffic. Still
some drivers take advantage of missing traffic control signs that could enhance safety around the
school. Infrastructure improvements to strategic locations on NW Santa Fe Avenue and
Ridgecrest Avenue could enhance the safety of existing pedestrian traffic and possibly encourage
more students to choose active transportation when traveling between home and school.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Ridgecrest Elementary in Figure 83 displays numbered points of potential
safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary
school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:
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Ridgecrest Elementary
Safety Concerns

Not to Scale

33

Figure 83: Aerial close‐up of Ridgecrest Elementary School Building

37

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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1) The Intersection of NW 47th Street and NW
Santa Fe Avenue

West
Parking

47th Street

Santa Fe Avenue

 Current traffic control sign indicating Stop
for Pedestrian in Crosswalk for westbound
traffic is ineffective. Intersection could be
improved by adding School Crossing and
Advanced School Crossing Assemblies.
 High volume of pedestrian traffic at
intersection could warrant additional
crosswalk marking.
 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalks and complete pedestrian
network on north side of Santa Fe Avenue.
2) NW 47th Street east of Ridgecrest
Elementary

47th Street

South

 Crosswalks are underutilized and ignored by
vehicles.
 Pedestrian safety could benefit by drawing
more attention to crosswalks by adding
pedestrian crossing signage or removing
pavement markings altogether to discourage
pedestrian activity.
 Existing sidewalks are narrow and too close
to the street to be an effective and safe
walkway for pedestrian traffic.
 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalks and complete pedestrian
networks on east side of 47th Street.
3) The Intersection of Ridgecrest Avenue and
NW 47th Street

South

Ridgecrest Drive

47th Street

 Absence of school crossing signage.
Intersection could be improved by adding
School Crossing and Advanced School
Crossing Assemblies.
 Pavement marking for pedestrian crosswalk
is fading and difficult to see.
 Two types of School Zone signs for
northbound traffic on 47th Street before the
intersection.
 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalks and complete pedestrian
networks.
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths
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Sullivan Village Elementary
Sullivan Village Elementary is located in
the Sullivan’s Village Addition found west
of SE 41st Street and east of SE 38th Street
on SE Elmhurst Lane.
Current Conditions

Small sections of sidewalk are located in
the front and rear entrances of the school
on SE Ford Road and SE Elmhurst Lane.
Marked crosswalks are located across the
intersection of SE 38th Street and SE
Elmhurst Lane, SE 40th Street and SE
Elmhurst Lane, and SE 41st Street and SE
Elmhurst Lane. There is also a marked
crosswalk, across the midblock of SE Ford
Road close to the rear entrance of the
school building.
School zones are marked by traffic control
signs indicating School Speed Limit on
sections of SE 38th Street, SE Elmhurst
Lane, SE 40th Street, SE 41st Street, and SE
Ford Road. Parking restrictions apply to
sections of the south side of SE Elmhurst
Lane and sections of the north side of SE
Ford Road.

Figure 84: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of the
Sullivan Village Elementary School Building

Meeting with Administrator
On January 25, 2011 a visit with Principal Jeanie Alldredge of Sullivan Village Elementary
revealed that the school has yet to apply to a Federal funding program like Safe Routes to
School. Principal Alldredge is aware of the program but noted that the majority of students
enrolled at Sullivan Village arrive by personal vehicle, school bus, and day care vehicles.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Alldredge estimated a total of 364 students were enrolled at
the elementary school. A small estimate was given for students that walk or ride bicycles to
school most days of the year. Currently, there are no policies to encourage or discourage the use
of active transportation for students when traveling between home and school but Sullivan
Village does encourage walking in other settings. Encouraged through their involvement with
Alliance for a Healthier Generation, Sullivan Village gives students the opportunity to walk 10
minutes every day through a daily walk program.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Alldredge explained that the location of SE 45th Street is one of the biggest hurdles for
students using active transportation to travel from home to school. Because of its placement in
the school coverage area, SE 45th Street acts as a barrier to any pedestrian traffic east of Sullivan
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Elementary. Principal Alldredge also noted that the lack of sidewalks in the surrounding
neighborhood is another deterrent to students’ options for a safe route to school. Vehicle traffic
and street parking are additional issues the school faces each day. New parking facilities are
planned for SE Elmhurst Lane and will accommodate to some staff and parents but the vehicle
traffic from morning and afternoon student arrival and departure will still generate unwanted
congestion on SE Ford Road.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found
outside the immediate area of
Sullivan Village Elementary
include Lawton Area Transit
System (LATS). As seen in Figure
85, the Yellow route travels
through the school coverage area
on SE 45th Street, SE Sullivan
Drive, and SE 41st Street.
Principal Alldredge mentioned that
crime is not a prevalent issue in the
surrounding neighborhood. The
recent formation of a neighborhood
watch has reportedly decreased
incidents of crime in the
community. Information from the
Lawton Police Department
Technical Services Division
indicates that the elementary
school is located in an area with
relatively low traffic incidents
based on 2009 and 2010 accident
reports.

Observations

Figure 85: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Sullivan
Village Elementary School Coverage Area

A total of four observations were made for Sullivan Village Elementary on January 28 and 31,
2011. Two observations were executed in the morning between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and two
in the afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 Vehicles are encouraged to use SE Ford Road to pick up and drop off students. Observations
found vehicles parked on either side of SE Ford Road and in a makeshift parking lot found at
the back of the school building before 8:45 AM when students are allowed to enter the school
building.
 Unsafe driver behavior was observed for vehicles as they entered and exited SE Ford Road
from the makeshift parking lot in the back of school back parking lot. A lack of definition of
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where SE Ford Road begins and where the back parking lot ends has created an unsafe
environment for pedestrian traffic leaving vehicles and traveling to the building entrance.
 Some vehicle dropped students off on SE Elmhurst Lane at the front entrance of the school
building. Personal vehicles are encouraged to use SE Ford Road because of the high frequency
of bus traffic and staff parking on either side of SE Elmhurst Lane.
 Staff were observed walking students from vehicles to school entrance to encourage safety on
SE Ford Road.
Afternoon:
 Students were not allowed out the school building before 3:45 PM. Before 3:30 PM, vehicles
began parking on either side of SE Ford Road generating congestion and restricting the street
to one lane of travel.
 Vehicles that park in the back parking lot
have a chance to be blocked in by traffic
parking along SE Ford Road. Vehicles that
attempt to exit when blocked often do so in
unsafe locations, not intended for vehicle
travel.
 Congestion was an issue on SE Elmhurst
Lane with vehicle traffic attempting to pick
up students and competing for space with
bus loading and parked vehicles along both
sides of the street.
 After students departed at 3:45 PM, staff
attempted to pair students with vehicles so
the students didn’t get lost in the sea of cars
on SE Ford Road.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity



Figure 86: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from
Sullivan Village Elementary School

Buses and day care vehicles use a paved pull off area on SE Elmhurst Lane for student
loading in the morning and afternoon.

Pedestrian Activity



The majority of pedestrian activity was observed from the south on SE 40th Street. Staff
patrolled the intersection of SE Elmhurst Lane and SE 40th Street acting as a crossing
guard for pedestrian traffic in the afternoon.



Pedestrian traffic was also observed traveling east on SE Ford Road.
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Observations found an average of 14 pedestrians38 arriving to school in the morning and
15 pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Sullivan Village Elementary found a relatively low proportion of
students choosing active transportation to travel between home and school. The majority of the
student population arrives and departs from school by personal vehicle, school bus, or day care
vehicles. The complete absence of sidewalks around Sullivan Village Elementary and the
surrounding neighborhood is a significant barrier for a student to use active transportation when
traveling between home and school. New sidewalks as well as updated pedestrian crossings and
signage would enhance the safety of existing pedestrian traffic and possibly encourage more
students to choose active transportation to travel from home to school.
Sullivan Village is also faced with parking issues for both staff and drivers dropping off and
picking up students. New parking spaces are intended for the north side of SE Elmhurst Lane
within the right-of-way. While additional parking accommodates to school staff vehicles,
parents and guardians will continue to have issues on SE Ford Road. An underutilized parking
infrastructure is currently located in close proximity of the school but not on school grounds. If
the school generated a partnership with parking lot owners they could encourage more vehicles
to move from side streets to parking facilities and promote safer streets for pedestrians. In
addition, a non-infrastructural solution to improving the general safety for vehicles and
pedestrian traffic would be creating a system for morning arrival and afternoon dismissal
designed to allow an organized flow of vehicles along SE Ford Road by accepting or dismissing
students individually.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Sullivan Village Elementary in Figure 87 displays numbered points of
potential safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the
elementary school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:
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Safety Concerns
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Figure 87: Aerial close‐up of Sullivan Village Elementary School Building
38

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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East

School

Ford Road

1) SE Ford Road north of the School
Building

 A clear indication of what is parking lot,
walkway, or road is absent. Additional
pavement markings or signage could
encourage safer driver behavior in this
high frequency pedestrian area.
 Sidewalks are absent to connect
crosswalks and complete pedestrian
networks.
 The addition of Advanced School
Crossing signage would increase driver
awareness prior to the approach of the
midblock crosswalk.
2) The Intersection of SE Ford Road and SE
41st Street

East

 A marked pedestrian crosswalk with
School Crossing signage would enhance
the safety of travel for students that choose
this intersection to cross when traveling
between home and school.
 Sidewalks are absent to complete
pedestrian networks.

41st Street

Ford Road
3) The Intersection of SE Elmhurst Lane and
SE 40th Street

West

40th Street

Elmhurst Lane

 Pavement markings for marked pedestrian
crosswalk are fading and difficult to see
for traffic on 40th Street and Elmhurst
Lane.
 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalks and complete
pedestrian network.
 School Crossing and Advanced School
Crossing signage for crosswalks would
increase driver awareness prior to the
approach of the midblock crosswalk.
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

No Safe Place to Ride a Bike to School

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Start a Bike Train Program
Organize a Bicycle Rodeo to
Teach On‐Bike Skills

 Build Off‐Street or On‐
Street Bicycle Facilities
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
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Swinney Elementary
Swinney Elementary is found in the Stephens
Addition and located north of NW Cache
Road and east of NW 23rd Street, on NW
Baltimore Avenue.
Current Conditions

Sidewalks are located along the west side of
the school building on NW 23rd Street as well
as a few locations in front of the school on
NW Baltimore Avenue. The intersection of
NW Baltimore Avenue and NW 23rd Street is
regulated with a four-way stop and three
marked crosswalks. There are marked
crosswalks across the midblock of NW 23rd
Street south of the Swinney Elementary
School.
School zones are marked by traffic control
signs indicating School Speed Limit on
sections of NW Baltimore Avenue and NW
23rd Street. Parking restrictions apply to the
south side of NW Baltimore Avenue, north of
the school building.

Meeting with Administrator
On October 11, 2010 a visit with Principal
Kathleen Dering of Swinney Elementary
revealed that the school has applied to Safe
Routes to School (SRTS) and has received
funding to buy incentives for students to
encourage the use of active transportation
when traveling between home and school.

Figure 88: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of
the Swinney Elementary School Building

Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Dering estimated a total of 220 students were enrolled at the
elementary school. Of these students, an average of 150 may walk or ride bicycles to school
most days of the year. With SRTS funding, they have purchased new signs to improve pedestrian
infrastructure around the school and invested into educational materials. Swinney Elementary
has also started a program where students carry punch cards to keep track of the days they walk
to school. They are then able to trade punches for rewards. A Walking School Bus (WSB)
program has also been established for students traveling north on NW 23rd Street.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Dering pointed out the congestion that builds up on NW Baltimore and NW 23rd Street
in the morning and afternoon periods. Drivers behave well while students are present but will
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sometimes speed past the school after they have passed the intersection. Principal Dering would
like to see more sidewalks along NW 23rd Street and NW Baltimore Avenue.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources
found outside the
immediate area of
Swinney Elementary
include Lawton Area
Transit System (LATS)
and Lawton’s area planned
bicycle routes. As seen in
Figure 89, the Green route
travels within walking
distance of the school at
the intersection of NW
Cheyenne Avenue and
NW 23rd Street. Bicycle
routes are intended to run
north of the school
coverage area on NW
Williams Avenue and on
some parts of NW Lincoln
Avenue.

Figure 89: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Swinney Elementary
School Coverage Area

Principal Dering mentioned
that crime is not an issue in the neighborhood where Swinney is located. Information from the
Lawton Police Department Technical Services Division indicates that the elementary school is
located in an area with relatively low to moderate traffic incidents based on 2009 and 2010
accident reports.

Observations
A total of four observations were made for Swinney Elementary on October 15 and 18, 2010.
Two observations were executed in the morning between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and two in the
afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 Traffic was concentrated around the school’s half-circle, front drive for dropping off students.
Drivers also parked vehicles along the east side of NW 23rd Street and the south side of NW
Baltimore Avenue.
 The absence of a parking lot pushes drivers to park vehicles on the street. Some drivers pulled
into neighborhood driveways to drop students off.
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Afternoon:
 The majority of drivers picked up students along NW Baltimore Avenue. Some drivers
disregarded parking restrictions on the south side of NW Baltimore Avenue and some drivers
blocked crosswalks located at intersections.
 Drivers were mindful of pedestrians and displayed safe driving practices in their presence.
Lawton Public School Bus Activity

 Very little bus activity
was observed for
Swinney Elementary.
While it was noted by
Principal Dering that no
school buses stop at the
elementary school it is
possible that some special
education, day care, or
handicapped students use
buses when traveling
between home and
school.
Pedestrian Activity

 The WSB program
displayed high numbers
of students traveling
along NW 23rd Street
before school in the
morning and after school
in the afternoon.

Figure 90: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Swinney Elementary School

 Staff acted as crossing guards in morning and afternoon at the intersection of NW 23rd Street
and NW Baltimore Avenue. At least two staff members held traffic at the intersection while
two other staff members walked with students in the WSB program.
 Students were also found to be walking outside of the WSB program but still used the same
route on NW 23rd Street. Bicycle activity was also observed traveling from the north on NW
23rd Street.
 Counts were not taken because of the high number of pedestrians. It is assumed that over 50
students traveled to and from school in the morning and afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Swinney Elementary found a relatively high amount of student
pedestrian traffic traveling between home and school. Still, it appears that traffic congestion is
still an issue as a result of the lack of parking for vehicles dropping off students in the morning
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and picking up students afternoon. The absence of sidewalks along the majority of the streets
within the surrounding community was found to draw pedestrians to one, small sidewalk running
along the east side of NW 23rd Street. Also, crosswalks at the intersection of NW 23rd Street and
NW Baltimore Avenue were missing appropriate crossing signage to alert vehicles prior to their
approach. The small parking capacity around the school building results in more on-street
parking. The WSB may lower the amount of drivers parking vehicles close to the school on NW
23rd Street and NW Baltimore Avenue but limited choices for parking creates issues for
pedestrians using school crossings and walking along streets without sidewalks.
New sidewalks as well as updated pedestrian crossings and additional signage would enhance the
safety of existing pedestrian traffic and possibly encourage more students to choose active
transportation to travel from home to school.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Swinney Elementary in Figure 91 displays numbered points of potential
safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary
school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:
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Figure 91: Aerial close‐up of Swinney Elementary School Building
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1) Crosswalks across the Intersection of
NW 23rd Street and NW Baltimore
Avenue

Baltimore Avenue

 School Crossing or School Advance
Crossing signs are absent for traffic
traveling northbound, southbound,
eastbound and westbound.
 Some sidewalks and curb cuts are absent
to connect crosswalks and complete
pedestrian network.

23th Street

South
2) Angled and Street Parking found along
NW 23rd Street
 Absence of parking restrictions for both

South

sides of 23rd Street has a negative impact
on the pedestrian environment surrounding
the school.
 Lack of parking lot increases vehicle
traffic along 23rd Street.

23rd Street

3) Intersection of front circle drive of school
and NW 23rd Street

East

Drive Exit

23rd Street

 Sight distance may be an issue for vehicles
exiting onto 23rd Street when vehicles are
parked along the east side of 23rd Street.
Removing an on-street parking space may
increase visibility at this intersection.
 The number of vehicles using parking
spaces along the front circle drive of
school and east side of 23rd Street
increases safety issues for vehicles and
pedestrians traveling through the area.
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation
No Safe Place to Ride a Bike to School

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Start a Bike Train Program
Organize a Bicycle Rodeo to
Teach On‐Bike Skills

 Build Off‐Street or On‐
Street Bicycle Facilities
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices

 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts
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Washington Elementary
Washington Elementary is found in
the North Addition and located north
of W Gore Boulevard and east of NW
9th Street, on NW Columbia Avenue.
Current Conditions

Sidewalks are located throughout the
majority of the surrounding
community. Marked crosswalks are
located at each intersection
surrounding Washington Elementary
and at the intersections of NW
Dearborn Avenue and NW 6th Street,
NW Columbia Avenue and NW 6th
Street, and NW 11th Street.
School zones are marked by traffic
control signs indicating School Speed
Limit on sections of NW 9th Street,
NW 8th Street, NW Dearborn
Avenue, NW Columbia Avenue, Ft.
Figure 92: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of the
Sill Boulevard, NW Ferris Avenue,
Washington Elementary School Building
and W Gore Boulevard. Parking
restrictions apply to the north section of NW Columbia Avenue south of the school building for a
bus loading zone.

Meeting with Administrator
On January 31, 2011 a visit with Principal David DeHaven of Washington Elementary revealed
that the school has yet to apply to a Federal funding program like Safe Routes to School (SRTS).
Principal DeHaven explained that SRTS was a good program but the amount of time needed to
put into an application and program operation would be too great for their current staff.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal DeHaven estimated a total of 180 students were enrolled at
the elementary school. Currently, there are no policies to encourage or discourage the use of
active transportation for students when traveling between home and school because Principal
DeHaven suggests that the majority of the students already walk or ride bicycles to school most
days of the year. Washington Elementary also benefits from being located in an area with
sidewalks built along most neighborhood streets.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Washington Elementary may benefit from the existing sidewalk network connecting each
neighboring street but much of the current infrastructure is worn and in need of improvements.
Principal DeHaven would like to see repairs to sidewalk infrastructure around the surrounding
neighborhood as well as improvements to crosswalks at surrounding intersections.
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Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found
outside the immediate area of
Washington Elementary include
Lawton Area Transit System
(LATS) and Lawton’s area
planned bicycle routes. As seen
in Figure 93, all bus routes are
available throughout the school
coverage area with the closest
routes on NW Fort Sill
Boulevard, W Gore Boulevard,
and NW Ferris Avenue. A
bicycle route is intended to
travel along NW 6th Street, east
of Washington Elementary.
Principal DeHaven mentioned
that crime can be an issue in the
surrounding neighborhood and
may affect the decision of
allowing students to walk to
school. Information from the
Lawton Police Department
Figure 93: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Washington
Technical Services Division
Elementary School Coverage Area
indicates that the elementary
school is located in an area with relatively low to moderate traffic incidents based on 2009 and
2010 accident reports.

Observations
A total of four observations were made for Washington Elementary on February 7 and 8, 2011.
Two observations were executed in the morning between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and two in the
afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 The majority of vehicle traffic in the morning is on NW 9th Street as the school building’s main
entrance is on the west side of the school. Drivers were observed using all four streets
surrounding the school building for dropping students off.
 Allowing students entry into the building from multiple entrances at 8:45 AM is beneficial to
vehicle traffic. Vehicles were parked in several different locations surrounding the school and
generated less congestion as a result of the school’s entry policy.
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Afternoon:
 The majority of vehicle activity is on NW 9th Street. Vehicles park along both sides of the
street to wait for students to exit the building at 3:45 PM. Vehicles were also observed parking
along NW 8th Street, NW Columbia Avenue, and NW Dearborn Avenue in the afternoon.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 In the morning, school buses and
day care vehicles used NW 9th Street
to drop off students.
 In the afternoon, school bus and day
care vehicles waited for students on
NW Columbia Avenue. Students
exited from the south entrance in the
afternoon.
Pedestrian Activity

 The majority of pedestrian activity
originated east of the school on NW
Columbia Avenue. Pedestrians
were also observed arriving and
departing from the north, south, and
west sides of the school building.
 Students were observed obeying
regulatory signage and using
sidewalks where they were available.

Figure 94: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Washington
Elementary School

 Some staff is present in the morning and afternoon to watch students at the school’s west
entrance.
 Observations found an average of 15 pedestrians39 arriving to school in the morning and 28
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Washington Elementary found a relatively moderate proportion
of students choosing active transportation to travel between home and school. Most students still
arrive and depart from school by personal vehicle, school bus, or day care vehicle. The current
condition of pedestrian infrastructure around the school is poor with sections of paved walkway
missing throughout the surrounding neighborhood. New sidewalks as well as updated pedestrian
crossings and signage would enhance the safety of existing pedestrian traffic and possibly
encourage more students to choose active transportation to travel from home to school. Other

39

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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apparent infrastructure issues were the lack of pedestrian crossing signage for the majority of
marked crosswalks at intersections surrounding the school building.
Non-infrastructural improvements to enhance the safety of pedestrian travel would be an
emphasis on placing staff at strategic locations surrounding the school where students make their
crossing. Because many students already walk throughout the neighborhood a Walking School
Bus program or a pedestrian educational campaign may also enhance pedestrian safety and
encourage more students to choose active transportation when traveling between home and
school.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Washington Elementary in Figure 95 displays numbered points of potential
safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary
school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:
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Figure 95: Aerial close‐up of Washington Elementary School Building
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1) Midblock of NW 9th Street

 Sidewalks are absent on the west side of
9th Street.
 Installing school crossing signage and a
marked crosswalk may improve the safety
of students crossing at the midblock of 9th
Street.
 Curb cuts are absent at street intersections.

School

9th Street

South
2) The Intersection of NW 9th Street and NW
Dearborn Avenue
North

Dearborn Avenue

 School Crossing or School Advance
Crossing signs are absent for northbound
and southbound traffic.
 The addition of Yield (Stop) Here to
Pedestrian signage for this intersection
would encourage vehicles to preemptively
slow down for pedestrians.
 Pavement markings for marked pedestrian
crosswalk are fading and difficult to see.
 Some sidewalks and curb cuts are absent
to connect crosswalks and complete
pedestrian networks.

9th Street

West

8th Street

Columbia Avenue

3) The Intersection of NW 8th Street and NW
Columbia Avenue

 School Crossing signs are absent for
northbound and southbound traffic.
 The addition of Yield (Stop) Here to
Pedestrian signage for this intersection
would encourage vehicles to preemptively
slow down for pedestrians utilizing
crosswalk.
 Some sidewalks and curb cuts are absent
to connect crosswalks and complete
pedestrian networks.
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Public Safety Concern

Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

 Start a Neighborhood Watch
Initiative
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program

 Install New or
Improved Lighting for
Walkways, Bikeways, or
School Entrances

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts
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Whittier Elementary
Whittier Elementary is located in the
Fields & Dunning Addition, south of
NW Cache Road and east of NW
16th Street, on NW Laird Boulevard.
Current Conditions

Currently, a sidewalk is located
along NW Laird Boulevard on the
east side of the street. There is also a
walkway connecting NW Oak
Avenue and NW Laird Boulevard
passing along the north side of the
school building. Sidewalks can also
be found around sections of Kathy
Newcombe Park. Two marked
crosswalks are located at the
intersection of NW Oak Avenue and
NW Laird Boulevard and are
missing appropriate school crossing
signage. Crosswalks with
Figure 96: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of the Whittier
Elementary School Building
appropriate school crossing signage
are located at the midblock of NW Laird Boulevard and the midblock of NW Oak Avenue.
Crosswalks at the intersections of NW Oak Avenue and NW Parkview Boulevard as well as NW
Oak Avenue and NW 16th Street also have appropriate school crossing signage.
School zones are marked by traffic control signs indicating School Speed Limit on sections of
NW Oak Avenue and NW Laird Boulevard. There are parking restrictions for the east side of
NW Laird Boulevard, indicating No Parking Stopping or Standing.

Meeting with Administrator
On September 22, 2010 a visit with Principal Brenda Hatch revealed that Whittier Elementary
was awarded $119,000 to complete a Safe Routes to School sidewalk infrastructure project in
order to connect the school building with Kathy Newcombe Park. This money also went towards
education material and program incentives to educate parents and encourage the use of active
transportation for students when traveling between home and school.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Hatch estimated a total of 225 students were enrolled at the
elementary school. Of these students, an average of 30 walk to school in the morning and 50 to
60 students walk home in the afternoon. Currently, Whittier Elementary has adopted a Walking
School Bus (WSB) program designed for parents or guardians to park at Kathy Newcombe Park
and walk with students to Whittier Elementary.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Hatch pointed out the issue of congestion in the morning and afternoon hours of
student arrival and dismissal on NW Laird Boulevard in front of the school.
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Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources
found within Whittier
Elementary School
coverage area include
Lawton Area Transit
System (LATS) and the
Lawton area planned
bicycle routes. As seen in
Figure 97, the Red route is
within walking distance of
the school and travels
along NW 16th Street and
NW 17th Street. Bicycle
routes are intended to run
west of the elementary
Figure 97: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Whittier Elementary
school building on NW
th
School Coverage Area
Laird Avenue and NW 13
Street and south of the school along NW Cherry Avenue and NW Elm Avenue.
Principal Hatch mentioned that crime was not an issue in the neighborhood surrounding Whittier
Elementary. Information from the Lawton Police Department Technical Services Division
indicates that the elementary school is located in an area with relatively moderate to high traffic
incidents based on 2009 and 2010 accident reports.

Observations
A total of four observations were made for Whittier Elementary on September 27 and 28, 2010.
Two observations were executed in the morning between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and two in the
afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 Vehicles began dropping off students at 8:20 AM.
 Some drivers parked vehicles on NW Laird Boulevard, disregarding parking restrictions while
other drivers used a circle drive located just south of the school building on NW Laird
Boulevard to drop off students.
Afternoon:
 Drivers parked vehicles along both sides of NW Laird Boulevard as well as on NW Oak
Avenue disregarding parking restrictions for the east side of the street.
 Once students were released, vehicle traffic quickly moved out of the area.
 The majority of students using the WSB program were picked up by vehicles in the park.
 Overall, drivers were cautious and obeyed regulatory signage around the school area.
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School Bus and Day Care Vehicles Activity

 A small number of
school bus and day
care vehicles were
observed picking up
and dropping off
students. Bus and day
care vehicle traffic was
channeled to NW Laird
Boulevard for loading.
Pedestrian Activity

 The majority of
pedestrian traffic
originated from the
Figure 98: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Whittier Elementary School
WSB program. The
Principal initiates the school bus by walking to Kathy Newcombe Park and walking the group
back to Whittier Elementary. Some parents or guardians walked with students while others
dropped them off.
 Staff acted as crossing guards at the intersection of NW Laird Boulevard and NW Oak Avenue.
 Observations found an average of 30 pedestrians40 arriving to school in the morning and 55
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Whittier Elementary found a moderate to high proportion of
students choosing active transportation to travel between home and school. While the majority
of students travel by personal vehicle, the WSB program is an effective tool for displacing some
vehicle traffic from the front of the school to an offsite location. Less vehicle activity around the
school building increases pedestrian safety for the students choosing active transportation when
traveling between home and school. The WSB program also provides many students an
opportunity to use active transportation when traveling between home and school that had were
previously arriving solely by personal vehicle.
Parking capacity around the school building is small resulting in more on-street parking. The
WSB may lower the amount of drivers parking vehicles close to the school on NW Laird
Boulevard and NW Oak Avenue but limited choices for parking creates issues for pedestrians
using school crossings and walking along streets without sidewalks. Whittier Elementary will
benefit from new sidewalks on NW Laird Boulevard by enhancing the safety of existing
pedestrian traffic and possibly encouraging more students to choose active transportation when
traveling between home and school. Future infrastructure improvements might include
sidewalks for NW Oak Avenue and NW Park View Boulevard.
40

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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Safety Concerns

A close up view of Whittier Elementary in Figure 99 displays numbered points of potential
safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary
school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:
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Figure 99: Aerial close‐up of Whittier Elementary School Building
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North

Laird Boulevard

1) NW Laird Boulevard and Parking Lot
Entrance/Exit

 Updating all School Crossing signs to new
retroreflectivity requirements would
improve visibility of drivers and safety of
pedestrians.
 Sidewalks with curb cuts are absent to
complete pedestrian networks from
Whittier Elementary to Kathy Newcombe
Park.
 Current walkways are old and in disrepair
and would benefit from new updated
sidewalk infrastructure.

2) The Intersection of NW Oak Avenue and
NW Laird Boulevard

North

Oak Avenue

Laird Boulevard

 Sidewalks are absent to connect
crosswalks and complete pedestrian
network along Laird Boulevard.
 Sidewalks are absent on both sides of Oak
Avenue.
 Appropriate traffic control signage for
school crossings is absent.

3) Midblock Crosswalk at the Rear Exit of
the School across NW Oak Avenue.

 Curb cuts are absent to improve
accessibility between crosswalks and
sidewalks.
 Sidewalks are absent along Oak Avenue.

Oak Avenue
South
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Existing Safe Routes to
School Program in the
Community

 Continue to Construct
Sidewalks with Curb
Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths
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Wilson Elementary
Wilson Elementary is located in the
Mountain View Addition and is found
north of W Gore Boulevard and west of
NW 17th Street, on NW Arlington Avenue.
Current Conditions

Sidewalks can be found on sections of NW
Arlington Avenue, NW 17th Street, and
NW Lake Avenue but are absent along the
majority of the streets in the surrounding
community. Crosswalks are located at
each intersection surrounding the school.
Northbound and southbound traffic on NW
17th street is without appropriate school
crossing signage for intersection
crosswalks. Yield Signs are in place for
stopping restrictions on NW 17th Street for
northbound and southbound traffic. School
crosswalk signage is absent for several
intersections surrounding the school.
School zones are marked by traffic control
Figure 100: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate Vicinity of
signs indicating School Speed Limit on
the Wilson Elementary School Building
sections of W Gore Boulevard, NW
Arlington Avenue, NW Lake Avenue, NW 17th Street, and NW 17th Street. Parking restrictions
apply to a small portion of NW 17th Street in front of the school building.

Meeting with Administrator
On October 5, 2010 a visit with Principal Phil Smith of Wilson Elementary revealed that the
school has yet to apply for Federal funding through a program like Safe Routes to School
(SRTS). Principal Smith is familiar with SRTS but admits that a barrier for Wilson Elementary
is the time commitment needed for the application process.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Smith estimated a total of 190 students were currently
enrolled at the elementary school. Of these students, an average of 30 students may walk or ride
bicycles to school most days of the year. Currently, there are no policies to encourage the use of
active transportation under the assumption that many other sources of transportation are
available. Students are also discouraged from walking to school if they live south of W Gore
Boulevard.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Smith pointed out issues of congestion before school arrival and after school dismissal.
Accumulating traffic on NW 17th Street creates unsafe environments for pedestrian and bicycle
commuters. Smith expressed interest in placing more sidewalks throughout the surrounding
community to provide safer options of travel for students who currently use active transportation
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and to possibly encourage more students to choose active transportation when traveling between
home and school.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found
outside the immediate area of
Wilson Elementary include Lawton
Area Transit System (LATS) and
the Lawton area planned bicycle
routes. As seen in Figure 101, the
Yellow route travels just south of
Wilson Elementary on W Gore
Boulevard and the Red route travels
just west of the school on NW 17th
Street. Bicycle routes are intended
to run east of the school building on
NW 17th Street and south of the
school building along SW D
Avenue.
Principal Smith mentioned that
crime was not an issue in the
neighborhood surrounding the
school. Information from the
Lawton Police Department
Technical Services Division
indicates that the elementary school
is located in an area with relatively
high traffic incidents based on 2009
and 2010 accidents reports.

Figure 101: Transportation Resources Found in and around the Wilson
Elementary School Coverage Area

Observations
A total of four observations were made for Wilson on October 6 and 8, 2010. Two observations
were executed in the morning between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and two in the afternoon between
3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 The majority of drivers use NW 17th Street and NW Lake Avenue to drop off students.
 Some incidents were observed of vehicles passing buses that had their stopping arm extended.
Overall, vehicles followed appropriate speed limits and other regulatory signage.
 A large portion of drivers parked vehicles and walked students to the school building.
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Afternoon:
 Drivers began parking vehicles on both sides of NW Arlington Avenue and NW 17th Street
before 3:30 PM. Some drivers parked vehicles next to other parked cars while waiting for
students to be dismissed.
 Neighborhood residents park vehicles in the surrounding streets throughout the day.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 Bus activity is channeled to the north
side of the school building on the south
side of NW Lake Avenue.
 Drivers of personal vehicles often
compete for space with buses,
disregarding the posted parking
restrictions.
Pedestrian Activity

 The majority of pedestrian traffic uses
the crosswalks at NW 17th Street and
NW Lake Avenue. There is also
pedestrian traffic arriving from NW
17th and NW Lake Avenue.
 Students were frequently observed
walking in or along streets without
sidewalks.
 Staff acted as crossing guards during
afterschool dismissal for the
intersection of NW 17th Street and NW
Lake Avenue.

Figure 102: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from Wilson
Elementary School

 Observations found an average of 33 pedestrians41 arriving to school in the morning and 35
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Wilson Elementary found a moderate to high proportion of
students choosing active transportation when traveling between home and school. The majority
of the student population still arrives and departs by personal vehicle, school bus, or day care
vehicles. Outside of the student population, a large number of pedestrians were also observed
traveling within the Wilson Elementary School coverage area. The absence of sidewalks along
many of the streets in the surrounding community was found to draw pedestrians into the streets.
41

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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Many of the marked crosswalks are missing appropriate signage to alert vehicles prior to their
approach. Vehicle traffic on NW 17th Street was also observed to promote an unsafe
environment for pedestrian travel. Wilson would benefit from a program teaching students
pedestrian and bicycle safety skills.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Wilson Elementary in Figure 103 displays numbered points of potential
safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the elementary
school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:
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Figure 103: Aerial close‐up of Wilson Elementary School Building
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1) The Intersection of NW 17th Street and
NW Lake Avenue

North

 Traffic control signs indicating School
Crossing or School Advance Crossing are
absent for marked crosswalks.
 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalks, complete existing
pedestrian networks, and provide safe
travel for pedestrians.

Lake Avenue

17th Street

2) Vehicle Activity on NW Lake Avenue

 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent to
complete existing pedestrian networks and
provide safe travel for pedestrians.
 Drivers that ignore parking restrictions for
the south side of Lake Avenue generate
unneeded congestion for vehicles and
buses. Stricter enforcement procedures of
parking restrictions could clear up
congestion on Lake Avenue.

East

Lake Avenue

West

3) The Intersection of NW 17th Street and
NW Arlington Avenue

18th Street

 Traffic control signs indicating School
Crossing or School Advance Crossing are
absent for marked crosswalks.
 Sidewalks and curb cuts are absent to
connect crosswalks, complete existing
pedestrian networks, and provide safe
travel for pedestrians.

Arlington Avenue
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation
No Safe Place to Ride a Bike to School

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

A Primary Arterial or Expressway
Divides the School from Residential
Areas42
Missing or Insufficient Walkways
(sidewalks and paths)

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

42

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

Infrastructure Strategies

 Start a Bike Train Program
Organize a Bicycle Rodeo to
Teach On‐Bike Skills

 Build Off‐Street or On‐
Street Bicycle Facilities
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures

 Pedestrian Education Campaign
 Promote Safe Routes to School
in the Community

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

W Gore Boulevard cuts through Wilson Elementary School coverage.
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Woodland Hills Elementary
Woodland Hills Elementary opened its doors to
students in 1968 in the Woodland Hills Addition.
The school is located north of NW Gore
Boulevard and west of NW 67th Street, on NW
Woodland Drive.
Current Conditions

Sidewalks are absent throughout most of the
community. There are two crosswalks located at
the intersection of NW Woodland Drive and NW
71st Street. Other crosswalk locations can be
found at the midblock of NW Woodland Drive
north of the parking lot exit and three crosswalks
are located at the intersection of NW Compass
Drive and NW Woodland Drive. Each crosswalk
is marked with proper traffic control signage for a
school crossing.
School zones are marked by two traffic control
signs indicating School Speed Limit for both
eastbound and westbound traffic on NW
Woodland Drive. There is another school zone on
NW 71st Street. Parking restrictions are located
along the south side of NW Woodland Drive
between the elementary school parking lot
entrance and exit. A walking bridge is located
between the rear entrance of Woodland Hills
Elementary and NW Eisenhower Drive.

Figure 104: Infrastructure Located in the Immediate
Vicinity of the Woodland Hills Elementary School Building

Meeting with Administrator
On December 12, 2010 a visit with Principal Cheryl Adams of Woodland Hills Elementary
revealed that the school has yet to apply for Federal funding through a program like Safe Routes
to School. Principal Adams believes that on an average day, the majority of students travel by
personal vehicle or by bus.
Students

At the time of the meeting, Principal Adams estimated a total of 400 students were currently
enrolled at the elementary school. Of these students, an average of 30 may walk or ride bicycles
to school most days of the year. At the moment, there are no policies to encourage the use of
active transportation under the assumption that only a small portion of the student population
currently walks or rides bikes between home and school.
Traffic and Infrastructure

Principal Adams pointed out the issue of congestion during the morning and afternoon hours of
student arrival and dismissal. Woodland Hills Elementary is more interested in concentrating on
different non-infrastructural based programs than infrastructural improvements to approach the
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issue of congestion during afternoon dismissal periods. Principal Adams suggested that their
current dismissal program has improved the degree of afternoon traffic congestion substantially.
Still, there is a concern about congestion that occurs in morning, at the time of student arrival.
Transportation Resources and Barriers

Transportation resources found outside the
immediate area of Woodland Hills Elementary
include Lawton Area Transit System (LATS). As
seen in Figure 105, the Yellow and Blue routes
travel along NW 67th Street and are within
walking distance of the elementary school. A
bicycle route is intended to extend past the
elementary school building along NW Woodland
Drive and into other parts of the surrounding
neighborhood.
Principal Adams mentioned a concern about the
crime around the school, pointing out a few
incidents of graffiti and drug sales in or around the
playground. She suggested that such incidents
may discourage parents from allowing students to
choose active transportation when traveling
between home and school. Information from the
Lawton Police Department Technical Services
Division indicates that the elementary school is
located in an area with relatively low to moderate
traffic incidents based on 2009 and 2010 accident
reports.

Observations
A total of four observations were made for
Woodland Hills on December 15 and 16, 2010.
Two observations were executed in the morning
between 8:30 AM and 9:00 AM and two in the
afternoon between 3:30 PM and 4:00 PM.

Figure 105: Transportation Resources Found in and around
the Woodland Hills Elementary School Coverage Area

Personal Vehicle Activity

Morning:
 For morning arrival, drivers formed a line to drop off students at the building’s main entrance.
Students were not allowed entry until 8:40 AM so some drivers that arrive early will park
vehicles in the parking lot driving lane until students were permitted to enter the building.
Vehicles parking in driving lanes blocked through traffic where it accumulated on NW
Woodland Drive.
 There is one lane in the parking lot permitted for personal vehicle loading while the outside
lane is dedicated to bus access for loading. Some drivers also pulled into the second lane
blocking bus traffic.
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 A dedicated bus lane extending from the parking lot to NW 69th Street was sometimes used as
an exit for vehicles not wanting to exit back onto NW Woodland Drive.
 Some drivers ignored parking restrictions on NW Woodland Drive and parked along the south
side of the street to drop off students.
Afternoon:
 Drivers began arriving at 3:30 PM in front of the parking lot main entrance. Vehicles formed a
line on Woodland Hills Drive past 73rd Street. Drivers displayed the names of the students
they intend to pick up in their front window so staff is able to release the students by the time
they are at the entrance.
 Once students were dismissed at 3:45 PM, vehicle congestion along NW Woodland Drive
quickly disappeared.
School Bus and Day Care Vehicle Activity

 Bus activity was channeled through the same
parking facility as vehicle traffic. Once buses
arrived through the parking lot entrance there is
a dedicated bus loading zone that cuts through to
NW 69th Street.
 Students who were loaded onto buses were
released from the building east of the school.
Pedestrian Activity

 The majority of pedestrian traffic was observed
traveling from NW 71st Street and eastbound on
NW Woodland Drive. A small portion of
pedestrians was observed walking south from
NW Compass Drive to NW Woodland Drive.
 The majority of students walking home in the
afternoon were dismissed from entrances on the
west side of the building. Staff members acted
as crossing guards to allow students safe passage
across marked crosswalks on NW Woodland
Drive and NW 71st Street.
 Traffic obeyed speed regulations and slowed
down for pedestrians when they crossed NW
Woodland Drive.
Figure 106: Buffers Indicating Distances Students Live from
Woodland Hills Elementary School
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 Observations found an average of 23 pedestrians43 arriving to school in the morning and 28
pedestrians leaving from school in the afternoon.

Analysis
The observations obtained from Woodland Hills Elementary found a low to moderate proportion
of students choosing active transportation to travel between home and school. It appears that the
majority of students arrive by personal vehicle while the remaining students arrive by school bus
and day care vehicles. The absence of sidewalks along NW Woodland Drive was one of the
most notable pedestrian safety issues found in the area. Students walking home or to their
vehicle need a safe place to travel off the street. Current afterschool dismissal procedures
appeared to run efficiently by moving pedestrian and vehicle traffic through the school area in a
quick but safe fashion. Similar procedures for pedestrian and vehicle traffic in the morning
could only improve the safety of the overall travel environment for Woodland Hills Elementary.
Safety Concerns

A close up view of Woodland Hills Elementary in Figure 107 displays numbered points of
potential safety concerns resulting from inadequate transportation infrastructure design in the
elementary school area. The corresponding list below describes each point in detail:

N
NW
WW
Wooooddllaanndd DDrriivvee
71sssttt Street

N
NW
W 71 Street
tthh
N
NW
W 6699th SSttrreeeett

22
11

Woodland Hills Elementary
Safety Concerns

Not to Scale

Figure 107: Aerial close‐up of Woodland Hills Elementary School Building

43

Pedestrian counts are general estimates taken at the time of observation and may be affected by external
factors. This number may include bicycle riders.
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East

71st Street
Parking Entrance

Woodland Drive

1) NW Woodland Drive and NW 71st Street

 To further decrease vehicle speeds through school zones replacing current pedestrian crossing
signs with Yield (Stop) Here to Pedestrian signs may increase the safe pedestrian passage
across Woodland Drive to Woodland Hills Elementary.
 Sidewalks with curb cuts are absent to connect crosswalks and complete pedestrian networks.
South

Parking Exit

Woodland Drive

2) NW Woodland Drive and Woodland Hills Parking Lot Exit

 Sidewalks with curb cuts are absent to connect crosswalks and complete pedestrian networks.
 A curve in the street in front of the school building reduces visibility of students crossing
Woodland Drive as well as traffic exiting and entering into school parking facilities. A traffic
control signal indicating a Yield (Stop) Here to Pedestrian may increase the safe pedestrian
passage across Woodland Drive to Woodland Hills Elementary.
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Barriers to Active Transportation and Potential Strategies
The following is a summary of pedestrian based issues encountered throughout this survey and a
list of potential non-infrastructural strategies and infrastructural strategies that administrators
may consider to improve safety for student commuters.

Barriers to Active
Transportation

Infrastructure Strategies

Public Safety Concern

 Start a Neighborhood Watch
Initiative
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program

 Install New or
Improved Lighting for
Walkways, Bikeways, or
School Entrances

Crossing Streets and Intersections is
Difficult or Dangerous

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Create a Parent or Student
Patrol Program
 Teach Pedestrian and Bicycle
Safety Skills to Students and
Parents

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures
 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes

 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program

 Install New Traffic
Control Devices
 Install Traffic Calming
or Speed Reduction
Measures

 Pedestrian Education Campaign

 Construct Sidewalks
with Curb Cuts

 Design Drop Off Procedures to
Increase Safety and
Accessibility
 Create a Park and Walk
Program
 Create a Crossing Guard
Training Program
 Conduct Increased Warning
and Ticketing Efforts that
Target Motorists

 Divert Traffic Away
from School Zone or
Designated Routes
 Install New Signage and
Traffic Control Devices
 Create Off‐Street
Walking Paths

A Primary Arterial or Expressway
Divides the School from Residential
Areas44
Limited Walkway Accessibility for
Students with Disabilities

Drop Off Process Creates Congestion
and Unsafe Behaviors

44

Potential Strategies
Non‐Infrastructure Strategies

NW Cache Road cuts through Woodland Hills Elementary School Coverage.
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Conclusion
A total of 27 elementary schools in the Lawton Public School and Flower Mound School
Districts were observed between September 2010 and February 2011. Bishop Public School
chose not to participate because current policies discourage students to use active transportation
when traveling between home and school. Each participating school was visited through an
initial meeting with administrators and at least one follow up visit for observations during
student arrival and dismissal periods. Information generated from school visits and background
information were compiled and analyzed
Table 3: Participating Elementary Schools Listed in Order
into individual surveys.
of the Date Observed

Meeting with Administrators
A uniform set of questions were
prepared before each meeting with
administrators (Appendix A). These
meetings found information about the
student population and their
relationship with active transportation
as well as questions about crime,
traffic, and infrastructure issues around
the school.
Safe Routes to School (SRTS)
Elementary Schools

First
Observation
Date

Students

Whittier

September 27, 2010

225

Wilson

October 6, 2010

190

Adams

October 12, 2010

177

Elementary School

Swinney

October 15, 2010

220

Eisenhower

October 25, 2010

215

Brockland

November 3, 2010

271

Howell

November 12, 2010

194

Crosby Park

November 18, 2010

300

Carriage Hills

November 29, 2010

350

Of the 27 elementary schools that were
Pioneer Park
December 1, 2010
330
a part of the report, 4 schools
Edison
December 8, 2010
440
participated in the 2007 - 2009 SRTS
Pat Henry
December 10, 2010
520
program. Howell Elementary and
Woodland Hills
December 15, 2010
400
Whittier Elementary were awarded
Country Club Heights
January 6, 2011
160
SRTS funding for infrastructural
Cleveland
January 10, 2011
247
projects around their schools and also
Douglass
January 12, 2011
178
participate in a Walking School Bus
(WSB) program. Swinney Elementary
Ridgecrest
January 12, 2011
366
and Hugh Bish Elementary have also
Hugh Bish
January 19, 2011
335
received funding from SRTS for nonJackson
January 24, 2011
197
infrastructural programs for creating a
Lincoln
January 26, 2011
360
WSB program and funding incentives
Sullivan Village
January 28, 2011
364
that encourage students to use active
Washington
February 7, 2011
180
transportation when traveling between
Park Lane
February 14, 2011
220
home and school. The limitations cited
by school administrators for not
Almor West
February 16, 2011
365
choosing to participate in SRTS
Flower Mound
February 18, 2011
330
included a lack of knowledge of the
Learning Tree Academy
February 24, 2011
360
program, a feeling that their staff would
Beginnings Academy
February 28, 2011
180
be unable to create and operate a
working SRTS program, and an
insufficient amount of time for the application process. Other administrators have invested their
time and energy into improving safety by improving vehicle dismissal and arrival procedures.
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Table 4: Elementary Schools Previously Involved in Safe Routes to School Program with Funding Information

2007 ‐ 2009 Safe Routes to School Community Funded Projects
Sponsor

Targeted
Schools

Proposed Projects

Funding Requests & Commitments
Infrastructure

City of
Lawton
Group 1

City of
Lawton
Group 2

Howell
Elementary
Whittier
Elementary

Swinney
Elementary
Hugh Bish
Elementary

Sidewalk, Pavement marking,
Signage, School Zone
Improvements, Institute a Walking
School Bus, Safe House & Mileage
Program, Bike/Ped Education,
Educational Materials, Public
Awareness Campaign, Cross Guard
Training
Institute a Walking School Bus,
Mileage Club, Park & Walk
Programs, Bike/Ped Education,
Education Materials, Public
Awareness Campaign,
Traffic/Parent/Student Patrol, Cross
Guard Training

Sponsor
Non‐
Committed
Infrastructure
Funds

$113,355.00

$5,655.00

$9,760.00

‐

$20,000.00

$3,650.00

Programs and Policies

Outside of SRTS schools, the majority of elementary schools do not provide programming that
either discourages or encourages the use of active transportation by students traveling between
home and school. Both Lawton Public Schools (LPS) and Flower Mound School are able to
encourage students to stay active and maintain a healthy lifestyle through programming centered
on healthy initiatives. LPS K-12 schools have been involved with Fit Kids of Southwest
Oklahoma and the Alliance for a Healthier Generation Initiative (AHG) Healthy School Program
to develop a healthier school environment. Flower Mound School also encourages students to
make healthy choices by being a part of Oklahoma’s Coordinated Approach to Child Health
(CATCH) program.
While the majority of schools do not discourage students from walking or riding bicycles, some
principals may protest if students are crossing arterial streets and busy collectors that cut through
school coverage areas. School bus transportation is an option for some students blocked by busy
streets and arterials but for LPS elementary students, bus service is only available to those that
live more than 1 mile away from the school. Other students are left with fewer options,
including walking or biking to school across busy streets and arterials when access to other
transportation resources is limited. A small number of elementary schools currently offer
Walking School Buses and other programs that encourage safe and healthy options for students
traveling between home and school.
Response to Vehicle Traffic

Parents responding to dangerous pedestrian environments by driving students to school have the
potential to increase safety issues during arrival and dismissal times surrounding school
buildings. Higher levels of traffic and vehicle congestion surrounding schools perpetuate safety
and health issues by increasing the chances of accidents and degrading the quality of air students
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breathe. Schools like Woodland Hills Elementary, Learning Tree Academy, and Lincoln
Elementary combat traffic and vehicle congestion by designing dismissal procedures centered on
vehicle pick up and drop off of students. Several schools have also become Clean Air Schools
through Lawton’s 2011 Clean Air Lawton campaign and plan to install “No Idling” signs in key
locations surrounding the school.
Crime

Administrators were given the opportunity to comment on issues of crime surrounding their
school’s neighborhood. Incidents with crime can negatively affect the decision of a parent or
guardian to allow their child to walk or ride a bike to school. While the type of crimes can vary,
the perception alone is enough to further decrease any motivation for a student to use active
transportation. The following schools mentioned that at least some incidents of crime have
occurred in or around the area surrounding the school building:







Adams Elementary
Brockland Elementary
Carriage Hills Elementary
Cleveland Elementary
Country Club Heights
Lincoln Elementary








Pat Henry Elementary
Ridgecrest Elementary
Sullivan Village
Washington Elementary
Woodland Hills Elementary

Current Conditions
Information about the current state of infrastructure, traffic incidents, socioeconomic profiles,
and transit access were obtained from the initial visits with elementary schools, observations, and
different resources from the City of Lawton.
Pedestrian Infrastructure

The location of sidewalks, school zones, and crosswalks were noted in the immediate vicinity of
the each elementary school. Each piece of infrastructure affects the pedestrian environment
surrounding schools. School zones influence traffic behavior by posting lower school speed
limits while crosswalks and sidewalks influence where pedestrians travel by establishing
networks and pathways throughout the community. The absence a piece of infrastructure has the
potential to negatively influence the overall safety of the pedestrian environment for students as
they travel between home and school.
Transportation Resources

Current and future transportation resources considered for this report were LATS routes and the
Lawton area planned bicycle routes. Access to bicycle and transit routes further increases the
mobility of students who are currently using active transportation. The map in Figure 108
provides detailed information for transit and planned bicycle routes. The map provides
information about sidewalks, crosswalks, and school zones but is limited to the immediate
vicinity surrounding elementary schools.
Of the participating schools in the LMATS area, Washington Elementary, Lincoln Elementary,
and Hugh Bish Elementary had the highest number of transportation resources surrounding their
schools. These schools have a high number of sidewalks, crosswalks, planned bicycle routes,
and LATS routes in the school coverage areas. The schools with the lowest number of
transportation resources include Flower Mound School and Sullivan Village Elementary.
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Vehicle Accidents

The total number of vehicle related accidents reported in and around school coverage areas for
2009 and 2010 was determined through information provided by the Lawton Police Department
Technical Services Division. Accidents are reported to the Lawton Police Department and filed
into blocks and zones as displayed in Figure 109.
Table 5: Proportion of All Accidents that Occurred
Using GIS mapping software, the number of
Within or Around Each School Coverage Area
reported accidents in police zones was found for
each school coverage area through a spatial join. Elementary School
2009
2010
Coverage Areas
The map in Figure 110 displays the average
Adams Elementary
9.5%
9.1%
number of accidents reported for 2009 and 2010
Almor West Elementary
2.3%
2.7%
in police zones that intersect with school
B.C. Swinney Elementary
3.5%
3.5%
coverage areas. Total accidents were
Brockland
Elementary
3.4%
3.5%
categorized into the number of standard
Carriage Hills Elementary
1.8%
1.6%
deviations each coverage area falls from the
Cleveland Elementary
3.1%
3.3%
mean accident count. The mean count for
accidents in school coverage area is 419 in 2009 Country Club Heights
1.9%
2.1%
Elementary
and 406 for 2010. The number of accidents by
Crosby Park Elementary
5.1%
4.5%
coverage area is high because accidents were
Douglass
LC***
5.6%
6.1%
counted more than once if a police zone
Edison Elementary
7.1%
7.2%
intersected with more than one coverage area.

Figure 109: Blocks (blue numbers) and Zones (black numbers)

Eisenhower Elementary
Eisenhower Elementary*
Flower Mound School
Howell Elementary
Howell Elementary*
Hugh Bish Elementary
Jackson Elementary
Lincoln Elementary
Park Lane Elementary*
Park Lane Elementary
Pat Henry Elementary
Pioneer Park Elementary
Ridgecrest Elementary**
Sullivan Village Elementary
Washington Elementary
Whittier Elementary
Wilson Elementary
Woodland Hills Elementary

2.3%
1.0%
1.8%
8.6%
1.2%
4.1%
2.4%
4.0%
0.1%
0.1%
4.2%
2.0%
2.6%
0.5%
3.7%
6.0%
8.1%
3.8%

2.5%
1.0%
1.6%
8.9%
1.1%
4.0%
2.6%
4.1%
0.1%
0.2%
4.6%
2.1%
2.6%
0.6%
3.7%
5.5%
7.4%
3.9%

Accident reports for both years found a high
incident rate in an area surrounding the
intersection of NW Sheridan Road and W Gore
Boulevard. The coverage areas that are the
closest to the zones are Adams Elementary,
*Secondary non-contiguous coverage area
Howell Elementary45, and Wilson Elementary.
**Learning Tree Academy located in coverage area
***Beginnings Academy located in coverage area
The concentration is the result of a consistently
high count of accidents reported in a zone located
north of Gore Boulevard, south of Cache Road, east of 31st Street and west of Sheridan Road.
45

The primary non‐contiguous area of the two Howell Elementary coverage areas
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Figure 110: Average of 2009 and 2010 Reported Accidents for Police Zones Intersecting with School Coverage
Areas

Accidents increased slightly from 3,828 reports in 2009 to 3,861 reports in 2010. While accident
reports around the central part of Lawton remained the same from 2009 to 2010 there was a
slight increase in the number of accidents reported in northwest police zones between these two
time periods.
Reported Accidents Impact on Schools

Around 250,000 children are injured in auto accidents every year.46 High accident reports have
stayed somewhat consistent for the school coverage areas of Adams Elementary, Howell
Elementary, and Wilson Elementary. High accident reports in these locations may be a key
indicator for continual traffic issues in need of attention. To protect students from the risk of
auto accidents schools might consider installing traffic calming devices on streets used as
shortcuts to bypass arterial and collector traffic. Other strategies may include increasing the
presence of staff or crossing guards around busy intersections and enhancing key pedestrian
networks and walkways with updated or appropriate pedestrian infrastructure.

46

Hoffman, Jan (2009, September 13). Why can’t she walk to school? The New York Times, p. ST1.
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Median Household Income

A study in the American Journal of Preventive Medicine47 found that low-income and minority
groups use active modes of travel to get to school at higher rates than high-income families.
Census information used to aggregate median household income for each elementary school
coverage area was found through the 2005 – 2009 American Community Survey for Census
Tracts in Comanche County, Oklahoma. The map displayed in Figure 111 shows the lowest
average median household income below $25,000 a year for residents in the school coverage
areas of Lincoln Elementary, Jackson Elementary and the southeast section of Howell
Elementary area. The highest average median household income above $55,001 a year was
found for residents in the school coverage areas of Carriage Hills Elementary and Sullivan
Village Elementary.

Figure 111: Median Household Income by School Coverage Area

47

McDonald, Noreen C. (2008). Critical factors for active transportation to school among low‐income and minority
students: Evidence from the 2001 National Household Travel Survey. American Journal of Preventive Medicine, 34,
4.
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Observations
Each observation yielded a general count of
students arriving and departing from school
using active transportation. Estimates were
also gathered from administrators during the
initial visit with each school. Observations
found a low proportion of students walking
between home and school and a high
proportion of students arriving and departing
by personal vehicle, school bus, or day care
vehicle. Because observations were often
limited to two day visits a more accurate
account for the number of students using
active transportation throughout the school
year are the estimates provided by
administrators as displayed in Table 6.
Students and Pedestrian Infrastructure

Pedestrian behavior differed from one
elementary school neighborhood to the next.
Edison Elementary and Pat Henry
Elementary are tucked away in smaller
neighborhoods with limited pedestrian
infrastructure resulting in a larger number of
students and other pedestrians walking in the
street. The opposite is true for schools like
Eisenhower Elementary and Cleveland
Elementary that are located along busy
arterials and major commuter streets.
Students at these schools were observed
walking along the side of the road in the grass
or on sidewalks. Students were rarely
observed neglecting paved and marked
walkways when available. The majority of
unsafe pedestrian travel was observed in
locations where appropriate infrastructure
was absent.
Historical Influence

Table 6: Student Population and Estimated Students
Using Active Transportation

Elementary School
Adams
Almor West
Beginnings Academy
Brockland
Carriage Hills
Cleveland
Country Club Heights
Crosby Park
Douglass Learning Center
Edison
Eisenhower
Flower Mound
Howell
Hugh Bish
Jackson
Learning Tree Academy
Lincoln
Park Lane
Pat Henry
Pioneer Park
Ridgecrest
Sullivan Village
Swinney
Washington
Whittier
Wilson
Woodland Hills

Estimated
Walkers
Students
and
Bikers
177
365
180
271
350
247
160
300
178
440
215
330
194
335
197
360
360
220
520
330
366
364
220
180
225
190
400

57
182
0
100
50
170
60
75
10
100
47
0
30
25
37
0
80
130
60
75
65
5
150
180
30
30
30

The City of Lawton adopted an ordinance in 1992 that requires the installation of sidewalks in
new residential subdivisions. The majority of elementary schools in Lawton are located in
neighborhoods that were built before sidewalks were a required element along city streets.
While schools like Hugh Bish Elementary and Almor West Elementary have sidewalks running
throughout their community, paved walkways are still absent in key locations surrounding school
buildings. It’s more common to see crosswalks and school crossing signs lead pedestrians to
road side curbs and grass lawns than to a paved walking path or a sidewalk.
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Accessibble design staandards are
followedd at school bu
uilding entraances
and exitss but are abseent at interseections
surroundding many scchool buildinngs.
Curb cutss at crosswaalks and sidew
walk
ends are often missin
ng in approprriate
locationss. Older neig
ghborhoods where
Washinggton Elementtary and Linccoln
Elementaary are located benefit frrom
sidewalkks and preexiisting pedesttrian
paths aloong city streeets but also have
h
issues wiith aging infr
frastructure, out of
date reguulatory signaage, and the
absence of
o curb cuts or other
accessibiility standard
ds.

Figu
ure 112: Crosswalk on NW Oak
O Avenue No
orth of Whittie
er Elementary

Infrastru
ucture and Non‐Infrastr
N
ructure Imprrovements

The builtt environmen
nt has a subsstantial impaact on the ovverall safety of students traveling
t
between home and scchool as welll as studentss that travel from their vehicle and scchool entrannces.
Targetingg improvemeents to the pedestrian
p
ennvironment surrounding
s
a school hass the potentiaal to
benefit alll students, regardless
r
off their modall choice. Thhe majority of
o elementaryy schools in the
Lawton Public
P
Schoo
ol and Floweer Mound Scchool Districcts have at leeast one form
m of safety isssue
surroundding their buiildings that has
h a negativve effect on pedestrian
p
trravel. Absennt or poorly
maintained infrastruccture is a barrrier to active transportattion and cann encourage more
m
vehiclee
traffic. To
T improve specific
s
safeety elements outlined in individual
i
ellementary scchool surveyys a
consideraable amountt of investmeent in infrasttructural devvelopment would be neceessary.
SRTS haas the potentiial to providde funding foor such projeects but at this time only 4 elementarry
schools have
h
taken ad
dvantage of this opportuunity. Manyy elementary schools havve instead puut
forth the effort of imp
proving safeety through other
o
means.. Several eleementary schhools have
worked on
o improving
g dismissal and
a arrival procedures
p
byy increasingg staff presennce at schooll
entrancess or crosswaalks and creaating proceduures for vehiicles to enterr and exit in appropriate
locationss when pickin
ng up or droopping off stuudents.
While theere is no sch
hool buildingg with an ideeal safe and healthy
h
pedeestrian envirronment, manny
schools have
h
put fortth effective arrival
a
and dismissal
d
proocedures to combat
c
safetty issues cauused
by trafficc and vehiclee congestionn.
Arrivall and Dismisssal Procedurees Schools aree
U
Utilizing
to Inccrease Studennt Safety
 Stafff posted at in
ntersections too supervise orr
act as a crossing guard
 Stafff monitoring
g where vehiclles are parkinng
 Walking School Bus Program
m
 Stagggered dismisssal by mode of travel
 Dismissing studeents to vehiclees individuallly

Arrival and Dismissal Prroblems at
Schools without Proccedures
 Students are leet of vehicles in the street
 Vehicles
V
line streets
s
and bloock intersectiions
 Vehicles
V
blockk the entry annd exit throughh
parking lots
 Students choosse unsafe placces to walk orr bike
 Students expossed to exhausst of idling
vehicles
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Any type of effort to create a plan or procedure for morning arrival and afternoon dismissal was
shown to have a positive impact on student safety. School staff presence alone was found to be a
powerful preventive measure against unsafe pedestrian behavior. While the lasting impact of an
infrastructure project can bring greater benefit to a community for years to come the programs
and procedures that support pedestrian safety behavior have more benefits in improving the
perception and attitude of active transportation for students as they grow into the future leaders
of their community.

Analysis

Table 7: Prioritized List of Schools that are in the
The goal of this report is to be used as a reference for
Most Need of Attention for Improvements
elementary school staff, administrators, or community
leaders when applying for Federal funding programs like
Rating School
Safe Routes to School or other programs that target
strategies for building healthier communities. Individual
1 Pat Henry
Elementary school surveys were analyzed to find where
2 Whittier*
improvements through infrastructure projects and education
3 Swinney
programs are needed as well as where they will provide the
4 Ridgecrest
greatest benefit. Every school in this report was found to be
5 Edison
in need of some form of safety improvement that can be
6 Lincoln
resolved through infrastructure or non-infrastructure
7 Jackson
projects.

To prioritize which schools are in need of the most help and
would benefit the most from improvements a formula was
generated considering access to transportation resources, the
number of current and potential walkers and bikers, and the
number of barriers there are to active transportation.
Schools with more barriers than transportation resources
were placed higher in priority than schools that have a
similar amount of barriers and resources or more resources
than barriers. Barriers are defined by variables that
decrease active transportation use while transportation
resources are defined by variables that increase active
transportation use.
Variables that Decrease the use of Active Transportation




Crime or Public Safety Concerns
Busy Collectors and Arterials
High Traffic Congestion and Accident Reports

Variables that Increase the use of Active Transportation




Sidewalks, Crosswalks, and School Zones
LATS Routes and Planned Bicycle Routes
Low Median Household Income

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Pre K
Pre K
Closing
Closing
Closing

Cleveland
Woodland Hills
Brockland
Pioneer Park
Adams
Washington
Hugh Bish
Eisenhower
Sullivan Village
Wilson
Almor West
Jackson
Park Lane
Flower Mound
Carriage Hills
Beginnings Academy
Learning Tree Academy
Country Club Heights
Douglass Learning Center
Howell

* Whittier has received SRTS funding for
infrastructure improvements which would
effectively lower its priority rating when
infrastructure is in place.
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Safe Routes to School
Each Elementary school
survey is designed for use as
a reference guide for
elementary school staff,
administrators, or community
leaders when applying for
Federal funding programs
like SRTS or programs that
target strategies for building
healthier communities. Table
8 is the official SRTS
application timeline for the
2011 – 2013 application
cycle.

Table 8: Time Table for Safe Routes to School Applications
February 23, 2011
May 26, 2011
July 5, 2011
July 19, 2011
October 27, 2011
December 8, 2011
May 24, 2012
August 2012
August 2012
October 2012

Open Application for SRTS Travel Plan.
SRTS Travel Plan received in ODOT office by 4:00 PM.
Approval letters sent to SRTS Travel Plan applicants.
Open Application for Infrastructure and Non‐
Infrastructure Projects.
Infrastructure and Non‐Infrastructure Applications
received in ODOT office by 4:00 PM.
Applications distributed to Advisory Committee for
review and scoring of projects.
Advisory Committee Selects Projects.
Project recommendations submitted to the
Oklahoma Transportation. Commission for approval.
Applicants notified.
Contracts between ODOT and Applicants executed
and a written Notice to Proceed issues.

Phase 1: (February 23, 2011 – May 26, 2011) – Applicants must complete a SRTS Travel Plan
(a needs assessment document) and submit to ODOT for Review. Upon Review, a “Notice to
Proceed” letter will be sent to the applicant instructing them to proceed to phase 2, or additional
information will be requested by ODOT.
Phase 2: (July 19, 2011 – October 27, 2011) – Upon receiving an approval letter for ODOT, the
Applicant must make a determination based on the Travel Plan Findings, whether the targeted
school(s) and community is ready for a Non-Infrastructure, Infrastructure or both types of
projects, and returning the appropriate application document(s) to ODOT by the assigned
deadline.
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Appendix A
Questions for Principals of Lawton Elementary Schools and Flower Mound School
School: ____________________________________
Principal: ___________________________________
Date: ______________
1) How many students are currently enrolled at your school?

2) Has your school applied for Safe Routes to School? If no, are you interested in applying for Safe
Routes to School? If yes, how is the Safe Routes to School money being used?
3) How many students, would you estimate, walk to school most days of the year?
(Pre‐K Alternative Question: Are students allowed to walk to school?)

4) What plans or policies do you have in place for students that encourage them to use active
transportation to get to school?
5) Are there any plans or policies that may discourage students from using active transportation to
get to school? (Pre‐K Alternative Question: Are there any plans or polices to use active
transportation within the school?)
6) Are there areas where sidewalks, infrastructure, or programs could be implemented to increase
active transportation to and from your school?
7) How would you describe the traffic flow around your school? Do drivers behave well in the area?
8) Would you say the area surrounding the school has a high crime rate? In your opinion, do the
parents of your students feel the crime rate is high? Do you think this is significant enough to
affect the number of students that walk / bike to school?
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Appendix B
Email sent to all administrators on March 22, 2011 to review their school’s Elementary school survey.
Principal ______ ,
If you recall, a representative from the City of Lawton’s Planning Department visited (your elementary
school) at some point this school year to conduct an Accessibility/Walkability Report. The study
involved 27 elementary schools in the Lawton Public School and Flower Mound School Districts.
Information generated from school visits and background information were compiled and analyzed into
individual surveys. Currently, the Accessibility/Walkability Report has completed all visits and draft
surveys for each participating school.
The Accessibility/Walkability Report is designed to research and understand the current state of
infrastructure and transportation resources available to elementary schools in the Lawton area. The
goal of the study is to create a reference guide for elementary school staff, administrators, or
community leaders when applying for Federal funding programs like Safe Routes to School (SRTS) or
other programs that target strategies for building healthier communities. The larger part of the
Accessibility/Walkability Report will be used to understand where improvements through infrastructure
projects and education programs are most needed as well as where improvements will provide the
greatest benefit.
Attached to this email is a draft copy of your school’s survey. Please, take some time and look over the
document. If you have questions or concerns please feel free to contact me by phone or email before
next Friday, April 1, 2011.
Chris Widmer
LMPO Transportation Planner
City of Lawton, Oklahoma
P: 580‐581‐3375
F: 580‐581‐3573
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